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Preface

The Semantic Web offers new technologies to the developers of Web-based applications aiming at providing more intelligent access to and management of the Web information and semantically richer modelling of the applications and their users. An important target for Web application developers nowadays is to provide means to unite, as much as possible, their efforts in creating information and knowledge components that are easily accessible and usable by third parties. Within the context of Semantic Web, there are several hot issues, which allow achieving this reusability, shareability and interoperability among Web applications. Conceptualizations (formal taxonomies), ontologies, and the available Web standards, such as XML, RDF, XTM, OWL, DAML-S, and RuleML, allow specification of components in a standard way. The notion of Web services offers a way to make such components mobile and accessible within the wide sea of Web information and applications.

The research on Web-based educational systems (WBES) traditionally combines research interests and efforts from various fields. Currently, the efforts in the field of ontologies and Semantic Web play an important role in the development of new methods and types of courseware, including ITS, learning management systems, adaptive educational hypermedia, and various other Web-based educational applications.

Standardization of educational content specification and annotation, course components sequencing paradigms, user modelling and other aspects of educational systems, also play an important role in achieving more flexible and interoperable courseware. There is a significant effort performed by educational standardization institutions (e.g. IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee, CEN/ISSS, IMS, the US ADLnet, CETIS, ARIADNE) to propose standards for various aspects of educational systems, such as IEEE Learning Object Metadata, IMS Learner Information Package Specification, etc. The research effort in both communities comes together in the attempt to achieve improved interoperability, personalization, adaptation and flexibility for single and group users of WBES (e.g. instructors, courseware authors and learners).

The goal of this workshop is to outline the state-of-the-art in the application of Semantic Web technologies and standards for e-Learning. We aim at exploring, among others, the relationships between the main components of educational systems presented by the existing reference models, i.e. resource representation, domain model, sequencing representation, user profiles, and adaptation and tutoring strategies, and the existing Semantic Web and educational standards. The workshop topics include:

- Using Semantic Web technologies to improve:
  - personalization, adaptation, knowledge and user modelling
  - information retrieval
  - authoring of WBES.

- Web standards and metadata specifications for WBES:
  - information exchange protocols between WBES
  - consistency in standards evolution
  - mappings between existing Semantic Web and educational standards
  - educational metadata specification languages.

- Semantic Web-based architectures for WBES
- Educational Web services
- Real-world systems, case studies and empirical research for Semantic Web-based WBES.
This workshop follows the successful workshop on Concepts and Ontologies in Web-based Educational Systems, held in conjunctions with ICCE’2002 in Auckland, New Zealand. It is part of the Second International Workshop on Applications of Semantic Web Technologies for E-Learning (SWEL’04), which is organized in three sessions held at three different conferences. The aim is to discuss the current problems in e-Learning from different perspectives, including those of Web-based ITS and adaptive educational hypermedia, and the implications of applying Semantic Web and educational standards and technologies for solving them:

- **SW-EL'04 Session at AH, 23rd August, 2004**
  Session co-chairs: Peter Dolog and Martin Wolpers

- **SW-EL'04 Session at ITS, 30th September, 2004**
  Session co-chairs: Vladan Devedzic and Tanja Mitrovic

- **SW-EL'04 Session at ISWC, 8th November, 2004**
  Session co-chairs: Riichiro Mizoguchi and Yukihiro Itoh

We hope that this workshop will provide some new insights and serve as a catalyst to encourage others to investigate the potential of the emerging Semantic Web technologies for the Web-based educational systems and contribute to the realization of the vision of the Educational Semantic Web.
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A Community Oriented Approach to Delivering Learning Services

Enrico Motta and Arthur Stutt
Knowledge Media Institute
The Open University
Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK
e.motta@open.ac.uk

Abstract
In the past few years we have seen a growing interest in applying semantic web technologies to education. Much of this work has concentrated on the use of Learning Objects. This research is flawed in three ways: firstly, the notion of learning Objects (LOs) is deeply problematic, secondly, learners need more than ready access to pre-packaged fragments of knowledge, and, thirdly, a focus on LOs constrains the deployment of semantic web terminologies to the needs of providers and consumers of LOs. We propose an alternative approach which is not tied to LOs and which extends the use of semantic technologies as a means of providing learning services which are owned and created by a knowledge community.

1 Introduction
There is currently much interest in applying Semantic Web technologies to learning. Much has been written about how the Semantic Web can be used to provide easier access to Learning Objects, including many interesting proposals for infrastructures for sharing LOs and for interoperation among different repositories. However this work fails on three counts: firstly, LOs are deeply problematic, secondly, it pays little attention to the needs of learners, and, thirdly, it fails to make use of the possibilities inherent in semantic web technologies.

We propose an alternative model of the use of semantic technologies in learning which focuses on the delivery of certain high level learning services (such as sense-making, structure-visualization, support for argumentation, novel forms of content customization, novel mechanisms for aggregating learning material, and so on) but which:

- is more appropriate for learners
- provides a means of contextualization and interpretation
- makes navigation through web resources easier

By learning services we mean the use of semantically augmented web services as a means of implementing support for certain educationally important activities such as sense-making. Our approach to the provision of learning services has three main components: Knowledge Charts, Knowledge Navigation and Knowledge Neighbourhoods. In the example below we illustrate this using a learning service which provides contextualization via structures representing scientific and other controversies. A Semantic Browser is used to (a) provide access to this service and (b) to navigate through the controversy structures as an aid to sense-making. Both of these represent forms of Knowledge Navigation. The learning service and the controversy structure (we call it a Knowledge Chart) are both owned and constructed by knowledge communities focused on particular disciplines, topics or interests inhabiting bits of the Semantic Web which we call Knowledge Neighbourhoods.

2 The approach in more detail
We are deeply sceptical of the value of LOs and of the social implications of their use. This does not mean that we eschew them altogether. LOs are one kind of web resource which we can use. At the same time we are concerned to get away from a model of learning which views it as the consumption of learning objects. We take a more constructivist, community-centred approach. For us much depends on the formulation of a prospective/story/narrative about a particular topic which captures a community perspective and which can be used in a variety of learning contexts.

However, our view of learning is broader than that taken by many educationalists since we see the semantic web as a location where learners of all types can acquire knowledge in a variety of formal and informal learning contexts. We
therefore do not address issues such as different learning styles, the details of pedagogic strategies or the possibility of pedagogy-specific metadata models.

We have the following problems with LOs:
- LOs are immature with many competing metadata schemes.
- These may not be flexible enough to capture relevant characteristics.
- There are costs as well as benefits of annotation.
- There is little likelihood of automatic aggregation.
- While reusability is claimed as a good it might act as a means of monopolizing a market.
- LOs can be seen as tied to a pedagogy which sees people as simple information acquirers.
- LOs are often generic, reproducible, standardized products largely for passive consumption by individuals.
- LOs are mainly for individual consumption.

2.2 Learning services

While LOs are annotated with metadata which is principally intended to facilitate discovery, for us, true learning requires the ability to situate a thought in its context within or across disciplines as part of a narrative, a scientific controversy, or an analogical argument. We therefore recognize a variety of possible learning services such as sense-making, structure-visualization, support for argumentation, novel forms of content customization, novel mechanisms for aggregating learning material, and so on, we will discuss a service which contextualizes via representations of controversies. This service provides sense-making support and, since it represents controversies, a means of visualizing an argument structure which could, in principle be extended by the learner as part of the knowledge community.

To provide learning services, we need: a set of ontologies; a set of representations of knowledge which use some of these (Knowledge Charts); and, a set of tools (including tools for Knowledge Navigation and supporting Knowledge Neighbourhoods).

2.3 Ontologies

Learning services require three main types of ontologies: for topics or domains, community-oriented knowledge structures (Knowledge Charts) and learning communities.

Ontologies for domains abound. However, we are particularly interested in the concepts which are regarded by community members as the most salient and foundational for a domain. In physics this would be notions as relativity. In Semantic Web studies this would be notions such as ontology.

The ontologies for Knowledge Charts are less plentiful. Knowledge Charts include a range of high level representations of the most important or most controversial knowledge in a domain. For instance, we could have representations of the processes which underlie fossilization in palaeontology or the current controversy about global warming in climate science. We have identified three main sorts of Knowledge Chart: debates or controversies; narratives; and analogies. Each of these requires both a structural and a domain ontology. Debates require concepts such as claim, ground, evidence and theoretical backing while stories need characters, events and motives. Particular knowledge structures will also make use of ontological primitives such as atmosphere, gas, pressure and energy for the climate domain.

Finally, we need detailed ontologies for types of community and for the different roles individuals play in them. Thus there are communities with hobbyist interest in archaeology or the music of Mozart or professionals concerned to learn about the latest surgical techniques for hernia repair. Within these communities, individuals have different statuses (some are centrally concerned with the body of knowledge which the community creates and preserves while others have a more casual interest) and roles (some are teachers as well as contributors to the body of knowledge while others are solely consumers of knowledge).

2.4 Knowledge Charts

A Knowledge Chart is a partial, ontology-based representation of a story or a controversy about a topic for the purpose of supporting understanding. A knowledge chart normally makes use of one or more domain models providing the domain-level knowledge required for its formulation.

In Laurillard’s work [Laurillard, 2002] on the use of learning technologies she identifies two important characteristics of learning: that it requires a means of seeing structure as well as the relations among structures. We thus need to provide a typology of knowledge charts (as indicated above) as well as a means of linking among them. This latter will be provided firstly by creating static and dynamic links from structure to structure (based on ontology mappings) and by using tools (see below) to carry out the linking.

As we have seen already we consider three types of knowledge chart to be crucial: debates/controversies, narratives and analogies.

Debates/controversies (most relevant for the SciControversy Learning service) are structured exchanges of positions, factual statements, rebuttals, attacks and so on. Controversies may be seen as a special sort of debate in which the exchanges are aimed at testing the validity of particular theoretical positions. Scientific controversies are a means to test and explore theoretical positions which are not widely accepted. For instance, Wegener’s theory of continental drift was the topic of a scientific controversy in the last century. It is typical of controversies that they reach some sort of closure. No one now doubts that tectonic plates exist (al-
though some still argue about notions such as Darwinian evolution).

**Narratives** as we view them are the high level stories or meta-narratives which a discipline tells itself. For example, archaeology sees itself as currently a highly specialized, professional disciple concerned typically with access the ‘archaeological record’ rather than the discovery of buried treasures. It became this as a result of pioneering endeavours by individuals such as Worsaae in Denmark who moved the profession away from poorly thought out and experimentally inadequate excavations.

**Analogies** may be taken as a form of argument in which a discipline proceeds by mapping its state onto results or theories in some other discipline and using these to derive new results itself. For example, social sciences such as psychology often work by employing analogies from other, harder disciplines. For instance, cognitive psychology is a discipline which in large part derives its models from a central analogy between the working of the brain and the mechanisms of computers.

### 2.5 Tools

A whole range of ontologically-informed tools will be needed for the creation of learning services and knowledge structures as well as for the nurturing and support of knowledge communities. Central to these is the means of navigating knowledge structures — the Semantic Browser and the means of creating and updating the knowledge structures — the Knowledge Chart (KC) constructor.

Unlike most of the tools and representations mentioned in this position paper, the Semantic Browser already exists. The Magpie Semantic Browser [Dzbor, 2004] has been developed in the Knowledge Media Institute as a means of accessing complementary material initially for students interested in learning about climate change and prediction. Essentially, it works as follows. The community or resource designer provides an ontology for a domain (for example, for climate science). At the same time a set of learning services is created and made available to the Magpie tool. These services can be as simple as glossary-lookups or as complex as simulators for some aspect of climate science. The designer provides mapping between concepts and services. The user of Magpie can decide which parts of the ontology to concentrate on. Magpie finds textual elements in the current web document which match the concepts and highlights these. When the user selects one and right clicks, a menu provides access to the range of associated services.

While the tool is already available, it will need to be modified to some extent to enable it to navigate through Knowledge Charts since these include graphical as well as textual elements. However, the main points to be made are:

- Magpie uses ontologies to construct links dynamically.
- Therefore it does not require pre-annotated resources including LOs.
- It can be extended with arbitrary learning services.

The KC constructor does not exist as yet. However it is our intention that it should be modelled on the wiki interactive web page creation so that communities can browse and create Knowledge Charts using the same combined Browser and Constructor.

Support for Knowledge Neighbourhoods is also an active research topic. While we already have a range of tools for supporting discussion, in our view, what is needed to nurture and support communities are, firstly, a range of environments which ‘understand’ community dynamics, i.e., which are underpinned by community ontologies, and, secondly, a range of tools which are part of these environments and which allow the collaborative construction of knowledge, knowledge structures such as Knowledge Charts, and learning services.

### 2.6 The SciControversy Learning service

We can imagine that our learner is reading a web page/document/learning object on climate change as part of some course on environmental studies. While some mention is made of alternative and competing viewpoints, this is not dealt with fully in the text. As she reads, our semantic browser indicates portions of the text with which it has associated services. In this case it can offer a service which displays an interactive view of the scientific controversy about global warming.

![Figure 1 A schematic Knowledge Chart for the global warming controversy](image)

Figure 1 represents this controversy in its barest essentials: a real Knowledge Chart for controversy would be much more complex. The figure shows two levels of Knowledge Chart. Level 1 shows the structure of an argument linking CO2 rise to climate change. Level 2 shows part of the ongoing scientific controversy about this linkage. If the learner clicks on the Lomborg Sceptical Environmentalist node, this will open up to provide a more detailed version of Lomborg’s argument.
Since Lomborg's argument about models is based on a view of what statistical models can do, the learner can now opt to follow a link to either a description of statistical models or a deeper view of Lomborg's argument here.

And so on. At each point in the debate model, the learner can access the original web resources of which the model is a summary. Of course, any new document or Chart could have further Knowledge Charts associated with it, which the learner can pursue in turn.

2.9 Conclusion
We are currently working on realizing the framework outlined above. Our main aim is to have the SciControversy Learning service implemented within the next few months. At the same time we are trying to define a typology of possible learning services which would be educationally relevant and show the potential of the Semantic Web.

When it is operational, our approach will avoid the reductionism inherent in learning objects and related approaches and support users in making connections, in engaging in critical analysis, in locating the right knowledge and in making sense of pedagogic narratives. It thus stands a better chance of producing the sort of critical thinker able to deal with the complexity of the material available in any future knowledge based society.
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Figure 2 Our approach to delivering learning services

Figure 2 shows how the main components of our approach relate to each other to form the basis for delivering learning services.
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Abstract
The Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) allows the definition of Semantic Web Services in terms of capabilities, interfaces using mediators to link them to the goals that a user might have when consulting a service. The concept of pre- and post-conditions embodied in that capabilities have a correlate in the technique of learning object Design by Contract, pointing out to the adequacy of using WSMO to model flexible learning object search and discovery processes. This paper describes how WSMO can be used to specify goals and capabilities for learning object selection, using a subset of LOM as a case study.

1 Introduction and Motivation
Web Services are self-contained, self-describing software applications that can be published, discovered, located and invoked across the Web, and using standard Web protocols. Nowadays, the basic support for Web Services is provided through the SOAP, WSDL and UDDI specifications, which address message format, service description and service publishing and lookup, respectively.

Nonetheless, this basic support still provides limited help in automating configuration and combination, which has fostered proposals like DAML-S and WSMF that employ Semantic Web technologies for service description and related aspects. The Web Service Modeling Framework (WSMF) [Fensel and Bussler, 2002] provides the conceptual model and related tools required to describe complex Web Services in a context of decoupled and scalable components [Arroyo et al, 2004].
The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) refines the framework of WSMF providing a formal ontology and formal language. WSMO allows the definition of ontologies comprised by four building blocks: concepts, relations, axioms and instances. Then, these ontologies can be used to describe:

- Goals. A goal specifies the objectives that a client may have when he consults a Web Service.
- Web Services, described in terms of mediators, capabilities and interfaces.

Goals include the definition of post-conditions, that describe the state of the information space that is desired in terms of axioms, and Web Services include capabilities, which are in turn described by axioms representing preconditions, postconditions, assumptions and effects. Preconditions define requirements on the input, and post-conditions describe the outputs of the system (in case that precondition was met in the invocation). Assumptions are previous conditions not limited to the inputs, but to the state of the world

1 http://www.wsmo.org
in a broad sense, and effects describe such state of the world after the call. All these information items support the description of requirements and outcomes in a logical form. Concretely, WSMO has adopted the F-Logic [Kifer et al., 1995] for their representation.

The recent approach of learning object Design by Contract (DBC) [Sicilia, 2003] has highlighted that a contractual approach using assertions in the form of pre- and post-conditions leads to clearer semantics oriented to automation of the targeting and delivery of learning objects, taking into account the characteristics of the learner, of his/her interaction means and of the overall learning context.

The similarity of the WSMO and LO-DBC has leaded us to exploring the possibility of providing richer semantics to learning object contracts by using WSMO facilities. Concretely, the WSMO approach seems adequate for expressing learning object selection services. Such a service could be implemented as a WSMO Web Service, using as ontology some adapted learning technology schemas. The overall architectural issues for Web service-based e-learning systems has been addressed elsewhere [Xu and El Saddik, 2004 and Blackmon and Rehak, 2003], so that here we focus on ontology-based descriptions that provide a higher level of definitional flexibility to existing architectures.

Two scenarios have been identified in the direction described. First, the post-conditions section of the learning object contracts could be used as goals used in requesting appropriate learning objects. Second, “Instructional Services” (IS) could be considered as a specific kind of learning object implemented as a WSMF Web Service (WS), enabling scenarios of constraint-based search with the following pattern:

- A requester or client R (e.g. a Learning Management System or an agent) is looking for learning objects (being those simple contents or complex learning activities) for a given need.
- R is able of expressing the characteristics of the need in terms of: the characteristics of the user U, the characteristics of the interaction devices and software D, and the learning outcome desired O, e.g. in terms of expected acquired competencies.
- R uses a service P to find appropriate learning objects by sending the service request R (U, D, O). The context of learning C can also be considered.
- P begins the execution of the service.

It should be noted that the non-synchronous nature of the WSMF as described in [Fensel and Bussler, 2002] allows for diverse implementations of such service, including those in which not all the input data is transferred at the beginning of the execution of the service, but concurrent with it. This enables smart approaches to selection without the need of completely transferring U, D and O at a time. In addition, being able to check some constraints as preconditions has the advantage of preventing execution in case that the service is not capable of providing the service due to an a priori restriction.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the basic elements of an ontology for describing simple learning object metadata and goals based on it. Section 3 sketches how Web Services mapping such goals can be described through an example. Finally, Section 4 provides some conclusions and future research directions.

2 Describing Learning needs as WSMO

Goals

A basic ontology describing some essential metadata items in LOM could be described through the following definitions in WSML, which correspond to the elements depicted in Figure 1. It basically addresses language (which should be matched to that of the user described by U), cost (depending on the context C of the scenario), basic technical requirements (part of D) and classifications (a basic form to express intended outcomes O). Some instances are defined for illustration purposes.

```xml
ontology http://www.uah.es/.../lom4flogic.wsml
namespace
default=http://www.uah.es/...lom4flogic#,
dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#,
wsml=http://www.wsmo.org/.../v0.2/20040418#
non-functional-properties
dc:title "Learning Object Model for flogic Ontology"
...
concept currency
non-functional-properties
dc:description "Represents the currency in which is expressed the cost of a Learning Object"
currencyName ofType xsd:string
currencyCode ofType xsd:string
concept cost
non-functional-properties
dc:description "Represents the cost of a Learning Object, expressed as an amount and the currency in which is referred"
hasCurrency ofType currency
amount ofType xsd:float
concept humanLanguage
non-functional-properties
dc:description "A humanLanguage is a language in which can be expressed a Learning Object"
name ofType xsd:string
ISOCode ofType xsd:string
```


concept taxon  
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "a taxon is a concrete value for a Taxonomy in which a Learning Object can be classified"  
  idTaxon oftype xsd:string  
  valueTaxon oftype xsd:string  
concept typesOfRequirement 
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "Defines a set of values which can be taken for a type of requirement"  
  idTypeOfRequirement oftype xsd:integer  
  labelTypeOfRequirement oftype xsd:string  
concept technicalRequirement 
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "Technical requirements could be any constraint which has to be solved for the correct use of the Learning Object."  
  typeOfRequirement oftype typesOfRequirement  
  nameOfRequirement oftype xsd:string  
  minimumVersionOfRequirement oftype xsd:integer  
concept purposes 
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "Defines a set of values which can be taken for purposes of a LO"  
  idPurpose oftype xsd:integer  
  labelPurpose oftype xsd:string  
concept classification 
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "Means of classify a learning object into one specific taxonomy"  
  taxonPath oftype taxon  
  purpose oftype purposes  

concept learningObject 
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "Any digital entity that may be used for learning, education or training"  
  identifier oftype xsd:string  
  aggregationLevel oftype xsd:integer  
  locationURI oftype xsd:string  
  isClassifiedInto oftype set classification  
  hasCost oftype cost  
  hasTechnicalRequirements oftype set technicalRequirement  
  languages oftype set humanLanguage  
  isPartOf oftype set learningObject  
  hasPartOf oftype set learningObject  

variable LOne, LTwo memberOf learningObject  
variable X,Y memberOf xsd:integer  

axiom inverseFunctionBelong  
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "Integrity Constraint: A Learning Object is composed by Learning Objects"  
  logical-expression "LOone[hasPartOf hasvalue LTwo] <- LTwo[isPartOf hasvalue LOne]."  

axiom minimumLevelOfAggregation  
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "A Learning Object that is not composed by other learning objects has an aggregation level of 1"  
  logical-expression "LOone[aggregationLevel hasvalue 1] <- not LOone[hasPartOf hasvalue LTwo]."  

axiom levelOfAggregation  
non-functional-properties 
  dc:description "A Learning Object that is composed by other learning objects has an aggregation level greater than the aggregation level of the learning objects which composed it"  
  logical-expression "LOone[aggregationLevel hasvalue X] <- LOne[hasPartOf hasvalue LTwo] and LTwo[aggregationLevel has value Y] and X = Y + 1 ."  

comment: instanceDefinitions  
instance browser memberOf typesOfRequirement  
  idTypeOfRequirement hasvalue 1  
  labelTypeOfRequirement hasvalue "Browser"  
instance operatingSystem memberOf typesOfRequirement  
  idTypeOfRequirement hasvalue 2  
  labelTypeOfRequirement hasvalue "Operating System"
Goals in these conceptual models are defined by the post-
conditions required on the learning objects selected.
The overall goal find free learning objects in spanish for
WAP devices that tell how to reach Guadalajara can be
expressed as follows:

```
goal http://www.uah.es/.../goalLO.wsml
namespace
default=http://www.uah.es/.../goalLO#,
lom=http://www.uah.es/.../lom4flogic#,
dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#,
wsml=http://www.wsmo.org/.../20040418#
non-functional-properties
dctitle "Obtaining a Learning Object"
... used-mediators
comment: At this moment of the work any me-
diator is needed.
postcondition
axiom findALearningObject
non-functional-properties
dcdescription "The goal postcondition is
represented as a fact. It represents that
we want to find a free Learning Object in
spanish for WAP devices for learn how to
get to Guadalajara"
```

The outcomes of the goal (once linked to a service execu-
tion) are instances of learningObject with a number of con-
straints. Zero cost and language are represented as direct
constraints, while the technical requirement is expressed by
matching the collection implicit in Figure 1. The classifica-
tion is used to match only elements linked to a given ele-
ment in a taxonomy. It should be noted that using classifica-
tions this way results in "hardcoded" requirements and it
should be replaced by a more flexible approach that uses
concepts instead of strings, enabling eventual inference
about subtypes.

3 Describing WSMO Capabilities for Learn-
ing Object Repositories

Capabilities offered by Web Services can be described
within the same ontological framework. The following simple
definition specifies a capability that could eventually
fulfill the need expressed in the goal of the previous section.

```
webservice http://www.uah.es/.../ws.wsml
namespace
default=http://www.uah.es/.../ws#,
dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#,
wsml=http://www.wsmo.org/2004/d2#,
lom=http://www.uah.es/.../lom4flogic#,
targetnamespace=http://www.uah.es/.../ws#
non-functional-properties
dc:title "Online Guide to Guadalajara for WAP devices"

... used-mediator

comment: At this moment of the work any mediator is needed.

variable

?LObject memberOf lom:learningObject

?Language memberOf lom:humanLanguage

?Device memberOf lom:technicalRequirement

?Taxon memberOf lom:taxon

?Classification memberOf lom:classification

capability

postcondition

non-functional-properties

dc:description "the output of the service is a learning Object created for WAP devices, in spanish and about travel in Europe"

logical-expression

?LObject memberOf lom:learningObject


[ lom:taxonPath hasvalue ?Taxon]] and

(/?Language.ISOCode = "ES") and

(/?Device.typeOfRequirement = lom.device and

?Device.nameOfRequirement = "WAP") and

(/?Taxon.valueTaxon = "ddc:/History & Geography/Geography & travel/Geography and travel in Europe/").

Learning object types [Sicilia, 2004b] could be integrated in goal and capability definitions directly, simply putting restrictions on type where necessary for filtering out some kinds of objects, since subsumption guarantees that specialized learning objects are directly considered.

4 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

The use of WSMO to describe contract-based learning object selection services has been sketched. A simple ontology and examples have been provided.

Our current work is on the description of LOM in its entirety, and designing prototype selectors using the ongoing work on WSMX.

Future work should also cover other e-learning specifications (e.g. SCORM, IMS) and also more precise semantics on scenarios involving automation of learning object selection [Sicilia, 2004a].

Ontology mediators could be used as a convenient approach to map different ontologies related to learning outcomes $O$, different kinds of user models $U$, or ontologies of devices for technical requirements $C$, e.g. the FIPA’ one.
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Abstract
This paper is dedicated to the ontologies management, and more particularly to a tool called Kaon. One of its objectives is to propose the integration of a such application in a peer-to-peer platform. Indeed, the tools which are provided by Kaon can be used for the management of the distributed resources sharing. The integration of Kaon to model and to organize the knowledge in the Edutella network, for example, would allow the realization of more effective search engines. The Kaon platform is already used for the annotations management in Edutella project. It would be judicious to spread it to all the resources that are shared within the Internet network. The use of Kaon would allow to increase the efficiency of searching services thanks to the modeling of the semantic links between the various learning objects which are shared through the Edutella network.

1 Introduction
The various search engines which are proposed and implemented within the framework of the Edutella project [Edutella; Nejdl et al., 2002] provide the user with a disorganized list of results. These work in the following way: the user enters a series of keywords or a request written in a language like Datalog or in RDF-QEL-i. Then the application passes on the requests, returns the results and presents them to the user shape of a list of resources which it is possible to consult by select on. Every answer is described by metadata. The problem lies in the fact that the data shown in the screen are not organized.

Furthermore, the relations between the various solutions that are proposed to the user are not valorized within the framework of their visualization. This inconvenience meets itself in the major part of the traditional search engines. It would be more judicious to advance the existing links between the various resources found by the search engine so as to facilitate the reading and the interpretation of the results. This proposition requires the use of an ontology management tool such as Kaon [Kaon; Volz et al., 2003; Bozak et al.,2002] to modelize the links between the resources. A Kaon server must be present in each super-peer of the Edutella network.

A first proposition would consist in showing the results using an ontologies graph which is similar to that presented in one of the interfaces of the Kaon API i.e. OI-Modeler [OI-Modeler, 2002]. The graph presented to the user would be simplified but would allow him to navigate through the various concepts present in the answer. So the use of Kaon to model the links between the resources allows us to increase the efficiency of the search engine and facilitate the legibility of the answers.

As regards the interface, the user must have three possibilities of action at the level of the search for information in the Edutella network:

• Enter a series of keywords judiciously chosen,
• Load a request written in a language such as Datalog or RDF-QEL-i,
• Load an ontology which can be described in XML or in RDF.

Furthermore, the user must have the possibility of selecting a particular supplier of resources. If any Edutella supplier isn’t selected, then the request will be spread to the whole network. The fact of giving the possibility to the user to select one or several Edutella suppliers of resources allows us to restrict the searches. Besides, if he wishes, the user has the possibility of querying a particular supplier. He can also spread his searches to a series of suppliers that he has selected beforehand according to his preferences (if he wants to omit some suppliers).
2 Management of Learning Objects Metadata

The use of metadata is needed for the efficiency of the system of search for information. All the learning objects intended for the sharing must be described by metadata that respect predefined schemas such as those which are proposed by IEEE LOM, IMS or SCORM. In this part, we consider only objectives annotations. There are two possibilities to annotate a document (i.e., to field corresponding to the metadata allowing us to describe this resource). Either it is the creator of the learning objects, which fills fields allowing us to describe it, or this stage is automatically made through tools of automatic annotations. The key points of this part are the maintenance of these metadata and the search for semantic links between the various resources.

The lack of annotations on a learning object could be resolved by analyzing the contents of documents to complete the missing data. This method of distribution of metadata by the analysis of the bibliographical references can be applied to one or several documents selected beforehand. It acts recursively. The point of departure for the application of this method is a document. Then, the method pursues its search in the resources quoted as references of the analyzed document. To avoid problems, it is thus necessary to introduce the notion of life cycle (Creation of an indication TTL). It allows one to stop the process beyond a certain number of documents which are gone through and so to avoid the infinite loops. Indeed, that this method works correctly, it is indispensable to have a core of resources which are manually annotated by their owner (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Creation of a core of annotated resources](image)

At first, it is necessary to analyze the semantic contents of the document in order to establish a hierarchy of this component. In fact, the objective is to extract the ontology of the document. The metadata which are stored in the nodes allow to describe the various parts of the resource which is analyzed. A semantic link that must be created between two resources which are referenced in the same chapter of a document.

The completion of annotations contents by this method of metadata propagation brings the creation of two main cases:

- If the resource is not annotated.

  In that case, it is necessary to look for the references supplied by the authors. They are generally situated at the end of the document in the bibliography. Then, it is enough to retrieve the corresponding information. Thus, the annotations of a resource will be made thanks to the metadata describing the documents, which are referenced. This operation necessarily arouses the creation of a semantic link between both resources. In that case, the reach of the method is global because the completion of metadata is made at the level of the document. A part of the information so harvested serves for describing the whole resource. It is necessary to retrieve the part of the ontology of the resource 1 on which is going to be put the metadata which correspond to the resource 2.

![Figure 2. Annotation of learning objects: case n°1](image)

- If the resource is already annotated.

  In that case, it is enough to parse the document and to look for the references of the learning objects which are not annotated. When a resource is found, it is possible to fill in the information contained in its metadata with the corresponding data in the chapter being analyzed. A semantic link is then created between these two learning objects. In that case, the reach of the method is local because only a part of the learning object can be described by the metadata so collected. Only the information which corresponds to the chapter of the annotated resource can be used to describe the new document.

All the metadata can’t be propagated. Indeed, only those which correspond to the contents of the resource as the subject, the description, the keywords, the references can be duplicated. Other metadata (author, date of creation or publication, language) are not used within the framework of this method of propagation. The quantity of keywords obtained by this method can be quickly very important. Furthermore, some of these words can have no link with the resource for which we try to annotate. The problems so met in this method of propagation of the metadata are owed to the evolution and to the revision of the ontologies. To manage all these problems, it is indispensable to set up certain number of operations intended to manipulate the ontologies relative to the description of the documents for which we try to annotate.
A first solution of this problem would consist in making the intersection of keywords relative to the resources pointed by this one. This method would allow to reduce the quantity of keywords being of use as description to the resource and would get a better result in their links with the document. This strategy must not be only applied to keywords but also to references. This method using the intersection of keywords does not allow to resolve all the problems relative to the fill of the metadata.

Another solution of the evolution and the revision of ontologies would consist in using logic languages which allow to create inferences. The aim is to manage the data inconsistency.

Another problem which arises in the annotations management concerns the validity of the information contained in the metadata allowing us to describe the learning objects. Indeed, an annotation can be false (that is inappropriate in the resource or inaccurate). The problem can be due to incorrect data entry made by the resource’s owner or to an error at the level of the automatic creation of annotations. It is possible to solve this problem by the use of a system of level-headednesses attributed to every resource’s annotation. The users of the Edutella network have to have the possibility of acting on the value relative to the validity of the information contained in the metadata describing a resource. These operations can be made through a check by the users at every consultation of a resource. If an annotation is considered incorrect, either the owner of the resource is warned then he can operate modifications, or the mechanism of automatic creation of annotations computes again the information contained in the metadata of the resource.

### 3 Management of the Ontologies at the Level of Super-node

The Kaon platform is used to manage the ontologies contained in the Edutella network. A Kaon server must be present on every super-node of the network. It is intended to manage the resources of its cluster and is necessary to know the big subjects of the other groups of peers.

The learning objects which are stored in the peers of the Edutella network are described by metadata and are grouped together in respect to ontologies. Indeed, they are considered as instances of concepts or sub-concepts. Every time a peer gives a resource, it must be declared to the Kaon server situated in the super-node to which it is connected. A new instance which square with the new resource will be created. The Kaon API is then going to be in charge of integrating the resource into the existing model by taking into account semantic relations.

First of all, the Edutella supplier peer creates a description of its capacities as well as resources which it suggests sharing in the form of an ontology. Indeed, the resources which the peer suggests supplying must be described by metadata which respect standards of type IEEE LOM or SCORM and must be organized in the form of ontologies containing concepts, sub-concepts and instances. These correspond to the resources. Every instance possesses properties described by metadata and have relations with the other entities of the model. Every Kaon server has to manage at least two ontologies (figure 1): one allowing us to store the characteristics of the peers which are contained in the cluster as well as super-node of the Edutella network and another designed to store the metadata being of use as description to the learning objects and allowing the modeling of the semantic links between these. The information concerning the capacities of every Edutella supplier is stored in the Kaon server.

![Figure 4. Example of an Ontology Model for Super-peers’ Management](image)
The management of the knowledge is made on three levels which are interconnected:
- The first level: Learning objects.
  It is the lowest level of the data model. It concerns the storage of the learning objects without metadata.
- The second level: metadata
  This level contains the descriptions of the learning objects. The metadata generally follow a schema which is defined by standards such as IEEE LOM or SCORM.
- The third level: ontologies
  This level contains the representation of the concepts, the sub-concepts and the links. This part allows one to organize and to manage components contained in the previous two levels. The instances of the ontology model contain the metadata (Level 2) which are used to describe the learning objects (Level 1). The learning objects (Level 1) are described by metadata (Level 2) and regrouped by ontologies (Level 3).

The main relations which arise in ontologies of learning objects are the following ones:
- Be_a_part_of
  The relation \( Be\_a\_part\_of(x,y,i) \) means that \( x \) is a part of \( y \). Thus, it is necessary to know the resource \( x \) if we want to study the resource \( y \).
  The value \( i \) represents the validity index of the relation (i.e. Reliable indication of the relation). In fact, it is a weight. This value has the same signification in the three following relations.
- Be_explained_by
  The relation \( Be\_explained\_by(x,y,i) \) means that the resource \( x \) can be explained by the resource \( y \).
- Be_required
  The relation \( Be\_required(x,y,i) \) means that the resource \( x \) needs the resource \( y \) as pre-required.
- Be_suggested
  The relation \( Be\_suggested(x,y,i) \) means that it is better to know the resource \( y \) before making the learning of the resource \( x \). If you are interested in the resource \( x \) you can use it independently of the resource \( y \). You don’t have to know both resources.

The references supplied by the authors must be used to create semantic links between two resources. If a link doesn’t exist between these two resources, a relation of type “Be_suggested” will be created. In this case, it is indispensable to create a relation which is the most flexible possible when we don’t know the exact kind of link between two resources. Moreover, the kind of relation must be able to be modifiable by the authors of the resources. The goal of this operation is to improve the semantics of the model.

One of the most important points in the management of ontologies lies in their maintenance and in their evolution. Indeed, the model must be able to evolve every time that a new supplier connects to the network or every time that a peer share a new resource. The ontologies have to remain viable at all times. For that purpose, the Kaon API possesses numerous features which allow us to resolve this kind of problem. The updates must be made automatically while verifying the integrity of the model. It is indispensable to be able to introduce new concepts or even new relations into the existing model. For that purpose, it is necessary to be able to discover that the new resources really introduce new concepts and to determine their positions within the model. These operations must be automatically realized through syntactical analysers.

Figure 5. Example of an ontology model for mathematics [WebLearn, 2004]

4 Scenario of Connection of a Peer Supplier

The peer which tries to join the Edutella network looks for the super-node which appears to be the most suited to the fact that it suggests supplying as learning objects (Figure 6). For that purpose, the supplier peer is going to send a message to any super-nodes (which is used as a point of entry to the Edutella network). It will transmit the messages that contain the information about the new learning objects which are proposed to other super-peer of the Edutella network. When the super-node comes up to the expectations of the supplier peer, this one is going to be bound there. Then it will be sent to it all the information which it has collected beforehand. Once these operation made, the Kaon server which is situated on the super-node selected is going to have to update its model and so integrate the ontology proposed by the new peer. The lexical data must be stored in the Kaon server. The fusion of these ontologies is realized by the Kaon API and is made thanks to the tools that it possesses.
5 Scenario of Search for Information in the Network

Here is an example of scenario of search for information in an Edutella network using the Kaon platform to describe the learning object and model the links between the entities of the model.

The user enters a series of keywords, either loads a request written in languages such as Datalog or RDF-QEL-i, or even an ontology which can be described in XML or RDF. If the user loads an ontology, the search engine takes care to complete it by adding instances, sub-concepts as well as relations between the various entities of the model.

The peer translates the request into the basic language of an Edutella network i.e. RDF-QEL-i. Then it passes on it in its super-node. This is then going to query the Kaon server through this language of request. Thanks to the data stored by the Kaon server, it is possible to determine which peer of the cluster or which other super-node contain the information that we are looking for. Thanks to the data so harvested and to the dynamics tables of routing, the request can be passed on to the peers who may supply a correct answer. If no good result is obtained, the request is passed on in the other nodes of the network.

Otherwise, it is going to send back the result of the request to the peer of origin in the form of a graph of RDF data. In this way, when a super-peer receives the request, it requests to the Kaon server which manages its resources and to send back if possible a RDF graph in reply.

When the peer receives the answers, it collects and reorganizes the graphs obtained so as to be able to present to the user an unique graph allowing one to show the links between the resources and the various concepts included in the result of his request.

The scenario follow this model (Figure 4):

**Step 0:** Stage of initialization (cf. 4. Scenario of connection of a new supplier peer). The peers have to communicate with the Kaon server of the super-node to be able to model the semantics links between the resources which are shared at the level of the cluster. The resources must be described as instances of concepts or sub-concepts.

**Step 1:** The user creates or loads a request which is going to be spread in the Edutella network. Several methods are possible: either the user supplies a list of keywords judiciously chosen, or he directly loads a request which he has beforehand written in a language such as Datalog either RDF-QEL-i with i lower than 5, or he defines an ontology (composed of concepts, by sub-concepts, by properties and by instances) written in a language as RDFS or OWL. Another possibility would be to propose to the user certain number of subjects and sub-subjects that would allow him to obtain more general information. Furthermore, the user has to have the possibility of selecting the language in which he wishes to obtain the answers (The lexical information must be stored in the user’s machine).

**Step 2:** The request so formed is translated into a language (RDF-QEL-i) which is understandable by all the components of the Edutella network (Peers and super-nodes). The data are passed on in the super-node which is under the responsibility of the peer of the original request. This is going to be retrieved by the administrator of request of the super-node which then undertake to do its treatment.

**Step 3:** The request retrieved by the administrator is then going to be modified to be able to request to the Kaon server containing all the information necessary for the management of the ontologies modeling the cluster. Kaon can resolve requests in the RDF-QEL-i language.
**Step 4:** The Kaon server returns the result of the request to the super-node’s administrator to know the list of peers of the cluster which may resolve the request. Two cases are then possible:

- If no result is found by the server, then the administrator of requests consults the dynamic tables of routing (Step 7b) to obtain the address of the super-node being able to solve the request. This request is going to be passed on in the super-peer so found (Step 8).

- Otherwise, the request is passed on to the peers which are so found (Step 5a, Step 5b). The peer are going to resolve locally the request and to send back the result under the shape of a RDF graph to the super-node (Step 6a, Step 6b). The data thus retrieved is analysed by the administrator. Two cases appear:
  - Either, the results obtained are satisfactory (According to a certain number of pre-defined criteria).
    - In that case, the data which are collected by the administrator is sent to the original peer (Step 7a).
  - or the results do not allow us to propose a correct answer.
    - In that case, the request is passed on to the other super-node of the Edutella network thanks to the dynamic tables of routing (Step 8).

**Step 9:** The results of the request are then passed on to the broadcasting peer of the request to be collected. The transmission of data answers is made through super-peers of the Edutella network. The results can be presented to the user. They are organized by ontology. The semantics links between the resources are shown in such a way that the user can find quickly what he is looking for.

The integration of the Kaon platform inside the Edutella super-peer allow us to improve the searching service. This tool is presented as a complement to the dynamic routing tables. The learning objects are described by metadata and are grouped by ontologies. The goal is to retrieve it and locate it easily and efficiently.

### 6 Conclusion

This article proposes the use of an ontology administrator like Kaon to modelize the links between resources which are shared within a peer-to-peer network like Edutella. The use of such a tool allows to improve the service of search for information of the Edutella peer-to-peer network. Indeed, the knowledge concerning the resources contained in the super-nodes of the network are grouped together by ontologies so as to be able to localize them more easily and more quickly. The scenario proposed in this paper describes the various phases relative to the implementation of an ontology management tool within super-peers. The integration of this type of tool to manage the resources is an undeniable contribution in the field of the information search within a totally decentralized environment. It allows one to model better knowledge contained in a network as well as their relations. This tool is presented as a complement to the dynamic tables of routing in the optics to more easily and quickly track down and localize one or several points of information which the user is looking for.
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Abstract

In the last years, important steps have been undertaken to bring the e-learning web to its full potential. In this paper, I describe an ontology that can serve as a further step in this direction. The ontology captures the instructional function of a learning resource, in other words, its “essence” from a teaching/learning perspective, an aspect not yet covered by learning object metadata standards. It offers the well-known advantages of ontologies: it can provide humans with a shared vocabulary and can serve as the basis for the semantic interoperability for machines. The article motivates the need for such an ontology and describes several educational Web services that can benefit from it. To exemplify the generality of the ontology, the article describes how the ontology can be mapped onto several knowledge representations currently used in e-learning systems.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Imagine Eva, a teacher, preparing a lesson. Yesterday, in class, she introduced the concept of gravity. The learning progress analyzer of her pupils noticed that some kids were not able to apply the new knowledge. Therefore, Eva orders her authoring tool to search the web for examples and interactive exercises that specifically train the application of gravity. On the web-page of Anton, a fellow teacher, the tool finds the necessary resources, and, in addition, an abstract description of an instructional strategy which is based on a real-world-problem teaching approach, especially appropriate for learning physical concepts. The tool shows its findings to Eva and offers to feed them into a course generator. Eva accepts, and the course generator assembles a curriculum that follows the instructional strategy and is adapted to the knowledge of her class. The next day, her pupils work with the new learning materials. Depending on their personal interests, a browsing service adds links to learning resources that provide real-world application of gravity. For Clara, it adds a link to a NASA site that describes the relation between gravity and space ships; Bert is offered a page describing airplanes. After the lesson a data mining service analyzes the paths of the pupils and makes suggestions to Eva what content to include permanently in the course.

In the last years, important steps have been undertaken to achieve such a scenario. The development of sophisticated web-based e-learning systems with a wide range of learner support on the one hand and integrating architectures on the other hand could sum up to a critical mass that brings the Web to its full e-learning potential. In this paper, I describe an ontology that can act as a binding glue between different systems and services and serve as a basis for interoperability with respect to instructional matters.

In the remainder of the introduction, I will briefly summarize the need and scope of the here proposed instructional ontology and describe the shortcomings of today’s e-learning standards. The subsequent section portrays a number of potential educational Web services that can profit from such an ontology. Section 3, the main part of the paper, describes the ontology in detail. It is followed by a proof of concept illustrating how the ontology can be mapped onto three frequently used knowledge representations. The paper concludes with a description of related work.

1.2 Benefits of Using an Ontology

An ontology expresses a common understanding of a domain that serves as a basis of communication between people or systems. The need for ontologies has been widely recognized (for a recent discussion see [World Wide Web Consortium, 2004]) therefore I will only summarize some expected benefits. In education, widespread appliance of such a shared instructional vocabulary offers advantages for teachers and learners. A more accurate search for learning resources, made possible by the explicit instructional function, leads to better reuse and less duplication, hence faster authoring of curricula. By seeking instructionally appropriate learning material, learners can bridge knowledge gaps more efficiently.

The pedagogically relevant information of the ontology also brings forth better Web services. It can increase the accurateness of a service because at design time, a Web service developer can foresee different functionality depending on the type of the resource. For most educational services,
the information whether a resource contains a definition or an example will be of use. Similarly, service composition is enhanced. For instance, a requester service can require different actions from a provider depending on the instructional type of a resource. Furthermore, interoperability is eased. Then, in theory, each system can provide its own specialized service and make use of the services offered by others.

1.3 Scope of the Ontology

The ontology described in this paper provides a vocabulary that captures the “instructional semantics” of a virtual or text-book learning resource. In general, each learning object serves a particular pedagogical role. These roles are reflected in the classes of the ontology.

The ontology of instructional objects covers instructional theories only partially, namely those parts that describe the learning materials independently of a specific learning context. Hence, it does not encompass learning goals. Learning goals are one primary cause why in a specific context an instructional object is selected, but as instructional objects can serve to attain various goals and one goal of the ontology is re-use, I excluded learning goals and other context-specific information.

A concrete example illustrates best the entities described by the ontology. Figure 1 presents several learning resources (taken from [Bartle and Sherbert, 1982]), clearly divided into several distinct paragraphs. Each paragraph serves a particular instructional role. The first two introduce two concepts (a definition and a theorem), the third provides examples of applications of the concept, and the last one offers to the learner activities to apply the concept. These resources can be assembled by an author or a Web service to compose a page in a course (as it was done here).

The ontology provides a standardized vocabulary of the instructional function of a resource. Additionally, the ontology can be used to partially describe the instructional strategy that underlies the composition of a curriculum. A (simplified) strategy for the example in Figure 1 is the following: To introduce a new concept \( x \), present learning resources in the order concept \( x \), example for \( x \), exercises for \( x \).

Seminal work regarding ontologies and instructional design was done by Mizoguchi. [Mizoguchi and Bourdeau, 2000] lay out how ontologies can help to overcome problems in the domain of artificial intelligence in education. The work presented in this article was designed to be a step towards this goal.

1.4 Shortcomings of Today’s E-Learning Standards

Today’s standards prove the (commercial) importance of reuse and interoperability of learning material. For this article, particularly relevant standards are IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM, [IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee, 2002]), and IMS Learning Design (LD, [IMS Global Learning Consortium, 2003]). LOM’s educational category allows a description of resources from an instructional perspective. Possible types of learning resources are, among others, Diagram, Figure, Table, Exercise, Narrative.
2 Web Services Using an Instructional Ontology

This section provides several examples of Web services and their possible benefit from an ontology of instructional objects.

Course Generator. A course generator (e.g., [Ullrich, 2003]) assembles learning resources to a curriculum that takes into account the knowledge state of the learner, his preferences, learning goals, and capabilities. If (third-party) resources are annotated by their instructional function, a course generator can include them in a curriculum. Work in this direction was done in Open Corpus Hypermedia. For instance, [Henze and Nejdl, 2001] propose an approach based on a domain ontology. The additional use of an instructional ontology can lead to a more accurate selection of the resource to be included.

Learner Modeling. A learner model stores personal preferences and information about the learner’s mastery of domain concepts. The information is regularly updated according to the learner’s interactions with the content. A user model server such as Personis ([Kay et al., 2002]) can use the information about the instructional function of a learning resource for more precise updating. For instance, reading an example should trigger a different updating of the mastery of a concept than solving an exercise.

Browsing services. Services that support the user in browsing through content benefit if the instructional function of a learning resource is made explicit. They can better select and classify the presented objects. Systems that adaptively generate maps can better adapt the maps to the intended purpose, both with respect to the selection and the graphical appearance of the elements. A dictionary that provides a view on the dependencies of the domain elements can sort the element with respect to their instructional type.

Authoring support. An ontology of instructional objects assists authors by allowing for better search facilities and by describing an conceptual model of the content structure. It offers teachers with a set of concepts at the adequate abstractness level to talk about instructional strategies. They describe their teaching strategy at a level abstract from the concrete learning resources. Hence, instructional scenarios can be exchanged and re-used. An ontology of instructional objects can additionally support the author by providing an operational model in the sense of [Aroyo and Mizoguchi, 2003] that provides hints to the author, e.g., what instructional objects are missing in his course.

Additional service that can profit from the ontology are, for instance, data mining, interactive exercises, and intelligent assistants.

3 Description of the Ontology of Instructional Items

The goal of this work is to provide an ontology that describes a learning resource from an instructional perspective. The ontology does not describe the content taught by the learning material, e.g., concepts in physic and their structure. Instead, each class of the ontology stands for a particular instructional role a learning resource, for instance a paragraph in a textbook, can play. For some objects, determining the role is straightforward. In most text-books, exercises are distinctly marked. For other objects, it may be less obvious.

In order to provide an ontology that can be applied in a large variety of contexts, it was necessary to analyze a significant amount of sources. Here, sources ranged from text classification ([Mann and Thompson, 1988]), over instructional design theories (e.g., [Reigeluth, 1999]) to instructional oriented knowledge representations which were implemented in e-learning systems (e.g., [van Marcke, 1998; Specht et al., 2001; Pawlowski, 2002; Lucke et al., 2003; Cisco Systems, Inc, 2003]).

In addition to theoretical applicability, an ontology should be easily understandable for authors. Therefore, one design goal was to come up with a limited set of classes which still encompasses all necessary instructional objects. Two teachers and two instructional experts reviewed the ontology, and, besides minor suggestions which were integrated, rated it very positively.

In the following, I will describe the classes and properties of the ontology of instructional objects. Figure 2 shows the class hierarchy. The ontology was implemented using Protégé ([Gennari et al., 2000], 2000).

Instructional Object. “Instructional object” is the root class of the ontology. Several properties are defined at this level: a unique identifier; “learning context”, which describes the educational context of the typical target audience; and “field”, which describes the field of the target audience. The field of an instructional object can differ from the domain the resource describes. For instance, a mathematical concept can be illustrated by an example from economics or from medicine. An additional slot includes Dublin Core Metadata, e.g., information about creator of the resource. The property “analogous” indicates that an instructional object shares some aspects with another instructional object.

Concept. The class “concept” subsumes instructional objects that describe the central pieces of knowledge, the main pieces of information being taught in a course. Pure concepts are seldom found in learning materials. Most of the time, they come in the form of one of their specializations “fact”, “definition”, “law”, and “process”. Albeit concepts are not necessarily instruction-specific because they cover types of knowledge in general, they are included in the ontology because they are necessary for instruction. Learning objects often have the instructional function of presenting a concept.

Concepts rarely stand alone, more often than not they depend on another concept. This is represented by the depends-on property which has its range the class “concept”.

Fact. An instructional object that is a “fact” provides information based on real occurrences; it describes an event or something that holds without being a general rule. An example is “Euclid lived from about 365 to 300 BC”. In mathematics, the line of distinction between facts and examples is fuzzy as most facts can be considered as examples, for instance “√2 is irrational.”.
Definition. A “definition” is an instructional object that states the meaning of a word, phrase, or symbol. Often, it describes a set of conditions or circumstances that an entity must fulfill in order to count as an instance of a class. Examples for definitions are “A group is a mathematical structure consisting of...” and “The middle ages describes the period of time that...”.

Law. An instructional object that is a “law” describes a general principle between phenomena or expressions that has been proven to hold, or is based on consistent experience.

Law of Nature. A “law of nature” is a scientific generalization based on observation. Typical examples are Kepler’s first law of planetary motion: “The orbit of a planet about a star is an ellipse with the star at one focus.”, or Einstein’s equivalence of mass and energy: “E = mc^2”. Similar laws of nature exist in biology, chemistry, etc.

Theorem. A “theorem” is an instructional object which describes an idea that has been demonstrated as true. In mathematics, it describes a statement which can be proven true on the basis of explicit assumptions. Examples are “The intersection of submonoids is a submonoid”, or Gödel’s incompleteness theorem.

Process. “Process” and its subclasses describe a sequence of events. The deeper in the class hierarchy, the more formal and specialized they become. A process provides information on a flow of events that describes how something works and can involve several actors. Typical examples are “the process of digestion”, and “how is someone hired in a company”.

Policy. A “policy” describes a fixed or predetermined policy or mode of action. One principal actor can employ it as an informal direction for tasks or a guideline. Curve sketching in mathematics, for instance, provides a general guideline of how to determine the essential parts of a function. Similar guidelines exist for analyzing a work of literature.

Procedure. A “procedure” consists of a specified sequence of steps or formal instructions to achieve an end. It can be as formal as an algorithm. Typical examples are Euclid’s algorithm, or instructions to operate a machine.

Satellite. “Satellite” elements (the name was adopted from [Mann and Thompson, 1988]) subsume instructional objects which are not the main building blocks of the domain to be learned, but elements that provide additional information about the concepts. In principle, concepts provide all the information necessary to describe a domain. However, from an instructional point of view, the satellite objects contain crucial information. They motivate the learner, and offer engaging and challenging learning opportunities. Every satellite object offers information about one or several concepts. The identifiers of these concepts are enumerated in a “for” property.

Interactivity. An instructional objects that is an “interactivity” offers some kind of interactive aspect. It corresponds to the “active” type of interactivity in LOM’s educational category. An interactivity is more general than an exercise as it does not necessarily have a defined goal that the learner has to achieve. It is designed to develop or train a skill or ability related to a concept. The difficulty of an interactivity is represented in the property of the same name.

The subclasses of “interactivity” do not capture technical aspects. In general, the way how an interactivity is realized, for instance as a multiple choice question or an erroneous example, is independent of its instructional function. A well-designed multiple choice question can target knowledge as well as application of a concept.

Exploration. “Exploration” is an instructional object in which the user can freely explore aspects of a concept without a specified goal, or with a goal but no predefined solution path. Cognitive tools ([Lajoie and Derry, 1993]), or simulations are typical examples of an exploration object.

Real World Problem. “Real world problems” are frequently used in instructional design, especially in constructivist theories, e.g., [Jonassen, 1999]. They describe a situation from the learner’s daily private or professional life that involves open questions or problems. Solving the problems requires knowledge about a set of concepts. Authentic real world problems are an excellent way of motivating the learner as they can directly experience the relevance of a concept.
**Invitation.** An “invitation” is a request to the learner to perform a specific activity. For instance, it can consist of a call for discussion with other students. Meta-cognitive hints often have the form of an invitation, e.g., “Reflect on what you have learned.”

**Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation Example.** Instructional objects from these classes correspond to typical exercises found in learning materials. The classes were adopted from [Bloom, 1956] and differ in the educational objective they aim the student to achieve, e.g., whether a learner can recall or apply a concept. Recently, new classifications have emerged, for instance PISA’s literacies [Schleicher, 1999]. It may be necessary to include them in the future, but currently Bloom’s taxonomy is dominantly used.

**Example.** An “example” serves to illustrate a concept. Similar to interactivities, it has a “difficulty” slot.

**Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation Example.** These subclasses of “example” are similar to those of exercises. They illustrate concepts with different educational objectives.

**Non-Example.** A “non-example” is an instructional object that is not an example of a concept but is often mistakenly thought of as one. It includes “counter-examples”.

**Evidence.** An “evidence” provides supporting claims, for instance observations or proofs, made for a law or one of its subclasses. Therefore, the “for”-property of an evidence has a range class “law”.

**Proof.** A “proof” is a more strict evidence. It can consist of a test or a formal derivation of a concept.

**Demonstration.** A “demonstration” consists of a situation in which is shown that a specific law holds. Experiments in physics or chemistry are typical examples of demonstrations. Note that the demonstration of a procedure, e.g., by showing how a curve is sketched on the board, is a demonstration in the here described sense, but is an application example.

**Explanation.** An “explanation” provides additional information about a concept. It elaborates on some aspect, points out important properties.

**Introduction.** An “introduction” contains information that leads the way to the concepts.

**Conclusion.** A “conclusion” sums up the main points of a concept.

**Remark.** A “remark” provides additional, not obligatory information about an aspect of a concept. It can contain interesting side information, or details on how the concepts is related to other concepts.

### 4 Mapping Knowledge Representations onto the Ontology

An ontology fulfills its purpose if it is used by a large number of parties. As the ontology of instructional objects described in this article is a new development, only its potential usefulness can be shown. Section 2 outlined educational Web services and their benefit from the ontology. This section describes three knowledge representations, two of them used in e-learning systems, and shows that the ontology can be used to describe the representation.

### 4.1 DocBook

DocBook [Walsh and Muellner, 1999] serves a standard for writing structured documents using SGML or XML. DocBook elements describe the complete structure of a document down to basic entities, e.g., the parameters of functions. The elements in-between are the most interesting in the scope of this article. DocBook offers several elements that describe content at paragraph level (called “block” elements).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DocBook</th>
<th>Instructional Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CmdSynopsis/FuncSynopsis</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlights</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para, Figure</td>
<td>depends on content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mapping of a selection of DocBook elements and instructional objects

Table 1 contains a mapping between DocBook elements and instructional objects. “CmdSynopsis” and “FuncSynopsis” describe the parameters and options of a command; “Highlights” summarizes main points. As one can see, although DocBook was not designed for educational purposes, several elements such as “example” and “procedure” can be directly described by the ontology of instructional objects. However, such a table functions as a very rough guideline only. To infer the exact instructional purpose of a block element by its tag alone is not possible in general. Especially with regard to abstract elements such as “para” (paragraph) or “figure”, the content has to be taken into account in order to determine the correct instructional function.

Although DocBook is not directly related to e-learning purposes, it is of interest here because its way of structuring content in rather unspecified paragraphs is similar to systems such as [Henze and Nejdl, 2001; Weber and Brusilovsky, 2001; Bra et al., 2002].

### 4.2 WINDS

WINDS ([Specht et al., 2001]), a Web-based Intelligent Design and Tutoring System, uses the adaptive learning environment ALE to provide several adaptive hypermedia features, e.g., adaptive link annotation. Its knowledge representation is based on Cisco’s learning objects and provides the following types: Introduction, Issue, Fact, Definition, Example, Non-example, Simulation, Process, Procedure, Guidelines, Criteria, Analog, Instruction, Summary, Tests.

Most of the types can be directly matched onto the ontology, unsurprisingly, as Cisco’s learning objects served as a source for the here described ontology, too. However, in the ontology, “analogous” is introduced as a property between two instructional objects, and not as a stand-alone element. The reason is that every object can serve as an analogy for another object, regardless of its type.

### 4.3 <ML>³

The “Multidimensional Learning Objects and Modular Lectures Markup Language”, <ML>³ ([Lücke et al., 2003]),
is used by 12 German universities that encoded 150 content modules. It is of particular interest in the scope of this article because its design was explicitly influenced by pedagogical considerations. $<\text{ML}>^3$ represents learning materials in "content blocks". These blocks are of the type "definition", "example", "remark", "quotation", "algorithm", "theorem", "proof", "description", "task", or "tip". Because of its pedagogical background, most $<\text{ML}>^3$ elements directly correspond to an instructional object. Some element, such as "quotation" and "description" can not be mapped directly. Again, it is necessary to assess the instructional purpose of the element. For instance, does the quotation serve as a bibliographical reference? Then it is no instructional object in the true sense. Or does the quotation introduce a concept, e.g., by citing a famous scientist? Then it would be classified as an "introduction".

5 Related Work

Seminal work regarding ontologies and e-learning was done by Mizoguchi. [Mizoguchi and Bourdeau, 2000] lay out how ontologies can help to overcome problems in artificial intelligence in education. [Aroyo and Mizoguchi, 2003] describe how an assistant layer uses an ontology to support the complete authoring, for instance by providing hints on the course structure. The work in this paper has a different focus but fits well in their approach.

[Dolog et al., 2004] propose a architecture for personalized e-Learning based on Web services. In the architecture, a personal learning assistant integrates personalization services such as a recommendation and a link generation service and thereby provides a personalized access to learning resources. They also describe an ontology for learning resources. However, their ontology does not represent the instructional function of a resource. Both ontologies complement each other.

Using APeLS ([Conlan et al., 2003]), an author can describe his courses on a level which abstracts from the concrete learning resources and focuses on learning goals. He writes a narrative which references to a group of candidate resources that each fulfill the learning goal. The concrete element chosen depends on the learner’s individual context. In the current version of APeLS, learning goals are concepts of the domain being taught. Using the ontology of instructional objects allows for the integration of commonly shared instructional goals, thereby enabling for better re-use and adaptability.

An approach of integrating e-learning systems which is not based on web-services is described by [Brusilovsky, 2004]. In this architecture, called KnowledgeTree, a portal takes care of the management and offers an integrating access to the learning resources. The learning resources are not stored in a central repository but offered by activity and value-adding servers. An activity server presents the learning resources to the learner and handles her interactions with the resources. A value-adding server adds functionality to the resources, similar to the web services described in Section 2. Hence, in the same way the Web services benefit from an ontology of instructional objects, KnowledgeTree servers can use this additional information to provide better learner support.

6 Conclusion

This article describes an ontology of instructional objects which captures the educational “essence” of a learning resource. This ontology is supposed to serve as a shared and common understanding that can be communicated between people and applications. A number of Web services were described to illustrate how they benefit from the ontology. Additionally, the connections between two document structuring standards and the ontology exemplified the applicability of the ontology.

An ontology is never completely stable and always the result of integrating different viewpoints. To stimulate discussion and to enhance the scope of the ontology, the author has set up a forum at his homepage (http://www.activemath.org/"cullrich/cio.html). It is the hope of the author that the ontology is one step forward to bring the Web to its full e-learning potential.

The author wishes to thank Kerstin Borau, the ACTIVE-MATH-group, especially Erica Melis, Paul Libbrecht and George Goguada, and the anonymous referees for their valuable suggestions.
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Abstract

Significant efforts are currently focused on defining powerful frameworks and architectures to support interoperability and integration of Web-based Educational Information Systems (EIS). We approach this integration problem from a rather practical perspective and propose a pragmatic framework for supporting communication between existing concept-based EIS aimed at utilizing systems’ resources. The framework allows two independent systems to share and interchange information solely through ontology-based communication without sharing data stores. As a basis of the framework, we define a communication ontology and propose an interaction protocol, CB-EIS IP, built over a SAAJ-enabled SOAP transport layer.

1 Introduction

Web-based learning support systems, including Educational Information Systems (EIS) that are aimed at providing resources and services for various educational goals and tasks attract a growing interest. Representatives of such systems are adaptive textbooks constructed with AHA! [De Bra et al, 2003], InterBook [Brusilovsky et al, 1998] and NetCoach [Weber et al, 2001], or adaptive courses prepared within ELM-ART [Brusilovsky et al, 1996], PAT Online [Ritter, 1997], AIMS [Aroyo et al 2001], etc. Most of these specialized educational systems and content providers support only a single task/function within the educational process. In order to support a richer set of educational functions and increase their effectiveness, such systems need to interoperate, collaborate and exchange content or re-use functionality. Consequently, considerable efforts are currently focused on defining powerful frameworks and architectures to tackle issues of integration and interoperability of such systems. These frameworks prove useful for developing future effective large-scale web-based educational systems. In this paper we try to approach the integration problem of present systems from a rather practical perspective and propose a pragmatic framework for supporting communication between existing concept-based EIS aimed at utilizing systems’ resources.

The main goal of web-based EIS is to provide the learners with immediate, on-line access to a broad range of structured information. They also support more efficient task performance by offering learners a domain-related help in the context of their work. There are a number of concept-based EIS already developed [Brusilovsky et al, 1998; Weber et al, 2001; Brusilovsky et al, 1996; Aroyo et al 2001; Dolog et al, 2004; Dicheva et al, 2004b] which typically include:

- concept-based (ontology-driven) subject domain,
- repository of learning resources,
- course (learning task) presentation,
- adaptation & personalization.

The fundamental feature of these systems is the subject domain conceptualization. It supports not only efficient implementation of their required functionality but also stan-
dardization: the concept structure can be built to represent a domain ontology that provides a broadly agreed vocabulary for domain knowledge representation. If the attached learning resources have also a standards-based representation as opposed to a system-specific internal representation, this will insure that the application’s content is reusable, interchangeable, and interoperable. Good examples of such systems are AIMS (Adaptive Information Management System) [Aroyo et al, 2001] and TM4L (Topic Maps for Learning) [Dicheva et al 2004b], which we use as examples in our discussion. Though quite similar, these systems can be seen as complementary in the way they support learning tasks. While AIMS includes course representation and sequencing, TM4L is a digital library, which does not include direct course representation.

Integration and interoperability are very important for the EIS systems. If interoperable, two systems can benefit of additional functionality (supplied by the other system) and especially of sharing resources and common components, e.g. user models. In our example of AIMS and TM4L, TM4L can use AIMS course sequencing model, and resource metadata, while AIMS can use TM4L external and internal resources, domain and resource merging capability, text search, and external search. Our approach to the concept-based EIS integration problem is rather practical and based on sharing information between systems solely through communication without sharing data stores (e.g. providing data from one system on a request from another without allowing a general access to the private data store of the first system). The main questions related to the implementation of such communication concern the level of granularity of communicated information, the syntax and semantics of communication messages, and possible modes of use of user models (communicated or shared by systems). We have tried to answer these questions at two levels – a general one and a pragmatic one, which provided guidelines to the design of two corresponding frameworks for supporting communication between concept-based EIS. While the general framework fits well in the ambitious effort to define conceptually the shared and interoperable Educational Semantic Web by providing a powerful service-oriented architecture to support efficient communication between component-based EIS, the pragmatic one presents an efficient currently realistic solution by providing a constrained architecture for supporting sharability and exchangeability of existing systems’ resources. Our implementation efforts as well as the focus of this paper are directed to the constrained architecture, since we believe that it will help to fill a gap between the current situation and the promises of the Educational Semantic Web of the future.

The paper is organized as follows. After a brief description of the general framework for supporting interoperability of various concept-based EIS in Section 2 (for details see [Dicheva et al, 2004a]), we propose a pragmatic approach for implementing the communication between two existing concept-based EIS (Section 3) by defining a communication ontology (Section 4) and proposing an interaction protocol, CB-EIS IP, built over a SAAJ-enabled SOAP transport layer (Section 5). We conclude with a short discussion.

2 General Architecture for Component-based EIS Interoperability

The proposed in [Dicheva et al, 2004a] general architecture for supporting component-based EIS include (see Figure 1):

- Stand-alone, component-based independent EIS using their private subject domain ontologies.
- Information brokerage bureau where all applications are registered.
- Services to support systems communication, e.g. for ontology mapping.
- Communication bridges between the systems supporting standardized transport mechanisms and a common interaction protocol.

The main purpose of the architecture is to support sharing and exchanging information between EIS initially designed to be standalone. This is achieved through communication between the systems (or their components) via services included in the framework to facilitate systems’ communication. The services, including ontology-related services, are intended to support different specific aspects of the communication.

A communication is an interaction between two software systems (agents) guided by an interaction protocol. The communication between the systems requires not only standardized transport mechanisms and communication languages, but also common content languages and semantics. We have chosen XML as an ‘information’ content language to represent the content embedded in the messages in our architecture, as opposed to the commonly used ‘logic’ languages for representing the content, embedded in ACL (Agent Communication Languages) messages, such as KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) [KIF, 1998], SL (Semantic Language proposed by FIPA) [FIPA-SL, 2004], and Prolog.
As to the communication semantics, in order for the applications to understand each other we propose using a communication ontology that defines the vocabulary of terms used in the messages at both message and content layers (see Section 4). To interpret the requests and answers standardized domain ontologies, User Model ontologies, as well as upper-level ontologies such as, WordNet, etc. can be used.

Our next step is to constrain the proposed general architecture by considering only two communicating systems that “know” each other and “trust” each other. We consider that this is a common case and the goal is to find a configuration that will support such communication and allow sharing of systems’ knowledge and resources.

3 Constrained Architecture for Concept-based EIS Communication

Since our present goal is to support communication between already developed concept-based EIS, each system is assumed to be a standalone application and is not required to have a particular architecture or to “adapt” to the other system in the framework. We make two important presumptions and use them as a basis for our design of a constrained architecture:

- The two systems know and are committed to communicating with each other. This implies that the systems will communicate directly and there is no need of Information brokerage bureau for registering the applications. Note that one system can communicate with more than one other system in such a direct mode.

- Concerning the services related to ontology mapping, an important presumption for our simplified framework is that the domain ontologies are created and used within one community, not different communities. This eases a lot the task since we may assume that in one community there exists an agreed upon understanding that favors the sharing of knowledge. Indeed, the goal of the EIS systems that we consider is to support learning in a specific course (discipline), for example a Database course. The community of users includes potential instructors (authors) and learners. Since the authors are knowledgeable in the specific subject domain, e.g. databases, it can be assumed that in defining the domain ontology they will use terms (concepts) that are accepted and agreed upon in that domain. This will remove the necessity of alignment and translation of domain ontologies. That is why ontology-related services are not included in the constrained architecture. Note that it will be useful though to include a service for merging ontologies. Currently, we delegate this task directly to the applications.

Table 1 compares the components in the general and constrained architectures.
As shown in Table 1, the proposed constrained architecture includes only the two concrete communicating systems (e.g. AIMS and TM4L) and a communication bridge between them (see Fig. 2). Since in this architecture there are only two “committed” communicating systems, there is no real need of agent communication management, represented by Information brokerage Bureau and Communication-supporting Services.

We propose a common interaction protocol for the communication between Concept-Based EIS (CB-EIS IP) built over a SAAJ-enabled SOAP transport layer. As a content language we use XML, which is designed to support data exchange interoperability between applications. In the next sections we first propose a communication ontology for the pragmatic framework and then discuss implementation details of the proposed constrained architecture, including the proposed interaction protocol.

4 Communication Ontology

In order for the communicating applications to understand each other we need an ontology to provide a basis for sharing a precise meaning of symbols exchanged during communication. An ontology denotes a representation vocabulary of a specific domain, and more precisely the conceptualizations that the terms in the vocabulary are intended to capture [Chandrasekaran et al, 1999]. In our case we define a communication ontology which conceptualizes the domain of the communication between two concept-based EIS. We distinguish two parts, corresponding to both layers of an interaction between two communicating systems, the message layer and the content layer. Consequently, we propose the Communication Ontology (CO) to consist of communication content ontology and interaction protocol ontology (see Fig. 3):

- Communication content ontology (CCO) - describes the content (knowledge) that can be exchanged by the systems (corresponds to the content layer).
- Interaction protocol ontology (IPO) - specifies interaction communicative act types (corresponds to the message layer).

4.1 Content Ontology

The Communication Content Ontology defines the terms (concepts) needed to exchange messages, i.e. gives the meaning of the symbols included in the content expression.
When two concept-based EIS exchange data, the message content will typically include two types of terms (concepts): terms belonging to the domain ontology of the sender (the application sending the message) and terms categorizing domain term(s). The latter belongs to the general information model of concept-based EIS. For example, the sender can send a request for information of the kind “Send me all relationships in which you believe concept ‘ER-model’ is involved”. In this message ‘ER-model’ is a term (concept) from the subject domain of the requesting application, while ‘relationship’ and ‘concept’ are terms belonging to the information model of concept-based EIS.

Thus in our framework, the content ontology consists of two parts: the application domain ontologies (DO) of the involved EIS and an application domain-independent ontology defining the concept-based information model of EIS (EISO). The latter includes basic terms describing the information model of concept-based EIS, such as concept, concept name, relationship type, relationship role, etc. Figure 3 presents an excerpt from this ontology. In the proposed framework, each application uses the common EISO ontology and its own domain ontology. For this reason we have depicted application domain ontologies separately from the EIS ontology in Fig. 1.

4.2 Interaction Protocol Ontology

The Interaction Protocol Ontology (IPO) defines terms related to message types, reasons, and preconditions. While the communication content ontology is generally independent of the framework’s functionality, the IP ontology has to reflect its functionality (e.g. whether it supports agent communication).

Figure 3. An excerpt from the communication ontology
Messages represent communicative acts denoting the actions related to communication. In general, communicative acts (performatives) include (1) queries, (2) responses, (3) informational, (4) capability definition, (5) generative, and (6) networking (see KQML [Finin et al, 1994]). Since the two applications in our constrained architecture are “committed” to collaborate, the communication between them is very simple and does not require the typical variety of message types, for example, types such as agree, accept, cancel, propagate, and refuse, as well as defining message preconditions and reasons. Thus, in our case we choose the IPO ontology (Fig. 4) to include the following message types:

**Status**
- **Failure**: Informing that an action was attempted but the attempt failed.
- **Not understood**: Message or Domain Ontology term.
- **Success**: Informing that an action was attempted and the attempt succeeded.

**Query**
- **Query-know**: Asking whether the receiver knows about an object corresponding to an EIS Ontology term/category (e.g. specific concept, relationship, etc).
- **Query-confirm**: Asking whether a proposition is true.
- **Query-object**: Asking for an object or all objects of specific category in the EIS Ontology (e.g. concept, relation, etc).
- **Query-if-object**: Asking for objects as in ‘query-object’ but in case a specified proposition is true.

**Response**
- **Response-know**: Informing the receiver whether or not the sender knows about the specified object.
- **Response-confirm**: Confirming to the receiver that the specified in the query proposition is true or not.
- **Response-object**: Sending to the receiver the objects specified in the request.
- **Response-if-object**: Sending to the receiver the objects specified in the request only if the specified proposition is true.

5 Communication Bridge

As a basis of the transportation mechanism in our framework we have chosen SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [SOAP], which is a standard lightweight protocol for exchanging information in a decentralized, distributed environment. It complies with the WS-I Basic Profile 1.0 specifications and therefore supports interoperability across platforms, operating systems, and programming languages. It actually permits an exchange of messages in XML format between physically distributed machines. More specifically, the communication bridge is based on using the SOAP with Attachments API for Java (SAAJ). The SAAJ API, allows creating XML messages that conform to the SOAP 1.1 and WS-I Basic Profile 1.0 specifications. A SAAJ client is a standalone client. It sends point-to-point messages, i.e. a message goes from the sender directly to its destination. Messages sent using the SAAJ API are request-response messages. They are sent over a SOAP connection, which sends a message (request) and then blocks until it receives the reply (response). A SOAP message is an XML document. It always has a required SOAP part, and it may also have one or more attachment parts that can contain any kind of content. The SOAP part must always have an envelop, which contains a SOAP body.

To realize the communication between two concept-based EIS, we propose an interaction protocol, CB-EIS IP (Concept-Based EIS Interaction Protocol), which provides the real semantics of the communication between them. Since the message content language in the framework is XML, we have defined a DTD for XML files representing the content of interaction messages that conform to this protocol.
The DTD definition is based on the developed Communication Ontology (CO). An excerpt of the DTD document is given in Figure 5. This DTD allows sending messages like the following:

- A request asking whether the recipient “knows” the concept ‘relational model’:

  ```xml
  <message>
    <queryMessage>
      <query-know>
        <commOntoTerm> concept </commOntoTerm>
        <dmOntoTerm> relational model </dmOntoTerm>
      </query-know>
    </queryMessage>
  </message>
  ```

- A message, containing a “yes” response to the previous request:

  ```xml
  <message>
    <response-know type = known/>
  </message>
  ```

- A message, requesting the relationships in which concept ‘ER-model’ is involved:

  ```xml
  <message>
    <query-object>
      <objectSpecification>
        <relationalOperator type = equal/>
        <commOntoTerm> concept </commOntoTerm>
        <dmOntoTerm> ER-model </dmOntoTerm>
      </objectSpecification>
    </query-object>
  </message>
  ```

The CO interface modules in our architecture (see Fig. 2) are responsible for translating the messages (requests and responses) from the native language of EIS (e.g. TM4L or AIMS) into the language of the universal CB-EIS IP and vice versa. We plan to develop an API for Java (EISIPAJ), to be used by the CO interface for creating and interpreting XML files (representing the content of interaction messages) that conform to the CB-EIS IP. The CO interface is built on top of a SAAJ module and uses it to realize the CB-EIS IP with SOAP messages (the CB-EIS commands are embedded within the SOAP body).

Thus, in the proposed pragmatic framework, two independent systems can share and interchange information solely through ontology-based communication without sharing data stores. This removes any constraints on the systems architecture as well as the necessity of developing a ‘wrapper’ system, i.e. an environment that host the communicating systems. The only requirement for the systems is to be furnished with a plug-in realizing a CO interface that enables sending and receiving messages conforming to the proposed CB-EIS IP (through a SAAJ client and a SAAJ servlet).

6 Conclusion

We believe that the time for implementing large-scale educational web-service frameworks hasn’t come yet. Thus our efforts are focused on increasing the use and efficiency of present, i.e., already developed or currently being developed systems, more specifically concept-based educational information systems. We propose to complement their functionality by supporting them to ask external ‘known’ peer-
systems for information, possibly involving information-providing processing.

We approach the problems related to systems integration and communication at two levels: a general level, proposing a powerful service-oriented framework to support efficient communication between component-based EIS, and a pragmatic one, illustrating an efficient proof of concept for supporting shareability and exchangeability of system resources, applicable in the context of the current educational computing advancement. We believe that the proposed constrained architecture will contribute to filling the gap between the current realistic situation and the desired future educational semantic web. As part of the framework we have defined a communication ontology consisting of communication content ontology and interaction protocol ontology and have embedded the latter within the CB-EIS IP. We have illustrated the concrete realization of the interaction protocol ontology within the constrained architecture. This way, we show how two independent systems can share and interchange information solely through ontology-based communication without sharing data stores.

The proposed framework for supporting communication between applications will eliminate in many cases the need for exporting the entire application domain model or other application model to another application. Thus, this will be an alternative to interchanging and merging domain models. The advantage is in eliminating duplication of stored information, which is unlikely to be often used. In addition, if an application has a specific concept-based application model with no corresponding model in the other system, import will not work and the proposed communication is the only way for the second system to use information from the first one. This will also solve problems related to shareability and reusability for already developed applications that don’t use standards-based information but rather their own internal representations.
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Abstract
Developing a learner model containing an accurate representation of a learner’s knowledge is made more difficult in distributed learning environments where the learner uses multiple applications and resources to accomplish learning tasks. To help reduce this difficulty we describe a semantic web approach to representing student models based on distributed student data. We also present a proposal for revising those student models based on arbitrary, web-based learner actions.

1 Introduction
Current online learning is described as often taking place in an ‘adaptive learning community’ [Gaudioso and Boticatio, 2003] in which online learners use a wide variety of resources to help them perform their problem-solving tasks. These resources include a wide variety of web-pages, instant messaging, online discussion and peer-help tools. In this paper, we present an integrated learner modelling architecture using RDF, RDFS and SOAP that effectively stores and transmits learner information from multiple sources.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the development of a RDF/RDFS based learner model for a first-year computer science class and the use of the Massive User Modelling System (MUMS) [Brooks et al., 2004] which allows the collection of learner modelling information from diverse application sources for use by our learner models. Section 3 describes how the integrated system is currently deployed for hundreds of students while Section 4 discusses our future goals including the use of information retrieval techniques with MUMS to update our learner models.

2 Granular Learner Models with RDF and RDFS
The first challenge for a learner modelling system in a distributed learning environment is to effectively attach meaning to the learner data it is receiving. Using RDF to model learners has many advantages for this task. First, RDF is a well-specified semantic data model that can be easily serialized between systems, allowing easy sharing of learner models and learner information between interested components. Second, popular RDF packages such as Jena allow for the easy manipulation of RDF graphs, including reasoning capabilities that allow a modelling component to make inferences regarding learners over multiple ontologies. Finally, RDF is able to refer to an arbitrary number of ontologies within a single graph. This allows a student modelling component to accurately model many different aspects of a learner by combining statements that use different ontologies in the same graph. The learner modelling component that we have developed uses multiple RDF schema (RDFS) ontologies to define the classes and relationships contained in RDF graphs that act as student models. The two main ontologies we have encoded in RDFS to express learner model information are listed below.

1. Granularity Hierarchies. To define concept maps for the domains being studied by the learners in our system, we use the granularity hierarchy formalism which is an extended semantic network that defines both specialization and aggregation relationships between topics [McCalla et al., 1992]. In the granularity hierarchy formalism, a K-Cluster represents a particular semantic aggregation of topics while an L-Cluster represents a particular semantic specialization of a topic. A topic can have more than one K-Cluster and/or L-Cluster relationship. The major advantage granularity hierarchies provide in terms of domain modelling is the ability to represent a domain at multiple levels of detail simultaneously. Currently, a domain map has been

¹ http://jena.sourceforge.net
developed using this method that completely models the topics within a first-year Computer Science course at the University of Saskatchewan (Figure 1). This domain map contains over five hundred topic nodes and thousands of granularity hierarchy relationships between them.

![Figure 1. Section of a Granular Learner Model](image)

2. Ontology of Learning Outcomes. For purposes of learner modelling, a concept map is not enough; the knowledge of particular learners must be added to instantiations of the map. Student knowledge of a topic can be represented as an increasing degree of proficiency as detailed by Bloom’s taxonomy [Bloom, 1956]. We have developed an RDFS version of the taxonomy encompassing its eight levels of knowledge ranging from Knowledge (basic recall) to Evaluation (assess and contrast). To build learner models of real learners, quizzes have been developed for an online version of the first-year Computer Science course modeled above. Answers to questions are annotated with the topic(s) that they cover and the Bloom’s level of knowledge that will be demonstrated if they are answered correctly.

2.1 MUMS: Collecting Distributed Learner Modelling Data

MUMS is an event system designed to collect and distribute notifications of user actions from the applications where they happen to interested third parties [Brooks et al., 2003]. Applications that generate events are called Producers, applications that receive events are called Consumers or Modellers, and the application that routes messages from Producers to Consumers is called a Broker. Filters act as intermediaries between the Broker and Consumers, and provide miscellaneous security, routing and reasoning services. Consumers send event subscription requests (or queries for archival user information) to the Broker and then receive user events as they happen in real-time.

There are three design principles underlying the MUMS system: interoperability, extensibility and scalability. Interoperability is necessary because of the diversity of applications that are involved in generating and consuming user events. Interoperability is ensured in MUMS in two ways. The first is by an implementation in of the Web-Services Events (WS-E) [Catania et al., 1985] specification in WSDL, with a SOAP binding. This specification details the type and format of messages that should be sent between components in a web-service based event system. The use of web-service standards enables a language and system-neutral transport protocol for event messages. The second way interoperability is ensured in the MUMS system is by the use of RDF statements as the payload of each notification. RDFS or OWL schemas provide the ontologies for the RDF payloads and allow the various applications on the MUMS network to have a shared semantic understanding of user events. Extensibility is an important feature of the MUMS network because Modellers and Producers are volatile and may be online or offline at any given moment. Extensibility is provided for by the subscription mechanism of the MUMS system. Consumers send subscription requests in RDQL to the broker regarding arbitrary events (usually involving certain users or groups of users) and receive events generated by applications across the MUMS network that match the subscription request. Another mechanism ensuring extensibility is the lightweight API that easily allows components to talk to the MUMS network. Scalability is ensured by the distributed nature of the network and the clustering capabilities inherent in the router design.

3 The Integrated Modelling Network

The learner modelling component we have developed is a consumer on the MUMS network, with a separate instantiation of the domain model for each learner. As the MUMS events are encoded in RDF, they are simple for the modelling component to either add directly on to the existing RDF
learner model or to use them as the input for inference. Currently, the learner modelling system is deployed for a first-year Computer Science course at the University of Saskatchewan that has around three-hundred students enrolled, thirty-five of them through an online version of the course. The learner modelling system takes as inputs the answers to quizzes in the online course, as mentioned previously, as well as the learners’ other actions in the online course, such as a reading a lesson or working with an interactive program. In addition, all of the students’ activities on an online class discussion board are sent over the MUMS network and received by the learner modelling component. A MUMS-enabled web proxy is also available for use in research studies. While we are just starting to build the learner models for the first time, the combination of our RDF-based user messaging system and our RDF learner models has been effective in combining distributed sources of learner information into coherent and accessible learner models.

4 Next Steps: Using Information Retrieval Techniques for Student Model Updating

Once the events about a student’s behaviour have been transmitted to a student modelling system by the MUMS network there still exists the difficult problem of determining what relevance those events have in relation to its understanding of the learner’s knowledge and plans. One already-implemented approach to translating events was discussed in the last section where the answers to quiz questions have pre-determined mappings to learner knowledge assessments. However, the MUMS network is able to transmit information from any arbitrary application, including ones where learner actions are not pre-analyzed. The remainder of this section will detail a proposed general approach to translating events involving a learner’s interaction with text-based resources, such as web pages and message board postings, to appropriate learner model revisions.

Assuming a learner model like that discussed in Section 2, a learner’s reading of a web page will have to be translated into an update of the model’s understanding of the learner’s domain knowledge. The way in which a textual resource view has to be interpreted in terms of the learner’s knowledge gain can be further decomposed into two separate problems: determining the topic(s) of the textual resource and determining the amount of knowledge the learner has gained from the resource. One way in which the topic of the web page can be determined is by associating a representative piece of text with each knowledge node in the domain model and then using an appropriate information retrieval technique such as vector scoring to determine which topic the web page is most likely to be about. Determining the knowledge gain of the learner resulting from his/her viewing the text resource is trickier because the gain would vary based on the attention the learner paid to the resource, the quality of the resource, and other factors which would not generally be known to the student modelling system. To gather relevant data for this task, a study is being designed that will use MUMS events from the online course and the associated online discussion board that are hooked into the MUMS systems as producers, generating events each time a learner interacts with them. In addition, any other web-based resources that the users of the study access will generate events on the MUMS network through the MUMS-enabled web proxy. The tests in the online course are divided into pre and post-lesson components, and the resulting change in the learner’s knowledge as discovered by the tests can then be correlated with the web resources they have viewed.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to discuss how to identify distributed learner profile fragments on the semantic web. The learner profile fragments are modelled employing vocabulary suggested by several standards for learner profile. The learner profile fragments are maintained as standalone semantic networks of objects in RDF. The objects are instances of concepts labeled by terms from the standards. The identification of the profile fragments needed for example by adaptation services is performed as unification of identification records maintained on different sites. Queries sent to the edutella P2P network provide virtual views which connect those stand alone object networks. The queries can be constructed according to specific needs of personalization techniques, which can be provided as personalization services in a P2P learning network.
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1 Introduction

Recent advances in technologies for web-based education provide learners with a broad variety of learning content available. Learner may choose between different lecture providers and learning management systems to access the learning content. On the other hand, the increasing variety of the learning material influences effort needed to select a course or training package which will effectively build skills required for changed business situation. Adaptive support based on learner needs, background and other characteristics can help in selecting appropriate learning and during learning.

Information about a learner is crucial for enabling such adaptation. As the learner may take courses and training in different learning management systems, fragments of his profile are maintained on different sites. The systems should be able to collect those fragments to enable adaptation. This situation raises a question how to identify the relevant fragments of a learner profile distributed over the systems.

---

*This work is partially supported by EU/IST ELENA project IST-2001-37264 (http://www.elena-project.org).

In this paper we discuss an approach how to identify the distributed learner profile fragments in P2P environment. The fragments are maintained in RDF according to a vocabulary prescribed by standards for learner profiles.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a sample scenario which drives the descriptions in the paper. Section 3 provides a discussion on simplified user conceptual model typically used in adaptive systems based on terminology taken from several learner profile standards. Section 4 discusses our approach to identification of learner profile fragments based on local identification schemes. Related work is discussed in the Sec. 5. Paper concludes with summary and remarks on ongoing research (Sec. 6).

2 Sample Scenario

To motivate our approach we refer to a sample scenario. Alice is trying to improve her skills in programming of accounting software. She has a degree in computer science and experience in programming of a text editor. She is looking for a training package where she will experience common problems and approaches in programming the accounting software. Alice has an application to access and search a network of learning providers. Her profile about her learning performance at the university is available from the university provider. Her portfolio is available directly from her application.

As the situation shows, the Alice profile fragments have to be retrieved from several places. Those places usually use different identification mechanisms. For example, university identifies a learner by his matriculation number. The company has its own identification scheme for identifying its employees. Alice uses application which employs different identification scheme as well.

Figure 1 depicts the architectural outline for the Alice scenario. Alice accesses the provided courses through her personal learning assistant (PLA). The PLA uses the Edutella consumer to query connected systems. The PLA maintains the identification entries used at the previously accessed systems (the University and CompuTraining provider in our case). The university provider maintains Alice performance during her university studies. The training provider followed Alice performance in the course on programming accounting software and stores it in its metadata stores.
Both learning providers could use additional external services which followed Alice performance. There are two possibilities to handle this situation. In the first case, the services maintain Alice performance records identified by their identification schemes. The learning provider provides a routing and mapping between its scheme and the service identification schemes. In the second case, the Alice performance from the services is stored at the learning provider. Both situations are possible, thus an algorithm for collecting learner profile fragments has to support both situations.

In addition, the providers and services could use different data models. Data integration problem has to be studied in this context, to be able to exchange learner profile fragments between learning services.

In the following, we will address issues related to learner identification on different distributed systems while the data model for learner profile fragments stays uniform.

3 Modelling Learner Features

Semantic web description formats allow us to express information as a network of associated objects described by a certain type. Therefore, each system, which Alice used to access her training or course, maintains a small network of objects describing Alice in each relevant node of the learning provision network.

The main concepts identified in scenario are performance, portfolio and learner as such. Current versions of learner profile standards provide vocabularies to describe such concepts as discussed for example in [Dolog and Nejdl, 2003]. The use of standards allows us to reduce variability in data models used to maintain learner profile records. For example, the IEEE PAPI describes learner performance as a learning experience measured by achieved competency value and portfolio as anything created during the learning experience or anything which supported the learning experience. Both concepts are described by its properties.

The performance and portfolio objects have to be associated to an object which represents Alice (instance of the Learner class). Such objects have several performance and portfolio records and possibly their real name. To enable multiple identifications (pseudonyms), the Learner class points to several identification records which belong to different systems (providers). This allows us to route requests to particular providers and to use object identifiers used at those providers. As the identification might be time limited, “valid to” and “valid from” dates can be associated to the identification records.

Figure 2 depicts a conceptual model needed for the Alice scenario discussed above. The conceptual model is an excerpt of the conceptual model used in Elena project. Further concepts have been considered, such as learner goal, preferences, competencies, and certificates.

4 Identification of Relevant Distributed Fragments of Learner Profile

According to above proposed conceptual model, any system can choose its own identification mechanism. The system can assign locally unique identifiers to distinguish learners. However, it is required to provide the identifiers according to the conceptual model described above. Learner accesses train-
ing and courses through his personal learning assistant (PLA). However, the PLA uses learning provider services with own identification mechanism. The providers can expose learner identifier used to identify learner a performance record belongs to. The identifier can be then store together with the provider identifier at the learner’s PLA. Similarly, if a learning provider accessed further external services, the learner identifiers at those services have to be provided.

Figure 3 depicts an excerpt of instances from Alice’ performance and identifications. Alice is identified as Al at the university provider and as Li at the training provider. The model also contains an instance about her learning experience at the university in a course on programming. The learning experience at the CompuTraining in the course on programming accounting software is also depicted.

The parts of the figure which are overlapping are maintained independently at the providers. The unification of the identifications for particular systems is performed when an adaptive system/service searches for learner profile fragments needed for adaptation. The systems can maintain the learner profile fragments by learner API designed according to the learner profile fragments schemas. The API, schemas, and a system prototype for browsing such learner profiles can be found at http://www.l3s.de/~dolog/learnerrdfbindings/.

Algorithm. Following algorithm applies when system searches for relevant fragment of a learner performance:

- Retrieve all instances of the Identification concept for current user;
- Search instances of the Learner concept on systems referenced in each identification entry;
- If there are further systems referenced in the identification records at the remote systems, reapply this algorithm with the records;
- Retrieve all objects as instances of concepts needed for adaptation (e.g. learner performance);

To illustrate the algorithm, let us refer back to the Alice scenario. We use the Edutella [Nejdl et al., 2002] to submit queries to the P2P network. The Edutella P2P infrastructure allows us to connect peers which provides metadata about resources described in RDF. Edutella also provides us with a powerful Datalog based query language, RDF-QEL. The query can be formulated in RDF format as well, and it can reference several schemas.

In the following we will use the QEL selection syntax where three parameters (subject, predicate, object) are used to retrieve instances of RDF classes. The syntax of such selection in QEL is s(subject, predicate, object). The selection will retrieve all the resources which contain assertions with the subject, predicate, and object. Any of those parameters can be used as variables.

As we assume a uniform data model suggested above, the query can be formulated in terms of the data model.

\[
\begin{align*}
s(Alice, learner:identification, Ident), \\
s(Alice, rdf:type, learner:Learner), \\
s(Ident, rdf:type, learner:Identification), \\
s(IDent, learner:provider, PID), \\
s(PID, rdf:type, learner:Provider), \\
s(Alice, learner:performance, Perf), \\
s(Perf, rdf:type, learner:Performance), \\
s(Perf, \\
\text{learning \_experience, LEX}).
\end{align*}
\]

First, all identification records of Alice are retrieved together with local learning performance. The selection query for learner identifiers is constructed based on the Identification concept (the learner: prefix is an abbreviated namespace of the learner schema). The remote learner identification is maintained as a pair of provider and learner identifiers (PID, LPID) maintained in the provider and ID attributes. It is allowed to have one learner identifier valid for several providers. In that case, multiple pairs are retrieved. According to the Alice scenario, the program finds the identifications of the university provider and the CompuTraining provider.

The join selection for performance is constructed based on the Performance concept. The performance maintains a learning\_experience attribute where an identifier of a resource taken during the study is stored.
As the external providers can have similar identification records for third systems, a query has to be constructed for each tuple (PID, LPID) to find the identifications at the third systems. A query to retrieve also performance values from the external systems is constructed similarly to the previous example.

\[s(L_{remote}, \text{learner:identification}, \text{RemoteLID}),
\]
\[s(L_{remote}, \text{rdf:type}, \text{learner:Learner}),
\]
\[s(L_{remote}, \text{learner:learner_id}, \text{LID}_{\text{remote}}),
\]
\[s(\text{RemoteLID}, \text{rdf:type}, \text{learner:Identification}),
\]
\[s(\text{RemoteLID}, \text{learner:provider}, \text{PID}),
\]
\[s(\text{RemoteLID}, \text{learner:ID}, \text{LPID}).
\]

If there is a non empty result set of identification entries for the third systems, the query construction is reapplied until there are no more systems to contact.

**Discussion.** The approach to distributed learner modelling presented in this paper is currently under development in EU/IST Elena project. The exchange model for learner profiles described in this paper has been implemented for example in the PLA [Dolog et al., 2004a] and is currently under development in the Personal Reader [Dolog et al., 2004b]. The advantage of this approach is that it relies on standards for learner profiling which allows to construct uniform queries. The identification mechanism suggested here allows to use local learner identifiers and the mapping between them is performed according to the records which maintain learner identifiers at the neighboring providers and/or services. The records also provide us with routing information for queries, i.e. which providers to contact to retrieve additional information about learner.

There are some open issues which still have to be resolved. There is a very likely situation that the internal data model for learner profiles is different from the one based on standards. The providers have to support query rewriting functions to rewrite received queries into their internal data model. Another solution would be to provide mapping services between schemas employed as discussed for example in [Dolog et al., 2004a; Simon et al., 2004]. Another important problem is how to address different attribute value ontologies for example for concepts learned or competencies acquired. The ontology mapping has to be employed also in that case.

Another problem which is currently discussed is where to put the reasoning about the query construction. The queries for the algorithm proposed in this paper can be constructed at a mediator (e.g. the PLA). Another approach would be that each provider will be able to construct additional queries if there are external systems to be contacted according to the identification records. This would mean that each node in the network will construct and submit queries just to its neighbors.

In the case of inter-organization network, privacy and security issues has to be addressed to protect sensitive data. The identification mechanism has to be combined with distributed policies and credentials evaluation. Both, the identification records and learning related learner features, has to be
protected and disclosed just to trusted parties. An important question in this context is how to protect information which was already disclosed to a system which is asked by third external system to provide the information.

5 Related Work

Work on integration of distributed user model fragments which are needed for specific task was presented in [Niu et al., 2003; Vassileva et al., 2002]. Their work similarly as our is based on an idea that just particular fragments in specific combination are needed for different computation purposes. In our work we applied the standard vocabulary to reduce negotiation overhead needed when the heterogeneous fragments and schemas are employed.

The identification through pseudonymity was applied also in [Kobsa and Schreck, 2003]. The pseudonymity was treated as kind of protection mechanism. Here we apply different pseudonyms in learner identification on different systems to compute relevant fragments of learner profile.

As the learner data are sensitive, the trust and security issues have to be further investigated. We have already proposed extensions towards standard based vocabulary for privacy purposes in learner modelling. Those extensions and work reported in several other projects like [Kobsa and Schreck, 2003; Bohrer and Holland, 2000; Heckmann, 2003; Maler et al., 2003] should be further investigated in the context of our approach.

Trust negotiation is another interesting related work in the context of open environment. First steps towards trust negotiation in open p2p network was presented in [Nejdl et al., 2003]. Guarded distributed logic programs are used to encode policies and enforce them during resource attribute exchange and negotiation. We are currently investigating whether this approach is suitable also for learner attribute exchange. Our metamodel for policies to protect learner information is flexible and allows us to use any language when there is appropriate interpreter available. Appropriate subclass of the policy class is then used to identify which interpreter to run.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

This paper reports on recent work for the development of learner profile for the ELENA project. We showed that we can definitely benefit from learner profiles standards because they provide a vocabulary which was agreed in a broader context.

The RDF and RDFS allow us to use different schemas and query languages such as OEL. The OEL allows us to integrate reasoning capabilities over personal profile in P2P network. This is step towards P2P RDF based environment where personalization techniques can be implemented as services.

Many issues still have to be resolved. The technical infrastructure for this approach to personalization has to be investigated in more detail and mechanisms for provision, searching, and using such personalization services have to be introduced. Mapping or mediating between different schemas should be investigated as well when we want to provide communication between different peers. Different identification schemes have to be investigated more deeply to support better exchange of learner profile fragments between distributed nodes. Experiments with analyzed privacy technologies and dynamically switching between them have to be investigated to support flexibility in open environment also in the context of security.
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Abstract
To establish the intellectual identity of the organization, it is important for every organization to re-vitalize creative activity inside and attract intellectual interest from outside the organization. This paper proposes a framework to support attraction of outside interest by disclosing the organizational intellect. We have developed models of organizational intellect and a support environment for creation and inheritance of organizational intellect based on the model. This paper proposes concepts to design attractive information for the outside in terms of intellectual activity, and a support system to disclose organizational intellect based on those concepts.

1 Introduction
The variety and growth of intellects in an organization are major sources of high competitive power for an organization [Nonaka 1995]. Regarding the growth of organizational intellect, it is important for each organization to exchange intellects not only internally, but also externally [Wenger 2002]. Lundkvist provides an example of importance of external exchange [Lundkvist 2004]. He analyzed the relation between a software company and the user group of the company’s product. And then he reported that the users have played important role as innovators.

This study is intended to develop information systems to support both internal and external exchange. This paper specifically addresses the latter: it proposes a framework to support attracting intellectual interest from the outside by disclosing the organizational intellect effectively.

The next section will try to clarify our conception of the term “intellect” and then propose a model based on which computers support the creation and inheritance of organizational intellect. Section 3 presents an overview of intellect exchange support based on the model. Section 4 will discuss organizational intellect disclosure support further. In section 5 describes metadata for organizational intellect disclosure. Finally, section 6 present concluding remarks.

2 An Organizational Intellect Model
2.1 Intellect
The terms ‘knowledge,’ ‘intellect,’ and so on are used with various meanings, so there appear to be no definite meanings for them [Liebowitz, 1999]. Though it is difficult to define them strictly in a consistent manner, to show subjects of this study, we will take some exemplary definitions from the literature.

Brown and Duguid [Brown and Duguid, 2000] argue convincingly that knowledge is more than just information because it

- usually entails a ‘knower’,
- appears harder to detach than information, and
- is something we digest rather than merely hold.

Tobin draws distinctions between data, information, knowledge, and wisdom [Tobin, 1996].

1. Data:
2. Information: = Data + relevance + purpose
3. Knowledge: = Information + application
4. Wisdom: = Knowledge + intuition + experience

In this research, the term ‘intellect’ is used to express our idea similar to Brown and Duguid’s argument about ‘knowledge’ and Tobin’s ‘wisdom’. Having an intellect means not only merely knowing something, but also digesting it through creation or practical use. It also means that the intellect cannot be separated from a person because it in-
cludes skill and competency. This is the major reason why we introduce the term "intellect." We aim to support creation and inheritance of organizational intellect by managing information concerned with intellect.

2.2 Dual loop model

Our goal is to present a framework of information systems that supports all the activities from the practical ones in an organization to ones oriented to knowledge creation and skill/competency development.

In this research, based on Dynamic Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation [Nonaka 95], some activities related to the formation of organizational intellect are explained from both viewpoints of the ‘individual’ as the substantial actor in an organization and the ‘organization’ as the aggregation of the individuals.

The two viewpoints are modeled as two separated loops of activities with explicit interactions between them. The whole model called “Dual Loop Model [Hayashi et al., 2001]” is illustrated in figure 1. It works as the reference model for designing an intellect exchange support environment.

The dual loop model is constructed from formative process of an individual’s intellect (figure 1 (A), personal loop) and formative process of organizational intellect (figure 1 (B), Organizational loop), and it represents the flow of intellects between them. Intellect creation activities in this dual loop model are explained in the following.

2.2.1 Personal loop

The personal loop is a loop of individual activities related to intellect. As shown in figure 1(A), it consists of four processes: internalization, amplification, externalization and combination.

This loop is considering two types of modes of individual activity: a learning mode, in which an individual acquires intellect from his/her surroundings, and a creative mode, in which he/she creates original intellect. A typical activity in the learning mode is one in which the members acquire intellect of which the significance is approved in an organization. Systems supporting the learning and the creative modes can be considered the learning support and creative thinking support systems, respectively. A possible common basic requirement for supporting these two modes is:

- Easy access to useful intellect for intellect acquisition and creation activities.

This is closely equivalent to the considerations in the study of Ogata et al.’s knowledge awareness support [Ogata et al., 2000], kMedia [Takeda et al., 2000], and L-EVIDII [Ohira et al., 2001]. These researches aim to support individual activities in a community.

In our research, in addition, we aim to support making harmony between the individual activities and organizational activities which give direction to the individual activities based on a vision and strategy of the organization. We will describe the organizational activities in 2.2.2. We develop this idea in a framework that promotes the ‘appropriate creation/distribution’ of intellect in an organization based on knowledge management theory.

Basic requirements for each mode of the personal loop are:

- for the learning mode, preparing and implementing a rational learning process for an organization, and
- for the creative mode, supporting communication of intellect, e.g. acquiring knowledge and imparting it to others, as the basis of individual amplifying process.

### Events in an organizational loop

1. Distributing intellect from individuals. 2. Externalizing intellect from individuals to organizations. 3. Authorizing conceptual intellect in an organization. 4. Evaluating sympathized intellect. 5. Creating systemic intellect in an organization.

### Events in a personal loop


**Figure 1. Dual loop model (partly simplified)**
In figure 1, nodes from 1 to 7 represent the events of the individual activities. Typical starting events for the learning and creative modes assumed in the dual loop model are nodes 5 and 7, respectively in figure 1. Node 5 represents an event in which ‘significant intellect in an organization’ should be acquired, and node 7 is an externally-triggered event that represents a start of the creation of original intellect. These are defined in connection with a user’s activity conditions and an organization’s loop events.

2.2.2 Organizational loop

An Organizational loop is an abstract model, reflecting members’ activities in personal loops in an organization as intellect inheriting and creating activities from an organizational viewpoint. The typical activities include acquisition and creation of intellect inside and outside an organization.

The loop consists of four processes: internalization, socialization, externalization, and combination. In figure 1, nodes 8, 11 and 12 represent the events that trigger off individual activities performed in the personal loop process. For example, node 8 represents such an event as ‘intellect distributed by individuals’, node 4 represents ‘obtaining intellect from others’. The arrow from node 8 to node 4 shows a causal link between the two events.

Furthermore, this dual loop model can explain conditions of creation and inheritance of the organizational intellect. For example, an organization that frequently has events in the socialization process (at the top left) and rarely has events in the combination process (at the bottom right) mean that even though an individual actively carries out intellect acquisition and creating activities, they are not likely to be recognized as ‘organizational intellect’. Lack of relation between activities of individuals and ones of the organization can be identified as the causes. Further, when an organization has events only in the internalization process in the Organizational loop (at the bottom left), it can be seen that a tendency of the organization leans to knowledge acquisition activity in practice.

Thus, the dual loop model is also useful as a reference for analyzing the proper process of intellect acquisition, passing down and creation in an organization.

3 Overview of Intellect Exchange Support

This study explores the following important issues that support information systems:

(A) Revitalization of activities for creation and inheritance of organizational intellect

• Supplying guidelines to direct organization members to the desired process of creation and inheritance of organizational intellect.
• Encouraging organization members to become aware of the relationships among people, intellects, and vehicles. Through that awareness, they can derive answers to questions such as: Who knows the intellect well? Who should collaborate? Which medium is useful to obtain the intellect?

(B) Disclosing organizational intellect to the outside

• Clarifying the intention of disclosure based on a deep understanding of the organizational intellect.
• Producing a presentation with the most suitable style for showing the intellect.

Figure 2 shows an overview of this project, focusing on (B). The dual loop model (DLM) and intellectual genealogy graph (IGG) form a foundation to provide awareness information on the organizational intellect for both organizational members and outsiders. That awareness will involve not only the meaning of the intellect itself but also its formative process.

As mentioned in the previous section, DLM represents a formative process of intellect in an organization, both from the viewpoint of the individual and the organization. This
model serves the members as a guideline for organizational activity and the organization as a reference for analyzing its condition of creation and inheritance of the organizational intellect.

IGG represents chronological correlation among persons, activities, and intellect in an organization as an interpretation of the activities of organization members based on DLM [Hayashi et al., 2002]. IGG is generated from activities with vehicles. A vehicle is a representation of intellect that mediates intellect among people: text, figures, voice, and so on.

On the similar lines of research, ScnoloOnto Project [Buckingham et al., 2000] aims to model the formative process of ideas in the academic community, paying attention to the claims described in vehicles (research literature). They propose a model for authors or readers to describe their interpretation of the claims on the vehicle and relationship among them. On the other hand, our study is interested in semi-automatic extraction of IGG by DLM-based interpretation of the observed activities, such as creating/revising/referring the vehicles.

A site-map is a model describing the structure of intellects to disclose. The model consists of a content level model and a presentation level one. The content level model is a subset of an IGG. That level model is extracted with the intention of disclosing the organizational intellect. The content level model is transformed into the presentation level model to allow its display on a WEB browser.

Based on these models, this project is intended to develop information systems to support both (A) and (B), as mentioned above. To support (A), it is crucial to prompt the members’ spontaneous activity by providing organizational intellect awareness information based on IGG, as well as to direct their activity by presenting guideline on the activity along to DLM. On the other hand, to support (B), it is crucial to prompt the organization to grasp a comprehensive view of its own organizational intellect by also presenting IGG to enable the organization to prepare its best materials for disclosure. Moreover, it is important to prepare a mechanism for conversion from the content of disclosure to its presentation.

This brief paper is insufficient to allow comprehensive discussion on all the aspects presented in the previous section. This paper specifically addresses features of the framework focusing on intellect disclosure support function. In the following, we will see the model and support functions for organizational intellect disclosure. Detailed explanation about DLM and IGG can be found in [Hayashi et al., 2001, 2002].

## 4 Organizational intellect disclosure support

The outline of tasks that designers carry out in the site-map design process is the following. During the content level model design process, designers select an organizational intellect that will be disclosed to the outside. And then, in the presentation level model design process, designers decide how to display the organizational intellect to the outside. This is similar to common tasks undertaken during website design. This section presents concepts and support functions related to the design processes.

### 4.1 Concepts for organizational intellect disclosure

Site-map model consists of the presentation level model and the content level one. Table 1 summarizes concepts to describe the content level model and the presentation level one. The content level model describes meaning and intention of the disclosure information. The presentation level model is embodied as web pages displayed to the outsiders.

Most important of all, the relation between the presentation level model and the content level one describes the contextual information of intellect disclosure, that is, the relation between meaning and intention of the disclosure information and the embodiment of it as web pages. The base unit of mapping between the content level model and the presentation level model is a Description and a Page. The content level model plays a role of metadata for the corresponding presentation level model.

### 4.2 Support functions for organizational intellect disclosure

This study aims to design and develop an organizational intellect disclosure support environment. Here we will see necessary functions of the environment.

- **Lead designers into coordinating content and intention of disclosure:** The concepts mentioned in table 1 are provided as a basis of Site-map design for designers through the environment. Those concepts facilitate designers’ recognition of the importance of coordi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Description of a person, an intellect, a vehicles and an activity in IGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td>Attractive frame</td>
<td>A network of descriptions to be disclosed to the outside This is extracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>A description of a person, an intellect, a vehicle or an activity that is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Related items</td>
<td>Descriptions presented together with the Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>A person, an intellect, a vehicle or an activity that is a noteworthy item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Expectant effects of the attractive frame on the outside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Necessary relations to display the Subject attractively according to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Pattern of extraction of an attractive frame from IGG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>A network of pages that corresponds to an attractive frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td>Cluster top page</td>
<td>A page that corresponds to the subject of an attractive frame.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Site-map model concepts
nating disclosure content and intention.

- **Provide the lines of thought in Site-map design by Site pattern**: The site pattern describes noteworthy relations in IGG according to the intention of the disclosure. Based on the description, the environment provides for designers with the candidates for Attractive frames as reference information.

- **Convert the content level model to the presentation level model**: The environment converts the content level model, which is represented by RDF, to the presentation level model, which includes web pages represented in HTML.

Figure 3 shows a site-map model generation image. Fig. 3 (C) shows an image of one of the web pages resulting from the generation. The web pages are included in the presentation level of the site-map model. Fig. 3 (C) displays a new paper just submitted to an international conference and the hyperlinks to those people, intellects, vehicles, and activities that are related to the intellect of the paper. The hyperlinks in this web page are set based on relations in the IGG (A). These metadata show that a person made medium#1, named ontological engineering, with intellect#1 through intellectlevelactivity#1. The metadata elements are defined in DLM ontology. A part of the ontology described with RDF schema is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3(A) shows an IGG, which has all nodes and links that are retrospectively accessible from the subject paper. Arrows indicate direct links among people, intellects, vehicles, and activities. A typical directed link means, for example, that a destination intellect is derived from a source one. The relations reflected in the hyperlinks are selected by the designer according to the intention of the disclosure. In this case, the intention specifically addresses the organization members’ contribution to the subject paper. Tracing the links retrospectively from the subject in IGG, the designer prunes away confidential and irrelevant nodes to secure the disclosure information and render it to be easily understandable by outside entities.

Figure 3(B) shows an attractive frame extracted from IGG(A). The attractive frame has broken lines, which indicate that the links have been pruned away. The remaining nodes are important activities or intellects in the formative process of the subject. This extraction can reveal relations that are not described clearly in the vehicle. Finally, this model is converted to a web page as a presentation level model.

### 5 Metadata for Organizational Intellect Disclosure

This paper defined the framework to describe contextual information of the organizational intellect. Contextual information includes people and vehicles that relate to the intellect, and the intellect’s role. That contextual information is extracted from IGG. Metadata describing the contextual information are shown in Fig. 4.

These metadata show that a person made medium#1, named ontological engineering, with intellect#1 through intellectlevelactivity#1. The metadata elements are defined in DLM ontology. A part of the ontology described with RDF schema is shown in Fig. 5.

### 6 Concluding Remarks

This paper discusses organizational intellect disclosure support. That support is intended to activate intellect exchange and growth of mutual understanding among organizations. This study will also accumulate site patterns and develop a support environment using semantic web technologies.
Figure 4. RDF description of the contextual information of an intellect

Figure 5. DLM ontology using RDF Schema
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Abstract
When it comes to lifelong learning and e-learning, we are steadily moving towards distributed and self-organized networks where multiple content providers offer parts and pieces, not complete vertical systems. This spurs development of new methods and techniques to position learners in these networks. Positioning requires that characteristics of the learner are mapped onto characteristics of learning materials and curricula. In this paper we describe BrainBank Learning, a web application for construction of individual topic maps as a mean for learning, and discuss the potential of such knowledge maps for automated computer-supported positioning. We also present current work on developing, evaluating and utilizing topic maps-based applications to support meaningful learning and deeper understanding.

1 Introduction
Web-based learning has in general become more popular in education and business training. A lot of computer-aided learning software exist to aid learning, web applications as well as offline systems. The tools vary from customized learning applications to edutainment and simple communication systems. However, abundant digital resources and tools do not necessarily solve any problems if they by the end of the day contribute to increase the chaotic pressure of information on the learners. The main problems related to using educational hypertext for learners are cognitive overload, disorientation and distraction, poor narrative flow, and poor conceptual flow [Jacobson et al 1996].

Educational practices are changing from being predominantly teacher-led to largely student-centered. But how can the students themselves be able to assess their position relative to a future learning environments consisting of a diverse set of learning activities from which learners somehow may take their pick? The learner’s history and goals define an entry position relative to the learning activities. A different entry position is likely to result in a different partition of the set of available activities in activities to skip and to complete. Different entry points will thus result in different paths through the set of relevant learning activities. Computer supported positioning in learning networks could contribute to the formidable set of hurdles that arises in such a scenario. In fact, it assumes answers on a substantial number of the research questions that were recently proposed for intelligent information systems [Cherniavsky et al 2002]. In this article we focus on how the learner’s history can be recorded and stored in electronic portfolios.

Electronic portfolios have traditionally been defined as an organized collection of digital and/or analog artifacts and reflective statements that demonstrate growth over time [Barett 2001]. In a broader perspective e-portfolio has been defined as a tool that can provide sophisticated control of one’s virtual identity [Treuer et al 2003]. A fundamental characteristics of an e-portfolio in this perspective is that the virtual identity is stored using a common set of functional and organizational standards. Wilbert Kraan puts it this way: “Without the means to output e-portfolio data in a standard format, it's next to useless” [Kraan 2003].

Topic Maps [Park 2002] is a hypertext navigation meta-layer above electronic information sources supporting topical finding of various kinds of resources, e.g., documents, graphics, images, database records, audio/video clips. As a result of a special characteristic of the topic maps model is a clear separation between the description of the information structure and the physical information resources. The navigation meta-layer is independent of the format of the actual resources and enables the creation of an external index that makes the information findable. The main topic maps components are topics, associations, and occurrences [Biezunski et al 1999]. Using those elements, one can create maps in document repositories.

The topics represent the subjects, that is, the things that are in the application domain, and make them machine process-able. They can have zero or more topic types and also have names (a base name and variants for use in specific processing contexts). A topic association represents a relationship between topics. Associations can have types (e.g., illustrated by, example of, written in, etc.) and define roles of the participating topics (e.g., example—concept description; prerequisite—result; document—language). Occurrences instantiate topics to one or more relevant in-
formation resources. An occurrence can be anything; most often it is a URI or a document (article, picture, video, etc.). Scope defines the extent of validity of a topic characteristic assignment: the context in which a name or an occurrence is assigned to a given topic, and the context in which topics are related through associations. One useful and potentially very powerful application of scope is to permit capture of different viewpoints of the subject. Another important concept in TM is identity. Two topics are the same if both have the same name in the same scope or both refer to the same subject indicator. The topics and all their characteristics could be merged if this condition holds. Topic maps provide a language to represent the conceptual knowledge with which a student can distinguish learning resources semantically. Apart from their major purpose of indexing information resources, topic maps embody knowledge. A semantically rich topic map would enhance the value of a teaching unit. Moreover, topic maps are very suitable for representing the course unit ontological structure.

In a recent paper [Dichev et al 2004] discuss the advantages of Topic Maps in education from 3 perspectives; the learners’, authors’ and courseware developers’ perspectives. Authors will benefit from knowledge externalization support, effective management and maintenance of knowledge and information, augmented learning space beyond teaching space, rapid and efficient courseware development, collaborative authoring and personalized courseware presentations. For courseware developers Topic Maps supports building ontology-aware applications, open ended learning environment, adaptive educational applications and courseware templates. It offers enhanced navigational retrieval tools, reuse, sharing and interoperability, and TM tools and API’s are available from several, including open, sources. Moreover, for the learners Topic Maps offers efficient context-based retrieval of relevant online information, acquisition of new topical knowledge, deeper understanding of the domain conceptual relations, better information comprehension true visualization, domain navigation and browsing awareness, and finally customized views, adaptive guidance and context based feedback.

For some reason, Topic Maps has so far not been utilized extensively for education and learning purposes. In fact, we are only aware of a few such commonly available applications. [Dicheva et al 2004] has recently developed TM4L (Topic Maps for Learning), a framework supporting the development of ontology-aware repositories of learning materials. Our contribution, BrainBank Learning, has been focused on learning, rather than education. The main goal of the work presented in this paper was to build a bottom-up application where the learners can construct their own learning ontology and curriculum during a course or a complete study.

2 Results and Discussion

2.1 BrainBank Learning

BrainBank Learning (BBL) [Lavik et al 2004a] was developed as a web application (http://brainbank.no) for learning of concepts (their content) and associations (how concepts relate). It works with standard Internet browsers, which means that educational institutions are not dependent on any other installation to use the application. Users enter the application through individual accounts. Topics (concepts) that the learner meets during education activities are entered and described. The topics can then be connected by linking phrases to form propositions or associations: The learner creates his own associated network of topics that represents his knowledge. This way of documenting in the learning process is good for the learner’s understanding of the area of study (placing knowledge in a context), as well as navigating and overview of the acquired knowledge later on. To further describe topics and associations, digital resources such as documents, pictures, movie clips and sound clips can be attached to the topics. These resources can be either linked to or uploaded to and stored in BrainBank. BBL is based on the Topic Maps standard, including the XML format supporting the Topic Maps ISO standard (XTM) [Topic Maps 2001] and it was implemented using the Ontopia Knowledge Suite (http://ontopia.net). As the Topic Map standard defines an effective way of representing information, through topics and associations etc. [Biezunski et al 1999], BBL now uses this Topic Maps technology to represent the data in the application.

A case study has been done to evaluate practical use of BBL and to find out if it helps improve learning to become more effective. The project has been a cooperative effort between Krsitin Bjørndal at PLP (Program for learning and practical pedagogy at the University of Tromsø), Cerpus AS and Alsivåg primary and secondary school. The project has been reported [Bjørndal 2003] and thoroughly discussed [Lavik et al 2004b] elsewhere and the main focus here is rather to catch on with unleashed potential and prospects for improvement. Based on the replies from the pupils (in interviews), three separate aspects were identifiable: BBL as an e-portfolio, as a learning strategy and as a medium and method for assessment.

2.2 E-portfolio

The pupils expressed that they would prefer to structure and store their knowledge in BrainBank rather than in paper notebooks. Pupils often think of repetition of learnt material as boring, but it is widely acknowledged that repetition is one of the best ways of storing knowledge. Seven out of the group of sixteen pupils stated that BBL helped in remembering what they had learned. According to these pupils, BBL mainly helped because they could easily go back and take a look at what they did earlier, what they had written down of keywords and associations (e.g.: “We can save things, so we won’t forget it. It’s simply to enter BrainBank, and there we have it. It’s easy to save and easy to retrieve. We learn more and more through the years.”) The same pupils said that they regularly used BrainBank to repeat for themselves what they had learned (e.g.: “You kind of get a repetition of what is learned when typing it into BrainBank. When I’m in 9th grade, I can look back on what I learned in 8th grade.”). The pupils also expressed that they were motivated to document
their knowledge thoroughly by the fact that it is properly stored: “I’m so proud when I see how many keywords I’ve got in BrainBank!” one pupil said.

Some criticism has been raised by both pupils and teachers on the way hierarchical structures are built in BBL. Although BBL is related to the central ideas of concept mapping (a pedagogic method) as defined by Joseph Novak [Novak 1990; Novak 1991; Novak et al 1991], it differs by the fact that it does not demand knowledge to be expressed hierarchical. On the contrary, with BBL a user can build and browse complex multi-directional associative structures, across context and disciplines. It is however quite possible to build hierarchical structures using the Topic Maps standard. Even within the standard itself, there is support for typing in a hierarchical manner. In the learning process, hierarchy and (not least) typing can be quite useful to understand structures and trees of concepts. For example, it is valuable knowledge in itself to know that ’cat’ is a mammal. And as long as it is also known that mammal is an animal, ‘cat’ will have to be an animal, which represents even more knowledge. We will include ways to build hierarchical structures in upcoming versions of BBL by implementing topic types. Topic typing is an efficient way to express simple propositions like ‘cat is a (type of) mammal’.

In concept mapping, the idea of focus is essential [Novak 1991]. There is always some kind of focus point where the mapping starts. Defining a context will always increase the value of information and knowledge. By somehow telling that a particular view of a piece of knowledge belongs to a particular context, it is easier to relate new chunks of knowledge to pre-acquired knowledge, and it is also easier to see the purpose of the knowledge in its current location. In addition, especially with young learners, it is important to be able to divide the knowledge into manageable chunks during the learning process. We will include a feature in BBL that makes it possible to create themes, and to use a theme to build a small knowledge map within the boundaries of the perspective. BBL is all the way centered on topics, and a theme can consist of one or more topics. As the learner acquires new knowledge and relates it to the theme, it makes sense right away, at least where it is put. Later on, as deeper understanding develops, the knowledge map belonging to the theme can be merged into the learner’s main (complete) knowledge map. However, the theme is still kept as an identity to allow focused navigation, searching, etc.

Some pupils did complain that BBL is suffering from the lack of a powerful visualization of concepts and their relations. Numerous reports have documented the power of the concept mapping. Implementation of graphical edition of concept map-like structures in BBL would thus substantially increase the value of the tool as a pedagogical method for meaningful learning. BBL has now implemented Ontopia’s Vizigator™, a generic Topic Maps visualization tool developed by Ontopia [Ontopia], and we also intend to enable editing of such graphically visualized maps. Ontopia’s Vizigator™ is based on TouchGraph’s (http://touchgraph.sourceforge.net/) technology for visualizing map structures using Java Swing components. Another important strategy is to support, direct and/or indirect import/export from front end software for mind mapping and concept mapping. Interestingly, CmapTools [Canas et al 2004] already supports XTM 1.0, and we believe that the concept mapping community should strive to decide on a common standard, preferentially XTM, for digital concept maps.

Successful learning often takes place within a socio-cultural context where an interaction between humans is essential [Vygotsky 1978]. Interaction between the learner and the teacher is supported in BBL. However, cooperation between peers is widely accepted as a useful way of learning and some pupils did ask for such features. The ability to work in projects, where peers have equal access to all project resources is one attractive way of doing this. The project members should be able to share resources from their personal brainbanks with the project, as well as accept the project resources and import them into their brainbanks. Moreover, learners should be able to share knowledge maps and resources with the world by publishing them on public searchable web pages, free for anyone to browse. It is expected that this may help exchange of knowledge between peers. It is also important for the interaction between learner and teacher to have the ability to share resources. The teacher needs to be able to transmit resources to the learners. This could be possible in several ways, but as a principle, the learner should have to actively accept new resources. This is to ensure that the learner always is actively aware that he has received something new that can be used in his own knowledge structure. Furthermore, teachers should be able to share learning resources, from complete ontologies to simple learning objects, so that developed learning resources could be reused not only by the developer, but also colleagues and other teachers.

Research data indicates that the learners need curriculum and ontological support to responsibly record and manage their e-portfolios [Treuer et al 2003]. In an ongoing project, Dicheva et al [2004] aim to develop ontology-based courseware that supports learners in their reflection on knowledge, and that students can use to navigate and search course related material by broadly understood categories. With Topic Maps-based digital course libraries coming up [Dicheva et al 2004], it will be very interesting to study how successful students can construct individual knowledge maps with pre-defined ontologies as a knowledge backbone. However, as helpful as it is to have good tools for individual learning, the world of information we live in is more and more based on networking and interaction with many instances and sources. The Internet is no doubt an important source for information, but the amount of information out there is so vast and overwhelming that new and better methods are needed to search and navigate. A useful point when trying to retrieve information from digital sources would be: What exactly is the learner’s current knowledge in the area in question? Could we in some way analyze the learner’s already acquired knowledge to help him locate new information that is relevant to him in his current position?
If representing the knowledge using a map like structure one could try to build some sort of mechanism that could analyze the documented knowledge and search the digital sources with the outcome of that analysis to determine what information that really is relevant. Leake et al [2004] have developed a model for this using concept maps. They used the locations and relations of the nodes in the concept map to automatically create queries for the Google internet search robot. As the hierarchical structure of a concept map supplies means to weigh concepts used in a semantic web search the new Theme feature in BBL can do a similar job. It gives a main topic (the perspective) that gives the boundaries for the scope. It is possible in the topic maps structure in BrainBank to start with one main topic and then count the radius: The distance from the main topic to other topics. This can also indicate a topic’s level of relevance and it can help balancing the search and make it more accurate. However, because Google is not able to analyze what any retrieved page is actually about it is likely that such queries still would result in a lot of false positives. We are currently building a search function that automatically uses associations in BBL to focus the queries, and linguistic characterization and indexing to match the retrieved document content to the queries. Hopefully, this function will allow the users to spend less time on browsing and more time on learning.

2.3 Learning Strategies

BBL was designed to be a tool for meaningful learning [Ausubel et al 1978] within a constructivist learning environment [Wilson 1996; Jonassen et al 1999]. The tool was inspired by the ideas of knowledge building developed by Joseph Novak and colleagues [Novak 1977]: It stimulates the learning process as the learner continuously reflects through and updates his own knowledge and stores it in BrainBank. This is because he has to discriminate received information to extract the essence of the information to document it in BBL, and also by relating new information to already existing knowledge by associating new topics to existing ones and describing the relation between them [Novak 1990; Novak 1991]. Some of the pupils said that they now pay more attention to how they are learning and made explicit statements that indicates that they have started a process of reflecting on their own learning process as such (e.g.: “You become more aware of what you read when writing keywords: You pay more attention. When I do my homework more in-depth, because I’m going to find keywords.”). One of the main conclusion drawn by [Bjørndal 2003] is that BBL is a good learning strategy.

Assessment

Another important issue that came up during the project is how detailed and how often the teachers should evaluate the pupils. BBL opens for both formative and summative methods for evaluating students, which makes it a promising instrument for modern forms of education. Teachers and supervisors can at any time take a look at what their students and pupils has documented in BrainBank. This way, they both evaluate progress and the knowledge documented. By examining the associations the students have made between topics, the teacher gets an impression on how much the students really understand of the area of study as well. However, for the teacher this kind of detailed evaluation of many pupils is time consuming. Even if this challenge is not related directly to BBL (a teacher can simply choose not to use it for evaluation) the new options of assessment bring this issue out into the light. A possible answer to this could be to automate the analysis of the end product (summative assessment) by using techniques like latent semantic analysis [Landauer et al 1998] or by comparing topic maps: Several tools for comparing concept maps have been described [Chang et al 2001; Biswas 2001], but such systems are often restricted to particular subject domains, vocabularies and even map building environments.

The Reasonable Fallible Analyzer [Conlon et al 2004] strives to be flexible in this respect: When comparing a map with any other map (for instance an expert map) it is honest and says it is likely to be wrong. The point is that the learner becomes aware of similarities and differences between different maps, and by arguing with the program, deeper understanding will be achieved. Results from a practical case [Conclon 2004] suggest that the Reasonable Fallible Analyzer is a promising tool for formative self-assessment, and at least with respect to time consumption a good alternative to diagnostic assessment done by the teachers with shortage of time.

3 Conclusion

As e-learning still strives to honor it’s promises it is getting increasingly complex, partly because it deals with one of the most intricate disciplines in modern research: human cognition. Development and improvement of methods and techniques for handling different levels of granularity and use of networking needs to coincide with development of and commitment to standard ways of handling the increased complexity. These methods and techniques should be focused on the learners, rather than merely teacher-led. BrainBank Learning unleashes powerful support for learning, and it does so using a technological standard that is inherently fit for the purpose. There is a huge potential for improvements on several areas, such as peer cooperation, assessment and positioning. We will continue our mission and aim to develop these and others areas in close relation with learners and teachers and pedagogical and technical researchers.
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Abstract
In Japan, interest in IT education has continued to grow. Most goals of IT education involve meta-ability, which cannot be fully learned by traditional Japanese instructional methods. It is difficult to design effective IT education materials, and at present there are few specialists in IT education. For this reason, it is necessary and important to provide IT instructors with a powerful help system that can locate and provide access to a variety of useful information resources. To that end, we are building a system that reconstructs the resources according to the various viewpoints based on an ontology of IT education we built. Further, we propose a framework to make use of the results of another ontology by alignment of these ontologies based on Semantic Web technology.

1 Introduction
As a result of widespread use of the Internet and the development of numerous large information systems, the necessity and importance of information technology (IT) education have increased. In Japan, high school instruction in IT began in April 2003. However, most of the IT teachers are incumbent teachers in general subjects; as of April 2004, there were very few specialist teachers of IT. As a result, it is likely that most of the teachers of IT courses lack the specific skills for teaching this topic. Further, it is difficult for them to gain the necessary knowledge and skills, because the educational goals and techniques for IT instruction are not yet clearly defined. For example, most of the teachers who are not specialists mistakenly believe that use of the technology itself is the main goal of IT education, though the ability to use information systems is a more complex and indispensable aspect of IT education.

Many instructors and researchers have published their opinions on various concepts of IT education and the relationships between these concepts [The Meeting of Tuesday, 2001; Ministry of Education, 2000; Ohiwa et al., 2001]. Most of them take into account factors that are useful during the usual instructional design process, such as situations and areas of content, in order to meet the educational goal. But it is also necessary, given that the main goal of IT education is to enhance the meta-ability to make use of information in various situations, to add educational goals that are related to the main goal of an instructional "unit"; keeping in mind the content and situations addressed in that particular unit. This problem can be solved by teachers who have technical knowledge as a result of their prior learning and experiences. For teachers who are not specialists in information technology, it is difficult to comprehend this problem. Consequently, a framework that reconstructs these useful resources from various viewpoints and in response to teachers' requests is necessary.

Many organizations provide web pages that show teachers of IT education various useful resources--e.g., digital con-
tent, lesson plans, and Q&A [The Meeting of Tuesday, 2003; Okayama Prefectural Information Education Center, 2004; NICER, 2003]. However, it is very difficult to collect the necessary resources for teachers because relevant web pages are too numerous, and their formats and viewpoints are not unified even when the resources have the same purpose.

One cause of these problems is that various concepts of IT education are not yet clearly defined. Because most of the guidelines and commentaries about the subject present the concepts in a disorganized fashion, we believe that these concepts are not conveyed to the teachers effectively. To solve this problem, it is necessary to clarify and to articulate the fundamental concepts of IT education. We consider that ontological engineering can assist in meeting this goal. The ontology provides a common vocabulary and set of concepts about IT education and can promote the reuse and sharing of these concepts among teachers. However, because the ontology is too abstract for teachers to understand, we think that it is not effective to directly provide teachers with the ontology. So, in this study, we use the ontology as a basis and introduce IT education goals, which are more familiar with teachers than ontology, to define other support information.

If useful web resources for IT education are tagged on the basis of ontology, they can be accessed according to the various viewpoints they represent. This framework is realized based on Semantic Web technology.

There is one previous report [The Meeting of Tuesday, 2001] that classifies the goal of IT education and gives meaning to resources about IT education, though from an ontological engineering viewpoint, the classification may need modification and the method of giving meaning to resources does not allow authoring of metadata. We propose to make use of the results of this research by identifying relations between this ontology and our ontology. This framework is compliant with the openness of the Semantic Web in that it allows alignment of separate ontologies. In this framework, because a system can reconstruct information resources annotated using another ontology, many information resources on IT education can be used more effectively.

The outline of our approach is described in the next section, after which the characteristics and benefits of our ontology are provided in detail. In addition, we show a prototype system based on Semantic Web technology that provides teachers with various information resources.

## 2 An Outline of Our Approach that is Compliant with the Openness of the Semantic Web

In this chapter, we describe the framework for realizing a system that provides teachers of IT education with useful resources in accordance with the various viewpoints that they might have. This framework is an example of the Semantic Web application system that is open to the decentralized world. An outline of this framework is shown in Fig.1.

This framework includes two instances of Semantic Web components: one is based on our ontology, which is described later in detail. We authored metadata of various resources about IT education in RDF using the ontology of IT education as the tag; the other is based on the Goal List of IT education goals, which are more familiar with teachers than ontology, to define other support information.

![Figure 1. The outline of our approach that is compliant with the openness of the Semantic Web](image-url)
education [The Meeting of Tuesday, 2001], which was taken from other research.

The purpose of this Goal List is to provide teachers with viewpoints from which to evaluate the learner's activity during instruction in IT education. Because this Goal List was not generated based on the ontology theory, its quality is not as high as that of an ontology (we explain this problem in detail later). However, this Goal List already has been so widely used with the same purpose as an ontology that many information resources that support teachers for IT education in Japan are annotated using it. Therefore, in this paper, we regard this Goal List as an ontology.

This Goal List was created by one of the authors of this paper. Although this fact seems to suggest that these two ontologies were built by the same organization and that this framework is closed or centralized, that is not the case; in this paper, we consider the Goal List as a result of other organization’s research, because this classification was established before the author began to contribute to the current joint research.

In this study, we realize semantic integration between the metadata based on separate ontologies by describing relations between our ontology and the Goal List clearly. For example, in this framework, the system can reconstruct lesson plans tagged based on the Goal List from the viewpoint of the ontology and provide with them. In addition, the system can integrate lesson plans based on the Goal List with digital contents based on the ontology which are able to be used in each step in them. With this framework, it becomes possible for teachers to use many useful resources on IT education more effectively for a wider range of purposes.

3 An Ontology of the Goal of IT Education

In this chapter, we describe the ontology of the goal of IT education. First, we show a hierarchy in which the classification is based on is-a relation, and we show another hierarchy in which it is based on part-of relation. Next, we explain why both is-a relation and part-of relation are necessary, and describe the difference between these two relations. Further, we show the benefits of our ontology in detail by comparing it with other classifications.

3.1 The is-a Hierarchy of the Goal of IT Education

In this section, we show the is-a hierarchy of the goal of IT education. A part of the is-a hierarchy as the ontology of the goal of IT education is shown in Fig. 2. This ontology was built on the editor "Hozo" [Kozaki et al., 2000], which is an environment for building ontologies.

The ontology of the goal of IT education consists solely of

Figure 2. A part of the ontology of the goal of IT education (is-a hierarchy)
concepts of the goal of IT education. Stratification based on is-a relation is the essential property of these concepts, and ensures that no confusion of various concepts occurs; such confusion can obstruct teachers' understanding of concepts of IT education. This stratification is one of the characteristics of the ontology, and is one of the important reasons that we applied the ontology theory.

In this study, for this ontology, we extracted three concepts that can be the goal of IT education. These are "Knowledge about information", "Practical ability to act in the information society", and "Independent attitude toward participating in the information society". This classification is compliant with Bloom's taxonomy of instructional objectives [Bloom et al., 1971]. Furthermore, we classified these three concepts.

Bloom's taxonomy of instructional objectives classifies the whole of the goal to be attained in instruction into three domains. The first domain is a cognitive domain, which consists of various goals regarding comprehension of knowledge and enhancement of intellectual ability. The second domain is an affective domain, which consists of various goals regarding formation of interest, attitude, and value, and is related to enhancement of ability to judge properly and to adapt. The last domain is a psychomotor domain, which consists of various goals regarding acquirement of skills of manipulation and execution. It is clear that the three concepts extracted as goal of IT education correspond to Bloom's taxonomy of instructional objectives as follows: "Knowledge about information" and the cognitive domain, "Independent attitude toward participation in the information society" and the affective domain, and "Practical ability to act in the information society" and the psychomotor domain.

"Practical ability to act in the information society" can be specialized in "Practical ability to utilize information" and "Ability to act based on the information ethics". The former is further specialized in "Meta ability to utilize information", "Ability to process information" and "Ability to utilize an information system". This classification is based on Bloom's taxonomy of instructional objectives as shown in the upper part of Fig.3. The Motor Layer corresponds to the psychomotor domain which is based also on Bloom's taxonomy. In this layer, the ability to manipulate the information system is the concept of goal of IT education. The Intellectual Layer corresponds to the cognitive domain, and the ability to process information is comprised of concepts in this layer.
Further, we can classify this concept under an ability to process information by human ("Ability to process information by human") and an ability to process information by computer ("Ability to process information by computer"). The Affective Layer corresponds to the affective domain, which is based on Bloom's taxonomy, and the ability to analyze a project and to practice utilization of information from the meta-level ("Ability to analyze a project" and "Ability to analyze a way to utilize information") are concepts represented in this layer.

As stated above, "Ability to process information" is specialized into "Ability to process information by human" and "Ability to process information by computer". This classification is based on a viewpoint that is whether man is conscious of information processing by computer or not. Furthermore, these two concepts are classified into five concepts as shown in the lower portion of Fig.3. We can specialize ("Ability to design model"), design of structures of data and steps to process information ("Ability to design algorithms"), and description of steps for information processing by using concrete programming languages ("Ability to develop programs"). Note here that the abstraction of information without taking computer processing into account belongs to "Ability to edit information". This distinction is usually difficult to make. In this study, we decide that one aspect of abstraction is whether it’s done for processing by computer. Even if a modeling process about computer processing is performed unconsciously, such an ability is classified with "Ability to process information by computer" if it is a procedure, formulation, or theory on computer processing.

"Ability to act based on the information ethics", which is another specialization concept of "Practical ability to act in the information society", is classified as shown in Fig.4. The ability to act based on the information ethics for taking part in the information society can be classified into an ability to act by a subject person so as not to become an assailant ("Ability to act actively for others' rights") and an ability to act so as to avoid being a victim ("Ability to act passively for self duties"). We

---

2 "A learner processes information by using computer" is not contained in "Ability to process information by human" or "Ability to process information by computer" because the ontology of the goal of IT education discusses only concepts of goal of IT education, not other concepts such as learning activity. However, goal of IT education contained in this activity belongs to "Ability to process by human".

---

Figure 4. A structure of the ability to act based on the information ethics

When "Ability to act actively based on the information ethics" and "Ability to act passively based on the information ethics" are interpreted in this point, the former is in areas of the second and the fourth quadrants, the latter in areas of the first and the third quadrants. "Ability to act actively based on the information ethics" is specialized in "Ability to act actively for others' rights" and "Ability to act actively for self duties", and "Ability to act passively based on the information ethics" is specialized in "Ability to act passively for self rights" and "Ability to act passively for others' duties". We
can divide these concepts further into specialized concepts related to intellectual property rights such as information protection, information communication morals, information expression morals, and information reliability.

Finally, we briefly describe the is-a hierarchy under the concept of "Knowledge about information". First, "Knowledge about information" is specialized in "Knowledge about the information science" and "Knowledge for taking part in the information society". "Knowledge about information science" is specialized in "Knowledge about an information system", "Knowledge about the expression of information", "Knowledge about the design of information processing", and "Knowledge about the communication of information" from contents of knowledge. "Knowledge for taking part in the information society" is specialized in "Knowledge about the information society" and "Knowledge about the information ethics". Note that these concepts of goal of IT education can be classified in the same way from contents of knowledge.

"Knowledge about an information system" is specialized in "Knowledge about hardware" and "Knowledge about software". "Knowledge about the design of information processing" is specialized in "Knowledge about designing models", "Knowledge about designing algorithms", and "Knowledge about developing programs". "Knowledge about the communication of information" is specialized in "Knowledge about networks" and "Knowledge about the information communication technology". "Knowledge about the information society" is specialized in "Knowledge about the influence of information", "Knowledge about the value of information", and "Knowledge about the value of information". "Knowledge about the information ethics" is specialized in "Knowledge about intellectual property rights", "Knowledge about the protection of information", "Knowledge about morals regarding the expression of information", "Knowledge about the morals regarding the communication of information", and "Knowledge about the reliability of information".

3.2 A part-of Hierarchy of the Goal of IT Education

In this study, we also describe a part-of hierarchy for the goals of IT education. A part of the part-of hierarchy is shown in Fig.5.

A concept that shows the whole of the goal of IT education is "Ability to utilize information" provided by the Ministry of Education in Japan. And the Ministry of Education prepared three viewpoints of this concept. These are "Practical ability of using information", "Scientific understanding of information", and "Awareness toward participation in the information society"; this relation can be interpreted with part-of relation. In this study, we classified these three viewpoints in more detail.

The structure of the part-of hierarchy is almost the same as that of the is-a hierarchy for these concepts. For example, the
lower hierarchy of "Practical ability of using information" is almost the same as the lower hierarchy of "Practical ability to utilize information" in the is-a hierarchy, and the lower hierarchy of "Scientific understanding of information" has almost the same structure as the lower hierarchy of "Knowledge about the information science" in the is-a hierarchy. This correlative relationship is typical between part-of relations and is-a relations. Here, we discuss a common problem that is caused by is-a relation and part-of relation.

It is known that there are some kinds of part-of relations that use different semantics [Mizoguchi et al., 1999]. The classification into three viewpoints prepared by the Ministry of Education is a part-of relation called Function-part-of [Mizoguchi et al., 1999]. This relation is one of part-of relations that each makes a "functional" contribution to the whole. In this case, the structure of the part-of hierarchy does not become the same as that of the is-a hierarchy. However, where concepts such as knowledge and ability, which are included in our part-of hierarchy, are concerned, such a problem occurs, because part-of relation we need is Operation-part-of, which requires careful attention for differentiation between the is-a and part-of relations.

One of the examples of the Operation-part-of is found in the case of plant operation. Consider a normal operation (operation in a normal situation) and a restoration operation (one in a situation where recovery is implemented from above). Both operations are apparently subclasses of the operation class. At the same time, however, if the operation is regarded as a working process, this relation can be interpreted as also a part-of relation, given that the whole operation process is composed of a normal operations and restoration operations. The nature of this relation is that a class to which a whole concept belongs is a super class of a class to which all partial concepts belong. When we consider these from a viewpoint of time or space, we can interpret these as part-of relations.

For example, when we regard knowledge as a field of study, we find that is-a relation is suitable, but when we regard knowledge as what a learner should learn and use, we find that part-of relation is more suitable. In other words, it means that in order to learn knowledge it is necessary to learn all more detailed knowledge. In the same manner, when we regard an ability as simply an ability, we find that is-a relation is suitable, but when we regard ability as what a learner possesses and performs, we find that part-of relation is more suitable.

For example, when we regard "Ability to process information by human" as an ability, each of the concepts ("Ability to collect information", "Ability to analyze information", "Ability to create information", and "Ability to report information"), which are subordinate concepts is the ability to process information by human and we can find that those relations are is-a relations. However, when we regard "Ability to process information by human" from the viewpoint of a process of processing, the ability to process information by human is realized by all concepts ("Ability to collect information", "Ability to analyze information", "Ability to create information", and "Ability to report information"), and we can find that those relations are part-of relations. In the case of knowledge and capability, as in this example, the structure of the part-of hierarchy and the structure of the is-a hierarchy are almost the same, though their meanings are quite different. The other classification of the goal of IT education mentioned above does not make a clear distinction between is-a relation and part-of relation. Such confusion obstructs the understanding of teachers of the goal of IT education. One of the advantages of our research is that it separates the hierarchy of is-a relation and that of part-of relation completely.

The necessity of having a part-of hierarchy that has almost the same structure as an is-a hierarchy occurs when an instance of a class of a middle concept3 is made. When an instance of a class of a middle concept in an is-a hierarchy is made, we can obtain an instance of a goal of IT education that belongs to one of the sub-classes of its middle concepts. In other words, we cannot obtain an instance of a goal of IT education from each of those sub-classes that belongs to the class of the middle concept in an is-a hierarchy. In a part-of hierarchy, on the other hand, we can obtain an instance of a goal of IT education from each of those sub-classes that belongs to the class of the middle concepts. Therefore, we described not only an is-a hierarchy but also a part-of hierarchy of goal concepts in our research.

In the target world in which the structure of an is-a hierarchy is almost the same as that of a part-of hierarchy, the confusion of is-a relation with part-of relation can obstruct a user's understanding of the distinction. In the usual classification of the goal of IT education, is-a relation and part-of relation were also confused. This is also one of potential obstructions to teachers' understanding of IT education. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish hierarchies based on is-a relation and part-of relation clearly, we have done here. The concrete obstruction of the confusion of is-a relation and part-of relation is described in detail in 3.3.2.

3.3 A Benefit of the Ontology of the Goal of IT Education

In this section, we show the advantages of the ontology of the goal of IT education over other classifications from two viewpoints. First, we describe how confusion among goal concepts is obstructive, referring to the Goal List [The Meeting of Tuesday, 2001] introduced in Section 2. Next, we explain another ontology, which a student in our laboratory built, then we describe the obstructive confusion of is-a relation and part-of relation by comparison of our ontology with this ontology.

There is No Confusion with Other Concepts

In this paragraph, as an example of the current standard classification of goal of IT education, we take up the Goal List [The Meeting of Tuesday, 2001] which is well known in 3 Here, "middle concept" means a node which is not a leaf node in the tree structure. In other words, it is a node which has more than one child node.
Japan. Though this Goal List was not generated based on the ontology theory, this Goal List already has been so widely used with the same purpose as an ontology in Japan. So, it is necessary for this Goal List to have the same natures as the ontology. For this reason, we compare this Goal List and our ontology from the viewpoint of the ontology theory. The classification of the Goal List of IT education is shown in Fig.6.

The Goal List has three top-level categories, "Practical Ability of using information", "Scientific understanding of information", and "Awareness toward participating in the information society", which the Ministry of Education prepares in more detail in the same way as our part-of hierarchy. For this purpose, examples of more concrete learning activities that are easy for teachers to understand are provided with a level that shows when learners should attain this goal, though these levels are not shown in this figure. We think that it is more suitable for teachers' understanding to provide them with information on activities related to concepts of learning. We think that it is easier for teachers to grasp each description when concepts of learning activities are included in the information provided. Further, it is difficult to set a level of difficulty for a goal of IT education without presenting concepts of learning activities. Consequently, the Goal List has many advantages as information that is provided to teachers directly.

However, the Goal List has some faults from the viewpoint of classification of the goal of IT education. Although, essentially, the classification of educational goals should be performed by extracting the intrinsic goals that should be attained in education and systematizing them, in many of the current classifications, we find concepts other than goals; for example, learning activity and learning environment related to goals are incorrectly mixed up. For example, in the case of the Goal List, the concept of the goal "Selecting the means of information" contains not only the goal of IT education but also that of a learning environment in which learning occurs, by superficial differences among learning activities.

This is influenced by the purpose of the Goal List, which is to provide teachers with viewpoints of evaluation of learners of IT education.

Moreover, systematization like that in this example, in which other concepts are mixed, sometimes causes another problem: the extracted concepts are not completely independent of each other. For example, in the case of the Goal List, both "Expression of information" and "Reporting and sending of information" are subordinate concepts of "Practical ability of using information" and have the same goal as "Ability to report information". When teachers use such a classification, their awareness to this goal may be obstructed by superficial differences among learning activities.

Given these considerations, to the best of our knowledge, there is no goal classification that properly captures the intrinsic educational goals of IT education without any confusion regarding learning activity, standard of evaluation for education, etc. It is difficult to separate various concepts related to IT education, because most goals of IT education are meta-abilities that are attained in the process of problem solving. Considering the fact that the purpose of the classification of the goal of IT education is to give teachers a clear understanding of the educational goals, our goal ontology is more suitable, based on the fact that it reveals the inherent conceptual structure of educational goals and thereby facilitates a teacher's understanding of those goals.

No Confusion between is-a relation and part-of relation
An ontology of the goal of IT education that was built by a student in our laboratory whose understanding about the ontology theory was insufficient is shown in Fig.7. In this paragraph, we show obstruction caused by confusion between the is-a and part-of relations through the comparison of this ontology and our ontology.

The student described all relations as is-a relations without considering the meaning of classification. As a result, the viewpoint of the classification is not unified, and a distinct part-of relation exists. The first obstruction related to this
confusion is that the inheritance of attributes, which is one of the biggest advantages of the is-a hierarchy, is not realized in this hierarchy. Additionally, it can confuse teachers by classifying a concept based on an is-a relation in spite of having classified it originally based on part-of relation.

For example, the topmost classification in Fig.6 is originally based on part-of relation, but it is classified based on is-a relation. This can promote misunderstanding by teachers that the educational goal of three subordinate concepts can be attained independently to attain the educational goal of the superordinate concept, when, because this hierarchy is part-of relation (function-part-of), the goal of the superordinate concept cannot be actually attained unless all goals of subordinate concepts are attained with each role in the whole. This can also obstruct teachers' understanding of each specific goal of IT education. For example, in the part-of hierarchy, teachers can easily understand that "Ability to analyze a project" is an ability to analyze a project that can be solved by processing of information, which is done later in the whole process for solving it, because the definition of part-of relation shows that it is a part of the whole process of processing information directly. However, in an is-a hierarchy, teachers can easily misunderstand that this concept is an ability to consider a project with no relation to processing of information because subordinate concepts are independent in this hierarchy.

Further, the author of this ontology created concepts such as "Knowledge to make use of information" to get rid of these contradictions as shown by "1" in Fig.6. This concept is inappropriate because both concepts of knowledge and ability of utilization are confused in it.

These examples illustrate how the mixture of is-a and part-of relations can confuse both users and authors. Therefore, our ontology of the goal of IT education, which incorporates the distinction between is-a relation and part-of relation and the exclusion of other concepts, is meaningful.

Figure 7. An ontology of the goal of IT education built by a student in our laboratory whose understanding of the ontology theory was insufficient

4 Prototype based on Semantic Integration

In this chapter, we describe a prototype system for supporting teachers based on the above framework. Resources used by this system are simple lesson plans on the Web (called Digital Recipes) provided by Okayama Prefecture Information Education Center. These Digital Recipes are open to the public as resources related to concepts of the Goal List. However, they were not described as metadata; we authored the metadata of these resources from the viewpoint of the Goal List.

The layered structure of the prototype system we built is shown in Fig.8. This system is constructed in four layers. The bottom layer is the ontology layer. In this layer, we define all of the concepts related to the above the ontology of the goal of IT education and the Goal List of IT education.
The second layer is the RDF-Schema Layer. In this layer, the vocabularies of classes and properties used in the third layer, the RDF Model Layer, are defined. There are four schemata in this layer. As two schemata in them, the vocabularies of classes and properties related to the ontology and the Goal List defined in the bottom layer are defined. The third schema defines the vocabularies related to the fundamental academic ability of IT education. The purpose of describing this ability is to show more clearly the essence of the concepts of the goal of IT education by identifying its differences from the academic ability, which is attained in other subjects. For example, there is an ability to express something, which is the fundamental academic ability of the ability to report information. The difference between them is "Use of various ways to express information". We do not describe this fundamental academic ability in this paper in detail. The fourth schema defines the vocabularies of classes and properties for description of resources of the Digital Recipes this prototype system processes.

Thus, this metadata is described based on the Goal List. The topmost layer is the Web Layer. In this layer, the system analyzes the metadata described in RDF and provides teachers with web pages that are reconstructed as HTML files. For example, the screen shot on the right in Fig.8 shows a web page that the system analyzes the metadata of a Digital Recipe, which a teacher requests, and provides him/her with it. These web pages are almost the same as the contents of the resources provided by Okayama Prefecture Information Education Center.
The prototype system explained in detail in this section is a system that converts the contents of the screen shot on the right in Fig.8 to the contents of the screen shot on the left. The system analyzes the metadata of a Digital Recipe and extracts concepts of the Goal List tagged in this resource, then the system extracts the concepts of the ontology of the goal of IT education related to those concepts of the Goal List from the other resource (Description of the relations between the ontology and the Goal List) in the RDF Model Layer. The system integrates the original resources with extracted concepts of the ontology and outputs it as an HTML file. The example of integrated information that is output by the system is the screen shot on the left in Fig.8.

This prototype system can provide teachers with the integrated benefits of both ontologies. In this example, for each step in a flow of the instruction, the viewpoints of evaluation are provided with expression that is easy for teachers to understand these meaning as the benefit of the Goal List, and the goals of IT education, which is easy to be hidden in the shadow of it as the benefit of the ontology, are provided.

And, in this framework, the system can extract Digital Recipes which contains a particular goal of IT education by using the relations between the Goal List and our ontology. Furthermore, the system can also extract Digital Recipes that teachers will be able to develop easily into the instruction which contains a particular goal of IT education by using the description of the relations between our ontology and the fundamental academic ability. We have already finished implementation of these functions.

This example of processing by the prototype system is based on a very simple mechanism, though this system realizes the fundamental function of semantic integration based on two ontologies. In this framework, the system will be able to integrate more complicatedly resources based on two ontologies according to the features and their manner of use.

5 Summary

In this paper, we described the ontology of the goal of IT education in detail. And, we proposed the framework to make use of the results of another ontology by alignment of these ontologies based on Semantic Web technology.

The ontology of the goal of IT education consists solely of concepts of the goal of IT education as the is-a hierarchy without other concepts. And, we considered the difference between is-a relation and part-of relation and classified separately the part-of hierarchy. Then, we showed the advantages of our ontology over other classification from the above two viewpoints.

We described the prototype system which realizes semantic integration by the alignment between our ontology and the Goal List.

In future work, we intend to build a more effective system based on this framework according to these features and manner of use. And, we intend to build another system to support dynamically to teachers when they design instruction.

For realization of this system, we think to use not only the framework shown in Fig.8 but also the several kinds of "part-of relations" between goals of IT education.
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Abstract
The mainstream corpus-based linguistics research focused on collecting and annotating well-formed language usage (i.e., correct instances). In recent years, Annotated Learner Corpora, with ill-formed instances and respective error annotations, are growing rapidly. In general, Annotated Learner Corpora consist of tuples with two essential attributes and one or more annotation attributes: <\texttt{I}: incorrect instance, \texttt{C}: respective corrected instance, \texttt{A}_i: annotations>. Initiatives in developing Annotated Learner Corpora are novel attempts to capture and codify error knowledge in machine understandable forms - often using markup languages such as, XML. However, given the fact that linguistic errors are complex and multifaceted phenomena: spoken vs. written language errors, L2/L1 language acquisition errors (related to different native language and age groups); competence/tacit vs. performance/explicit errors, etc., a generalized and flexible representational framework is desirable. We used Semantic Web inspired tools and technologies, and ontology-based modeling and representation of errors to facilitate integration, sharing and reuse of heterogeneous annotated learner corpora and respective error knowledge. We also analyze how such Error-ontology Driven Knowledge-base (EK) can be used in developing sophisticated applications for foreign language teaching and learning.

1 Introduction
Although the mainstream corpus-based linguistics research focused on collecting and annotating well-formed language usage (i.e., correct instances), Annotated Learner Corpora, with ill-formed instances and respective error annotations, are growing rapidly in recent years. In general, Annotated Learner Corpora consist of tuples with two essential attributes and one or more annotation attributes: <\texttt{I}: incorrect instance, \texttt{C}: respective corrected instance, \texttt{A}_i: annotations>.  

For a particular error, the first two attributes, incorrect instance (\texttt{I}) and respective corrected instance (\texttt{C}), identified by different annotators may vary (e.g., Noun-Verb Agreement Error: either N or V can be corrected to achieve conformity). For the optional annotation attributes (\texttt{A}_i), with the \texttt{What}-scheme, the annotations are usually done by tagging the error with an error-type from a predefined error-hierarchy. With a \texttt{Why}-scheme such annotations are narrative - based on natural language descriptions of the error. Each scheme has its obvious pros and cons in terms of machine and human readability. Both \texttt{What}- and \texttt{Why}-annotation schemes are being widely used. Nonetheless, both schemes can also be adopted simultaneously.  

Sharing and reusing learner corpora annotated with different set of error-tags (\texttt{What}-scheme) are difficult. Moreover, with narrative annotation (\texttt{Why}-scheme), the conversion of human-understandable descriptions in natural language into machine-readable forms remains to be a major challenge. Annotated Learner Corpora are novel attempts to capture and codify error-knowledge. However, given the fact that linguistic errors are complex and multifaceted phenomenon: spoken vs. written language errors; L2/L1 language acquisition errors (by different native-language and age groups); competence/tacit vs. performance/explicit errors, etc., a generalized and flexible representational framework is desirable. If carefully adopted, Semantic Web inspired tools and technologies such as, ontology-based modeling and representation of linguistic errors can facilitate integration, sharing and reuse of heterogeneous annotated learner corpora and respective error knowledge efficiently.  

In this paper, we investigate the initial development of an Error Ontology from a Learner Corpus (namely, the NICT JLE Corpus which consists of Japanese Learners’ Spoken English with errors annotated). We will explain how such an
Error-driven Knowledge-base (EKB) can be used to develop (1) Smart Pedagogical Dictionaries which includes error instances as well as context corrections, annotations and associated error knowledge through logical inferences, (2) Robust Natural Language Processing Tools (e.g., Morphological Analyzers and Parsers) that are capable of detecting linguistic errors, and (3) Higher-Order Error Typology which may capture higher level error phenomena (e.g., Discourse, Pragmatic and Interlanguage errors [Selinker, 1972]).

We also argue that by integrating the EKB with Learning Objects [Wiley 2002], we can potentially obtain an ideal Personalized Language Learning Environment. Similar to Data-Driven Learning (DDL) of foreign language [Hadley 1997], which is based on positive instances (well-formed corpora) in target language, the EKB may help foreign language (FL) teachers and learners to customize text-materials and to develop personalized lesson-plans based on errors (negative instances). Such an Error-Driven Learning (EDL) may be more effective in pedagogical contexts.

2 Corpus Linguistics and Learner Corpora

Corpus Linguistics is not a particular linguistic paradigm but a methodology (Leech, 1992). Such a claim can be validated by surveying the various types of corpora available and the types of analyses (research) conducted on those corpora. Corpora (collections of externalized utterances/instances of tacit linguistic competence) and computing technologies have been (arguably!) playing an important role in analyzing human language, behavior and cognition.

The first computer corpus ever created is the Brown Corpus, which is a balanced corpus – one million words of written English taken from 2,000-word samples representing different genres of written English (and made available in electronic format through ICAME). ICAME also distributes a variety of other corpora [ICAME]. Such balanced corpora are valuable resources for Linguists who want to use corpora primarily for the purpose of linguistic description and analysis on different genres. On the other hand, for the Penn Treebank Corpus [Treebank], the focus is not on balancing the collection of text but on the size (4.9 million words) so that statistically significant parameters can be computed. Computationally oriented Natural Language Processing (NLP) researchers have done significant work in developing morphological analyzers (part-of-speech taggers), syntactical analyzers (parsers) using the large collection of well-formed (correct) instances of English using machine learning and other empirical techniques.

The CHILDES Corpus contains transcriptions of children speaking in various communicative situations. Such a corpus has been widely used by psycholinguists interested in child language acquisition [MacWhinney, 1996]. The proliferation of Learner Corpora is partly due to the efforts in developing effective text-materials to teach foreign languages and standardized test criteria to evaluate language proficiency of second language (L2) learners. The Cambridge Learner Corpus [CLC] consists of more than 10-million words of student essay exams collected and annotated from over 35,000 students from 150 countries with 75 different first languages [L1]. Such a corpus and its subsets are valuable resources for research in foreign language teaching and learning. The NICT JLE Corpus (formerly known as Standard Speaking Test Corpus or SST Corpus) is a joint effort between ALC Press and the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), Japan [Tono et al., 2001; Izumi et al., 2003]. This corpus consists of 1-million words of Japanese Learners’ (spoken) English.

The corpora cited above can roughly be categorized into two types – corpora with well-formed (correct) instances and corpora with ill-formed (incorrect) instances. It is obvious that incorrect instances of language serve as a good source of knowledge in language pedagogy, as well as, first and second language acquisition (FLA/SLA) research [Corder, 1983]. However, incorrect instances of language are difficult to gather and annotate to build a corpus of reasonable size and quality [Becker et al., 2003]. Notwithstanding though, Learner Corpora for English as well as those for other languages, such as Japanese Learner Corpus [Nagoya] are steadily becoming available.

Annotated learner corpora attempts to capture (or codify) significant amount of error knowledge in explicit and implicit forms based on the annotation schemes. Learner corpora may be annotated with either or both What and Why attributes, as well as other annotation attributes (As) depending on target applications. However, reuse and sharing of annotated learner corpora become difficult when heterogeneous error typologies and annotation schemes are used in annotating such corpora. In order to capture and codify error knowledge from heterogeneous learner corpora in an integrated manner, an ontology-based modeling and representation of linguistic error knowledge remains to be ideal as we have justified through the rest of this paper.

2.1 The NICT JLE Corpus and Applications of Learner Corpora

Unlike the Cambridge Learner Corpus which consists of written essays, the NICT JLE Corpus consists of spoken language instances (transcriptions of oral proficiency interviews), and it is in public domain. One of the unique features of NICT JLE Corpus is that each data-set also includes the interviewee’s (anonymous) proficiency profile and other information based on the ACTFL-ALC Oral Proficiency Interview criteria (aka, OPI or SST criteria).
The NICT-JLE Corpus consists of 300 hours of interview data (each interview lasts about 15 minutes), which is about 1-million words. Each data-set is annotated with one of the nine proficiency levels based on SST evaluation criteria. The annotation is XML based with a predefined set of error-tags (error-typology). It should be noted that certain error knowledge such as, those related to pronunciations and fluencies are not available in the NICT JLE Corpus due to the simple XML–based annotation scheme used with a predefined set of error-tags inherently biased on lexical and syntactic errors. For a thorough analysis of linguistics error phenomena, it is desirable that error features other than the lexical and syntactic errors are also annotated with equal importance. In ontology-based approach, due to the expressive power of ontology, it is possible to capture such error knowledge into an Error Ontology using appropriate error-objects and attributes. In an ideal scenario, we may also be able to integrate errors spoken language errors with those of written language. For a complete description of NICT JLE error-tags and tagging guidelines, please refer to the SST-related Web site maintained by Yukio Tono [SST]. Our ontology-based representation is discussed briefly in Section 3. It should be noted that a Complete Error Typology essentially includes subclasses for orthographic, morphological, morpho-syntactic, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and other errors [Becker et al., 2003; Crysmann, 1997]. The NICT JLE error-typology, however, is a subset thereof (representing only spoken language errors for Japanese learners’ spoken English with syntactic and lexical errors annotated). Our target Error Ontology aims at capturing the Complete Error Typology of linguistic errors in and across languages.

Like any other Learner Corpus, the NICT JLE Corpus also includes tools such as, a Tag Editor to facilitate error annotation, and a Concordancer to facilitate error analysis. Figure 1 shows an example of errors related to the use of article/determiners using Concordancer. It should be noted that Japanese language has no article-system and therefore, Japanese speakers often tend to misuse articles in English. Similar analysis tools are also used for other Learner Corpora. For example, the Cambridge Learner Corpora includes Concordancer and a set of statistical analysis tools as shown in Figure 2.

It should be noted that such annotation and analysis tools are not interoperable. By converting Learner Corpora annotations into an Error Ontology, it is possible to develop interoperable tools as pointed out in the subsequent Sections.
Figure 2: Concordancer output showing errors related to prepositions. The small window further shows the statistics for each preposition sorted by ascending order. Source: CLC Web Site

In the original NICT JLE Corpus, (in most cases) both the interviewers and interviewees are native Japanese speakers. The developer of NICT JLE Corpus also intends to add native speakers’ version of the interviews, as well as, the back-translated version. Back-translation is a well-known method used to evaluate machine translation systems. Features extracted from the back-translated version and respective native speaker’s version may be useful to describe interlanguage of particular L2 groups using corpus-linguistics methodologies. The readers should note that such additional features can also be easily represented in the error ontology in terms of additional slots.

Several applications of NICT JLE Corpus have already been reported. Such applications include (1) the analysis of a particular type of errors - for example, the article usage pattern in Novice, Intermediate and Advanced level Japanese speakers of English, and (2) automatic level checking – the assignment of a proficiency level by analyzing features extracted from the interview data using machine learning algorithms, and so on as reported in [Izumi et al., 2003]. The first application is based on quantitative analysis of error types and directly relevant to errors and foreign language pedagogy. The second application, however, heavily relies on features other than errors (e.g., vocabulary usage, fluency, etc.). In fact, almost all the 17 features used with machine learning algorithms are not directly relevant to errors. The result of automatic level checking obtained in this way may be justified for the oral proficiency test however, it may not be appropriate for written language or for a comprehensive proficiency test. As we pointed out earlier, linguistic errors are complex and multi-faceted phenomena and results based on simplified assumptions may not be appropriate in the context of language acquisition and FL pedagogy.

3 The Error Ontology

Annotation of Learner Corpora with respective error-related information is a novel attempt to capture and codify error knowledge. However, as explained above, the information included in the data-set varies with the information annotated explicitly in the learner corpora.
Linguistic errors are not as straightforward as one may apparently think. As explained earlier, for a particular error, two annotators may suggest 2 different \(<I, C>\) tuples. Even when the \(<I, C>\) attributes are unique, the corresponding \(A\)s may not be unique depending on the error-typology (What-scheme) and depending on the annotators’ styles (Why-scheme), etc. Moreover, for a particular language, errors found in spoken languages differ from those in the written forms. Needless to say that each language has some unique errors which are not usually occur in other languages (e.g., errors inherent to Japanese in terms of polite expressions and case markers etc.). It is also well observed fact that certain error phenomena in L2 acquisition are more common for particular L1 speakers (e.g., article-related errors for Japanese speakers learning English).

The NICT JLE Corpus attempts to codify many useful attributes for each interviewee, which include the interviewee’s age, sex, written language proficiency (ToEFL and ToEIC scores, if available), duration of overseas-stay, etc. Although some spoken language features (e.g., Fillers) are explicitly annotated in the NICT JLE Corpus, certain other features (e.g., the number of vocabulary uttered during the interview and the level of sophistication of those vocabulary according to SST criteria; the rate of utterance and fluency, etc.). This is probably due to the limitations of flat XML-based representational scheme used in corpus annotation.
It should be noted that in some cases, these implicit attributes can be calculated on-the-fly to develop applications. However, it is desirable that these attributes are explicitly included with the preferred representational framework.

With the earlier explanation of various linguistic error phenomena and error-related attributes as well as different Learner Corpora initiatives, it is desirable that we investigate linguistic error phenomena in an integrated fashion. Historically, the methodologies in corpus linguistics have been highly influenced by the development of new technologies and algorithms in computing discipline. The Semantic Web tools and technologies which attempt to facilitate sharing, reuse and manipulations of heterogeneous (unstructured) information into a sharable and reusable repository [Corcho et al., 2003] have their own potentials in modeling and representing linguistic errors phenomena in a uniform (machine-understandable) manner. By adopting an ontology-based modeling and representation we can make use of sophisticated tools and technologies developed by the Semantic Web community world-wide over the years.

In order to do so, we first identified the objects (classes and subclasses) and attributes (slots) and their relationships prevailing in the NICT JLE Corpus (and data-sets). The NICT-JLE annotation scheme uses a What-scheme to annotate errors with error-types from a predefined hierarchical error-typology. It was fairly straightforward to convert the error-type hierarchy into an ontological class hierarchy. We also model the learners, annotators, proficiency levels as classes with respective subclasses and attributes in the error ontology. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the Error Ontology developed using Protégé [Protégé; Knublauch, 2003].

We use semi-automatic approach to transfer XML-based error annotations of the NICT JLE Corpus, other learner corpora as well as expert (language teachers) knowledge to populate the Error Ontology. Error-instances are directly related to respective error-objects as well as other objects (such as, SST proficiency level) through inheritance relationships. Protégé’s multiple-inheritance and inference capability [Duineveld et al., 1999] also allow us to relate spoken error instances with written language proficiency, and if available, with written language error-instances - for example through SST Proficiency Level. Protégé also provides an easy-to use GUI which is suitable to be used by annotators and FL teachers and learners to add or update data in the Error Ontology. We plan to develop a Web-based collaborative interface for FL teachers and learners.

Our Error Ontology is still in prototype stage, and we are refining the ontology to make it capable of capturing error knowledge from heterogeneous Learner Corpora – error instances from written and spoken languages of L1 and L2 learners of various age and language groups. Upon completion, the Error Ontology will be the basis of the Error Knowledge Base (EKB) for research in FLA/SLA and FL pedagogy research. Further details about the Error Ontology will be made available on the web [EO-EKB] in HTML, RDF and other formats.

With the current Error Ontology, it is possible to make simple queries such as, categorizing errors by SST Proficiency Levels. However, that is not the ultimate goal of this research. Our focus is to build a generalized Error Ontology and Error-driven Knowledge-base which will eventually become the basis of several sophisticated applications (cf. Section 4 and Appendix A). We will subsequently develop intelligent applications to demonstrate the usefulness of such an EKB.

4 Potential Applications of Error-driven Knowledge-Base (EKB)

In this section, we will outline some of the potential applications which can be built with the help of the error-driven Knowledge-base (EKB).

Smart Pedagogical Dictionary: As shown in Figure 1 and 2, annotated learner corpora and accompanied tools are useful in locating error instances, respective corrections and other vital statistics about errors. Such tools have been helping language researchers, FL teachers and learners in various ways. However, with the EKB it will be possible to build even smarter Pedagogical Dictionaries. For instance, such dictionaries may make use of sophisticated algorithms such as, Collaborative Filtering, to explore error phenomena in more details because our EKB includes not only error-instances but also learner’s profiles and other attributes that facilitate logical inferences in the error-space. FL teachers and learners will be benefited by using Smart Dictionaries since this is not only based on direct pattern-matching and frequency-counts, but also based on intelligent inferences.

Robust NLP Tools: The most widely used NLP tools such as, Part-of-Speech Taggers and Parsers are built with features and parameters extracted from general corpora with positive instances. Those parameters do not directly reflect error-related knowledge. With any POS Tagger or Parser, one may successfully parse an erroneous sentence such as, “Does you play football?”, and notice no indications of errors in the output. Robust NLP tools need to incorporate features extracted from incorrect instances to highlight linguistic errors. In order to do so, robust NLP applications need to make use of error-related features which is readily available in the EKB. For instance, the existence of bigrams features, such as “does you” in the EKB is potential evidence (negative feature) for a Robust Tagger or a Parser.

Higher Order Error-Typology: Most annotated learner corpora capture and include adequate annotations for lexical and syntactic errors. However, due to the limitation of representational power in the annotation method, it becomes difficult for those learner corpora to capture and annotate higher-level errors such as, semantic, pragmatic and inter-language error phenomena. In an ontology-based representation, it is comparatively easier to capture such error knowledge and therefore, higher-level error analysis may become easier with the ontology driven KB. For instance, for the
SST corpus, when a back-translated version of an error instance is available, such information can be aligned with each <q, c> pair for further analysis of interlanguage at the application level.

Integration of Error Ontology with Learning Object through LO Metadata:
The Learning Objects approach [2] is inspired by the object-oriented technology. Learning Objects are independent and reusable units of instructional materials with specific learning goals. LOs are typically designed through analysis and decomposition of traditional instructional materials and annotated with learning object metadata. By aligning or mapping error-types with learning object metadata may provide an ideal personalized FL Learning Environment. Unlike Data-Driven Learning (DDL) [Hadley, 1997] Error-driven Learning (EDL) suits better in the context of FL pedagogy.

Collaborative Error Annotation: Collecting incorrect instances is a painstaking task than collecting correct instances. Annotation of incorrect instances is another overhead in building a learner corpus. The EKB Error Typology may be used to help FL teachers annotate learner’s errors - preferably over the WWW in a collaborative fashion.

Readers who regularly mark student assignments of a big class know the pain of handwriting similar comments on similar mistakes on each student’s assignment. With the help of the EKB, FL teacher may be able to fairly automatically annotate (comment on) student’s error.

5 Conclusions
The criticism of corpus-linguistics came from Noam Chomsky, where he argued: a corpus is by its very nature a collection of externalized utterances - it is performance data and is therefore, a poor guide to modeling linguistic competence. However, statistical natural language processing intensively used well-formed instances of language usage (from annotated corpora) and developed sophisticated applications over the years. Ambitious AI approaches such as, the OpenCyc initiative has been suffering significant delay to prove its potentials in full swing due to the fact that common sense modeling in a universal domain is still a far-reaching a goal given the state of the art technology and the resources mobilized for the task. Comparatively speaking, ours is a novel approach to utilize mature Semantic Web tools and technologies to model a smaller domain (linguistic errors) with explicit error instances (performance data/corpora) and competency knowledge (i.e., features not available explicitly in annotated learner corpora: error-contexts, learner’s profiles, L1/L2 transfer, etc.) in an error ontology. Such a modeling and representation has added advantage of making logical inferences and investigating error phenomena in both empirical and rational point of views.

We agree that much of the potentials of such an ontology-based modeling and the ontology-driven KB have yet to be justified without demonstrating them in real-life applications as outlined in Section 4. Nonetheless, the novel approach portrayed in the entire paper essentially shed lights to a new paradigm in corpus-based SLA research and FL pedagogy using Semantic Web inspired technologies. A simplified example is also included in Appendix A. Given the innate nature of language and tacit nature of knowledge, the error-driven modeling approach presented in this paper may enhance our know-how in analyzing human language, behavior and cognition.
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b. Error Checking

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{object-of(agree-with)} &= X; \\
\text{living-thing}(X) &= \text{true} \rightarrow \text{correct} \\
\text{object-of(agree_with)} &= X; \\
\text{living-thing}(X) &= \text{false} \rightarrow \text{incorrect}
\end{align*}
\]

c. Generation of Typical Usage Example

\[
\text{For all } ?\text{living-thing}() \\
\text{if } \text{living-thing}() = \text{proper-name} \\
\text{gen-sentence(subject-of(agree-}
\text{with} + \text{agree with} + \text{living-thing}()); \\
\text{if } \text{living-thing}() = \text{pronoun} \\
\text{gen-sentence(subject of(agree-}
\text{with} + \text{agree with} + \text{objective-case}
\text{-of(living-thing))}
\]
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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of domain-specific ontologies to provide semantics-based classification, navigation and query for learning repositories. Ontologies are used with metadata to classify resou rces into specific domains. Concepts from the ontologies are associated with these resources, thereby facilitating navigation of the e-learning material via a conceptual map. We also propose semantics support for query processing. By selecting a specific domain, the corresponding ontology will enable users to formulate conceptual-based multi-criteria queries, leading to more relevant and precise results.

1 Introduction
The advent of the Internet has changed computer-based learning tremendously. Learners have increasingly turned to web-based learning in order to access learning resources across the World Wide Web. In the past, learning repositories provided storage for large volumes of information, with index-and-search capabilities to facilitate self-paced learning. The resources available from these libraries contain links to other web resources holding the actual content. They are often catalogued using proprietary taxonomies or classification schemes and the accompanying metadata are usually proprietary. Each Learning Repository (LR) may have its own classification taxonomy. As a result, different digital libraries were unable to exchange resources with one another efficiently, reducing the effective reach of these libraries. Users also had to cope with the differences between metadata formats and terminologies employed, making the resource identification process more laborious. The introduction of metadata standards in the learning domain, such as the IEEE/IMS LOM (Learning Object Metadata) standard [IMS Global, 2001], has corrected much of these shortcomings. The metadata standards are meant to support the exchange of learning resources between repositories. Theoretically, users are able to identify these resources via a common set of description terminologies. In practice, however, although the IMS Metadata standard provides elements for classification of resources, these elements are not mandatory and the elements basically accept any kind of text input. This can be a problem, as users may find it difficult to relate learning resources from different repositories. This is because the ‘meta-data content’ created are neither represented in machine-readable semantics nor created using standardized semantics. Ontologies may help to achieve semantic interoperability. An ontology is defined as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization and provides an agreement about a shared conceptualization of a given domain of interest” [Gruber, 1993]. With proper semantic support in the form of standardized ontologies, the sharing of learning resources will be more effective. This paper proposes a framework that harnesses the benefits of ontologies and machine-readable semantics. The objectives are summarized as follows:

- To provide semantics-based classification of learning resources based on metadata
- To provide visualization of conceptual maps for domain ontology and the lists of associated resources.
- To provide more semantically precise query capabilities for identification and retrieval of resources using domain-specific ontologies.

2 Overview of Proposed Framework
Figure 1 shows a general overview of an Ontology-based Framework and its interaction with both human users and different data sources. Details of each component will be elaborated on in the following sections.

2.1 Ontology-Based Classifier (OBC)
The first component is the Ontology-Based Classifier (OBC). Learning resources are classified into different domains with the use of an ontology. For the purpose of testing, the Upper Cyc Ontology [Cyc, 2002] was used. This can be replaced by other suitable ontologies such as SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) [SUMO, 2004]. By using the metadata available from the resource, the OBC
will match the key terms with concepts within the ontology to determine the best match domain as well as the other possible domains the resource may belong to.

Fig. 1. Overview of Proposed Ontology-Based Framework

We will assume that the metadata taken from the resource is adequate and semantically-correct. While this assumption may not be valid for some resources, most of the resources encountered should have basic metadata that will describe the content of the resources adequately. We do not expect any system to be able to operate properly with inaccurate or incorrect metadata. An overview of the OBC is shown in figure 2.

The classification process is as follows:
1. The elements, 'title', 'keyword', 'description' and 'catalog' are retrieved from the XML metadata document that accompanies the learning object.
2. NLP pre-processing techniques such as “stopping” and “stemming” are performed on the text blocks (e.g. description). For each remaining term, the frequency is obtained and a histogram-like data structure is obtained.
3. Each word obtained is sent to an interface to discover if the concept represented by the word is found in any of the available ontologies. If found, the concept and the location of the concept is stored with the original word.
4. The concepts are then associated to the particular learning resource object and are used to classify the resource. As the concepts may be of different levels, top-level concepts will form the basic categories of this resource. Currently, we assume that every concept carries the same weight, as the ontologies we are employing do not allow us to impose weights directly. In addition, ontologies are represented in graph-like forms that do not show any hierarchy. Hence, it will be difficult to introduce weights without affecting the ontologies.

Using an IMS record taken from [Li, 2003], an example of this classification process is follows: Some of the critical terms obtained at the end of the preprocessing include microbes, organism, biosphere, entities, fossil and cycle. The terms, microbes, organism, biosphere, fossil are found in the Biology domain, while entities and cycle are found in other general ontologies. Hence, the resource is clearly in the Biology domain.

Learning resources can also be classified across domains. Concepts may also belong to several domains depending on the context. It has been mentioned that weights are not imposed at concept level but terms that belong solely to a particular domain are more indicative of the domain. Similarly, terms belonging to many domains are less authoritative. Hence, we will assign weights to concepts according to the number of domains they belong to. The significance of the concept in the classification process is inversely related to the number of domains the concept can be found under. In addition, we will consolidate the frequency of the terms or concepts under multiple domains. The domain that appears most frequently could be the common domain that these concepts belong to. In our framework, we maintain a list of resources associated with each concept within the domain-specific ontology and each list will be updated during the classification process.

Fig. 2. Overview of Ontology-Based Classifier
2.2 Ontology-Based Navigator (OBN)

The second component is the **Ontology-Based Navigator (OBN)**. Currently most LRs allow the browsing of resources through the navigation of the classification hierarchies. We propose to navigate resources using a conceptual map view. By displaying the concepts from the ontology in a graphical form, users may navigate the concepts and view the list of resources associated with each concept. Figure 3 shows how the different elements interact with the OBN.

Navigation Interfaces for LRs are extremely important as they provide the first level of support for users looking for specific information. Many LRs provide two basic methods of accessing available learning resources. The first method is to provide a search interface that allows users to look for resources based on certain criteria. The query processor will then present a list of possible results. Details of the resource querying will be given in the next section. The second method is to provide browsing based on topics and keywords. Usually, the user is presented with a list of main topics or category. The user selects a particular category and the system presents another list of sub-topics under the category selected. In this way, the user is able to ‘specialize’ a request for a certain class of materials.

Keyword-based browsing refers to the presentation of a list of indexed keywords to the user. When the user selects a particular keyword, he or she is presented with the list of resources containing the selected keyword. Both forms of browsing have their merits in providing a more structured and organized approach to filter learning material. However, they narrow the learning experience as users tend to zoom into an specific area of interest without getting to learn about related concepts and ideas. There is little room for adaptive learning.

Keyword-based browsing refers to the presentation of a list of indexed keywords to the user. When the user selects a particular keyword, he or she is presented with the list of resources containing the selected keyword. Both forms of browsing have their merits in providing a more structured and organized approach to filter learning material. However, they narrow the learning experience as users tend to zoom into an specific area of interest without getting to learn about related concepts and ideas. There is little room for adaptive learning.

The user will be better rewarded if he or she is able to see the related concepts of a category or concept selected. We propose the following solution, which caters to different learning experiences. The classical system of hierarchical taxonomies is provided for users who are regular users of the LR and are only interested in particular resources. For general users, a ‘concept map and index’ interface is provided. On the same interface, an index list of all the top-level concepts are presented to the user. Selection of any concept results in the visualization of all directly related concepts and cursor support is provided to allow the users to navigate to indirectly-related areas of the conceptual graph. In this way, users can process related knowledge before zooming into the specific resources. To prevent information overload, the ‘concept map’ will be designed in a similar way as ‘online street maps’, where basic operations such as zoom and directional navigation are provided. Only limited information will be available to the user at any point of time, improving the assimilation of the information and any decision-making process. A typical navigational model of LRs is shown in figure 4(a) while our enhancement is presented in figure 4(b).

2.3 Ontology-Based Query Manager (OBQM)

The third component is the **Ontology-Based Query Builder-and-Processor (OBQM)**, which allows users to build ad-hoc queries based on the concepts provided within a domain-specific ontology. The criteria for querying may be formulated using the concepts from the ontology. Search engines today are built on top of huge networks of indexed keywords with neither semantics nor contextual information.
An example search was performed at www.google.com for the keyword, “arm”. We had expected articles and information on a part of human anatomy such as the bones and ligaments making up the arm. Instead, the first few results were on Microprocessors and the remaining results included brand names, club names, firearms and an acronym for 'Atmospheric Radiation Management'. Within the top 10 results, there was not a single link to an article on the 'arm' anatomy. When we refined our search to human arm, the results were better, returning articles related to the anatomy, animation or news containing the words human arm. However, the number of results returned was 1.5 million articles, which makes it impossible for a user to filter through individually. If the user was only strictly interested in human arm anatomy, then the top 10 results contained only 4 totally relevant results (2 of which were from the same site).

The problem of irrelevance remains in current search engine technologies that rely simply on keywords. In the context of Learning Repositories, this problem could be better managed. As each individual resource can be classified within specific domains, we could use the domains as primary filters. Users will be able to choose the domain ontology for the search to be performed on.

In addition, we also propose the use of domain-specific concepts to refine these queries. For example, when a user selects the Biology Ontology, a list of related concepts will be made available. Logical operators such as ‘AND’, ‘OR’ or ‘NOT’ will also be made available for the user to create combinations of these concepts. In this way, we will improve the quality of the results returned during the query process, using ad-hoc query builders of different complexities for different types of users. Novice users may adopt the keyword-domain search while more experienced users may use the available concepts to formulate more complex queries for better precision. The results will be presented in a ranked list. However, we propose the inclusion of the option to invoke the OBN. This allows users to obtain an overview of the concepts related to the results. Figure 5 presents an overview of the OBQM.

3 Domain Registry

As seen in figures 2, 3 and 5, a Domain Registry (DR) is present to keep additional information, which will enable our framework to function independently of the existing repositories. This Domain Registry is a novel idea of placing critical index information of learning resources from multiple learning repositories. To have the DR work successfully, we make an assumption that most learning repositories have a script or interface that exposes the record of a learning resource to Internet users. For web-based LRs, such interfaces are usually web services or dynamic web pages that can display learning resource details. The Domain registry will act as an independent information store, which allows users to access learning resources from different LRs through external interfaces.
Each LR is registered at the DR by administrators who are required to provide a script or an interface URL and the necessary key parameters to identify or access specific learning resources. At the same time, the DR should also provide single-sign-on for users wishing to access several repositories through a common framework.

Hence, the DR plays a key role in establishing transparent loosely-coupled integration between different learning repositories. The registration of these repositories must be made relatively simple to encourage use of this service and as part of an open-source initiative, free access to the resources should be made available. However, the creation of such registries may encounter problems. One of the most critical is scalability. One of the objectives of this project is to provide ontological support for learning resources across the World Wide Web. Hence, we require the registry to be accessible on the Internet. Over the years, different communities have recognized that centralized registries are usually not scalable and not feasible unless the registry is monitored regularly and information is replicated across servers. Hence, we would like to examine peer-to-peer frameworks [Nejidi et al., 2002] to implement distributed domain registries. The availability and reliability of such registries will be critical to the success of our proposed framework.

4 Related Work

In the past few years, there has been much interest in the roles of ontologies in the learning environment. One of the earliest research efforts on eLearning and the Semantic Web was discussed in [Stanjonovic et al., 2001], where an eLearning scenario was presented. Ontology-based descriptions of content, context and structure of learning materials are employed to provide flexible and personalized access to the resources. The main difference between their scenario and our framework is the use of ontologies. The main ontology they adopt is a 'course ontology' that describes the context and structure of the learning resources. They also make use of the Ontobroker [Decker et al., 1999] inference engine to answer queries and infer new facts from the existing information. However, the ontology used in [Stanjonovic et al., 2001] is restricted to course description and the links with the learning resources are more structural than semantic.

The generation of flexible taxonomies for learning resources is also discussed in [Papatheodorou et al., 2002]. Their methodologies are based on data mining techniques. The ontology discovery process consists of basic NLP (Natural Language Processing) and machine learning techniques such as pattern discovery. The main drawback in this process lies in the requirement of training data and its intractability. Since the level of accuracy cannot be guaranteed using machine learning techniques and large corpuses of training data are hard to come by, we prefer to employ heuristic techniques to achieve similar results. However, there was one interesting issue raised in the paper - the adaptive discovery of ontology-based taxonomies may result in the limitless depth of the hierarchical taxonomies and the display of the taxonomies may result in poor human-computer interaction design and information overload for the user. Similarly, the challenge of building and maintaining metadata using an ontology based on an extended dictionary was addressed by [Apted et al., 2004].

Other related research in the support of learning using ontologies includes the 'Collaborative Courseware Authoring Support' [Dicheva et al., 2002] and 'Object-oriented collaborative course authoring environment'[Cristea and Okamoto, 2001]. [Dicheva et al, 2002] provides support for concept-based web courseware authoring with the use of a domain ontology. The ontology can be used by authors in queries or by the system to perform semi-automatic authoring activities. Courseware are then manually linked to the concepts by
the authors. The system also provides domain engineering of the ontology. Hence, the ontology has to be built from scratch by the courseware authors. The two main problems are, firstly, the ontology is expected to grow exponentially and links to new concepts may have to be created continuously for earlier created courseware. Secondly, with the authors creating and maintaining the domain ontology, the resultant ontology becomes proprietary and unsynchronized with external ontologies.

“My English Teacher” [Cristea and Okamoto, 2001] focuses on an English upgrading course authoring environment. In this project, ‘concept mapping’ is used to support authoring where the concepts are built using keywords. ‘Concept mapping’ is the graphical technique of representing concepts and corresponding hierarchical relationships to present the domain model. It presents some ideas of resolving the display of concept maps or hierarchical views that are too wide or deep. At the same time, it also explores automatic concept mapping to content, which we will refer to in our project. However, the emphasis is on courseware authoring for a proprietary domain, whereas we are proposing a more generic framework for learning repositories.

5 Conclusion

One of the key problems affecting the effectiveness of Learning Repositories is the lack of semantic support. Without this support, users are forced to spend more time to review irrelevant learning resources. At the same time, non-standard classification schemes also prevent efficient interoperability between these repositories.

Our proposed framework will remove most of these inadequacies by providing support in the form of commonly available domain-specific ontologies. By provided semantic support for the classification, navigation and query processing for Learning Repositories, users will benefit from a clearer conceptual view of resources as well as a more efficient learning experience through more precise retrieval of relevant information.

A key issue in our future work is to support Ontology growth. As research on Ontology engineering and management is still at an early stage, it is envisaged that considerable improvements to ontological support and tools will be seen in near future. In addition, the ontologies to be employed will constantly be updated. Hence, our framework must cater for the possible growth of the underlying ontologies. In our framework, local copies of the ontologies will be used. The local copies will be compared periodically with the master copies and the changes will be propagated to the rest of the system. In this way, we will be able to maintain the semantic accuracy of the repository and at the same time maintain conformance to the ontologies employed.
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Abstract

A crucial aspect of the Semantic Web is the capacity to add formalized meanings to information to enable non-human actors to process it. This is usually accomplished by linking the information to an ontology that describes the domain's concepts. In the Web's context it does not seem realistic to represent this semantic layer on a central server, as this model would not reflect the characteristics of presently used, non-centralized networks like the current Web. Therefore we are confronted with a huge number of locally developed and stored ontologies, and we need some kind of integration techniques to connect ontologies developed for the Semantic Web. In this article, we describe our experience with ontology-based e-learning systems and we propose a mechanism to integrate such systems into a Semantic Web context. We concretely present our hyperbook model and show how hyperbooks can be integrated into digital libraries by an ontology mapping procedure.

1 Introduction

Most of the digital libraries available on the Web are collections of documents stored on a central server where users can for instance use full-text search engines. Results are then presented in title lists with annotated, small informational fragments of the (perhaps) most relevant documents. By clicking on these references, users can see the whole text or information, which is stored in the form of a PDF-file or in a similar format. Such systems are simple to build, but have their drawbacks. From the semantic point of view, they are in fact static hypertext systems. There is no semantic representation of the content, and different systems and servers are not interrelated.

Even if most Web sites have a dynamic part, it is normally limited to information which is semantically poor and which can be easily stored in a common database management system. For instance, most e-commerce shops have such functionalities. A virtual bookstore has information about titles, authors, page-numbers and prices, but the content of the books is often not formally represented. Systems including formal concept representation give for instance the possibility of a non-linear reading or the presentation of narratives in multiple forms. Therefore, we propose an approach that allows fragmenting text sources and linking these fragments to domain ontologies. This is the main idea of what we call a hyperbook.

Such a dynamic hyperbook model results in a local, non-centralized and heterogeneous system. Heterogeneity is one of the characteristics of the Web and we anticipate it to be a permanent one. We even believe that one of the major keys to the success of the Internet is the heterogeneity of the systems where all users may create the pages in their own way. When building semantic web applications, we should not restrict authors when they build the content. We furthermore should try to find solutions that involve a great flexibility. But to avoid the risk that users create isolated systems, we propose to assemble many hyperbooks into a digital library. The main task of this process is the integration of different domain ontologies.

The ontology integration problem is one of the most challenging tasks in the Semantic Web. The integration procedure for digital libraries we present uses specific properties of hyperbooks or similar e-learning systems like fragments, documents and personalization elements. But we can imagine that the approach could be extended to other domains, to the extent that there is a good information base or a document repository available.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the existing research in the domain of hyperbooks and presents our model. Section 3 includes the step from hyperbooks to a digital library, and section 4 concludes the article with an outlook about future research questions.

2 Hyperbooks

There is presently no consensus on a common virtual document or hyperbook model. Nevertheless, most of the proposed models are comprised of (at least) a domain ontology and a fragment base. These models generally differ on the user interface part, i.e. how to specify the production of user-readable documents (with declarative languages, through specific ontologies, with inference rules, etc.).
Crampes and Ranwez [Crampes and Ranwez, 2000] propose two models of virtual documents. Both of them use domain ontologies for indexing informational fragments (the resources). In the first case, a “conceptual backward chaining” strategy can construct reading paths corresponding to the user objectives (described in terms of conceptual graphs). In the second case, a pedagogical ontology defines teaching rules, which guide the assembling of fragments to produce documents with respect to a predefined pedagogical approach. These rules, in particular, force the order of appearance of information in the documents. An inference engine generates documents that satisfy these rules.

The InterBook adaptive hyperbook project [Brusilovsky et al., 1998a] is based on two models: The domain model and the student model. The domain model is represented by a network whose nodes correspond to domain concepts and links to their relationships. In fact, the domain model corresponds to what is named ontology in many research papers. The student model describes the student knowledge as well as the student learning goals, both expressed in terms of the concepts of the domain model. A glossary is used to describe the navigational paths in an InterBook hyperbook. Several books can be integrated in a bookshelf. They are connected by sharing the same set of domain concepts, thus avoiding the ontology integration problem.

Iksal and Garlatti [Iksal et al., 2001] propose a comprehensive and detailed model of virtual documents. It is based on four ontologies for modeling the domain, the metadata, the applications and the user. These ontologies allow a fully declarative approach to document composition.

Another approach is the Scholarly Ontologies (ScholOnto) project [Buckingham Shum et al., 2000]. It defines a digital library server that supports multiple and possible conflicting interpretations of a research document. Essential parts are the formalized encoding of interpretations of a scholarly document and the compilation to create semantic hypertexts. Objects (concepts or data) are connected by multi-typed links defining the properties of the objects. Reading a document is defined as going through a set of claims. Claims are the basics of formalized interpretations, which are considered as two connected objects and a (optional) typed link. The result is a set of semantic annotations about the document's contributions like citations to other key literature. As we will see, this approach is similar to our hyperbook model in the way in which links are typed.

[Dicheva et al., 2004] present a framework for standards-based, ontology-aware course libraries and an environment for building, maintaining, and using such libraries. The aim is to provide a system built of (existing) learning resources to assist students. Dicheva et al. propose a topic-map based system that allows authors to describe the metadata of their learning material according to Dublin Core (DCMI) or IEEE LOM. The model is close to our approach in the way relationships were represented. Each relationship has a type and authors can use a pool of predefined relationship types.

Bocconi [Bocconi, 2003] describes a hypertext generation system to automatically select and compose scholarly hypermedia. The presented content is generated through a domain ontology containing the concepts and their relations and a discourse ontology containing different roles and narrative units describing different genres. The discourse ontology holds a very detailed and highly formalized description of the points of interest that a user can have about a domain. By integrating hyperbooks into digital libraries, we should also consider the question how to integrate elements stored apart of the domain ontology like essentials for hypertext personalization purposes. For this task, the above-mentioned model seems to be very interesting and might be a good base.

In general, the hypertext personalization problem [Brusilovsky, 1998b] seems essential for developing hyperbook systems in the domain of e-learning. In [Wu et al., 2001], the authors propose a model of adaptive hypertext which includes a domain model, a user model and adaptation rules. The domain model is a semantic network consisting of domain concepts and relations between concepts. This model serves essentially to define adaptation rules, depending, for instance, on the concepts known or appropriated by the user.

We have included in a similar way some adaptive mechanisms, such as points of view, into our system [Falquet et al., 2004].

A new research field has emerged in the last years that concentrates on the concept of personalizable virtual documents [Crampes, 1999; Garlatti and Iksal, 2001]. Personalizable virtual documents are defined as sets of elements (often called fragments) associated with filtering, organization and assembling mechanisms. According to a user profile or user intentions, these mechanisms will produce different documents adapted to the user needs. The model we will present is based on this approach.

Our hyperbook model is build upon a fragment repository, a domain ontology, and an interface specification [Falquet and Ziswiler, 2003]. The fragments and the ontology including their interconnecting links form the structural part of the hyperbook (Figure 1).

The basic informational contents of the hyperbook are made of reusable fragments. These fragments can be small texts, or even illustrations or programming code, but we want to avoid that authors write large fragments. They have to divide the content sources, like documents, and to place the created fragments around concepts. Fragments are connected by structural links, for instance from fragments to sub-fragments. These typed links indicate the roles they play in a group of fragments (compound fragments). For instance an exercise could be made up of a question fragment, one or more answer fragments, and a discussion.

The semantic structure is described by a domain ontology. It is intended to hold a formal representation of the domain’s concepts and used for indexing or qualifying the fragments.
By establishing typed links between fragments and concepts, the information content stored in the fragments is referenced by the concepts of the domain ontology. This shows relations between the fragments and the concepts, but also puts the fragments into a context or a semantic environment. Typical link types are Definition, Property, Example, Illustration, Exercise, Instance, or Reference. Link types should be predefined, so that authors of a hyperbook can choose from a limited number of unambiguous defined link types.

The fragment-ontology structure allows representing different elements of an e-learning system. Domain knowledge can be represented in different, sometimes contradictory ways according to pedagogical or narrative purposes. Besides, we can annotate concepts with examples, illustrations, exercises and solutions. Even a discussion is possible (topic and message fragments connected through about and reply-to links), and authors can give their opinion about a subject (arguments, opinions).

This hyperbook structure enables to generate different hypertext views. As the number of concepts in the ontology is generally much smaller than the number of information fragments, the user can browse the ontology and then go down to the connected fragments. Fig. 2 shows an extract of a hyperbook that we have used in a computer science course this year. Around a concept, we found links to other concepts (some of them are even automatically generated by link inference techniques) and annotated fragments like comments and examples.

This model seems more adequate to e-learning purposes than approaches that are based on large ontology repositories, sometimes also on several types of ontologies (top-level ontology, application ontology). Our experience has shown that people are more used to building small text fragments and annotating them with the most important concepts of the domain than creating complex ontology structures. The result will be small, but expressive domain ontologies. Of course, a more formal representation of the content might have advantages for the ontology integration process. In the next section, we show how we integrate such small ontologies by using the fragment repositories.
3 From Hyperbook to Digital Library by Ontology Alignment

As all the hyperbook models presented above are based on ontologies, their integration plays a major role in the domain of virtual books and a fortiori in the domain of virtual libraries. If we suppose that each virtual book has its own domain ontology, we need an integration to create a semantically coherent virtual library. It is important to note here that it is not very realistic to suppose that all the books will be linked to the same (global) ontology, because either such an ontology does not currently exist or even if it exists, it contains only stable and well-established concepts and will not have the desired level of specialization or diversity. Thus, it will not be convenient for books on new and advanced topics.

Our ontology integration approach consists in preserving the concepts and the links of the initial ontologies and establishing relations of equivalence between elements of the origin ontologies. This approach seems to be much more flexible than a complete fusion of the hyperbook's ontologies. In the domain of e-learning with non-centralized, semantic information systems, we have to consider that content is under a permanent evolution process. New parts of documents will continuously be added to the Digital Library.

We are focusing on work that is based on alignment techniques. This means bringing two ontologies into mutual agreement by extending the ontology with drawing links between concepts [Klein, 2001]. As subcategory, mapping ontologies means relating similar concepts or relations from different ontologies to each other by an equivalent relation. In both cases, the existing ontologies will persist.

Some heuristics for semi-automatic ontology integration can be found in different approaches. They are based either on identifying structural or naming similarities as can be found in the SMART algorithm [Noy and Musen, 1999] (now integrated in the interactive ontology merging tool PROMPT) or on machine learning techniques, used for instance in the GLUE system [Doan et al., 2002]. Other approaches like OBSERVER [Mena et al., 2000] use semantic interrelations (limited to the analysis of taxonomic relations) to specify mappings between (not synonymous) concepts of two ontologies. It defines lower and upper bounds for the precision and recall of ontology-crossing queries that are based on manually defined subsumption relations.

As a conclusion to this introduction to ontology integration, we will remember the following points:

- Ontology integration is essential for building Digital Libraries or semantic web applications, because it does not seem realistic to assume that there is one common ontology that covers all the domains and subjects. Using local domain ontologies allow users to express concepts in a higher explicitness.
- Automatic ontology mapping for building Digital Libraries is a multi-level task. We should take advantage of the larger information base of the hyperbooks (taxonomic relations between concepts, but also other attributes of the concepts and especially instances and annotated fragments or documents). Including all this information will allow automatic procedure, contrary to other applications in the Semantic Web where automatic ontology mapping seems more difficult.

3.1 Ontology Mapping by measuring the semantic similarity

For mapping ontologies, we propose to calculate semantic similarities between the concepts. We have noticed that in the existing literature, ontology mapping is a crucial assumption for measuring similarity. We will not consider these approaches, mainly because most of them carry out ontology mapping manually and just focus on how to represent them. This shows that developing algorithms for ontology integration is a crucial, but also a critical task, and might serve not only to research in the domain of semantic similarity measurement, but also to the whole Semantic Web community.

[Weinstein and Birmingham, 1999] present an overview about semantic similarity measures. They have identified three groups:

- The first category are filter functions and are presented as inexpensive, universally applicable, and appropriate for identifying initial sets of candidate recommendations. A first subcategory concerns measures based on path distance, but they are labelled fragile due to their sensitivity to the degree of detail in the ontological structure. When classifying new concepts, the measures can change although the compared concepts have not changed. Other filter measures leverage the assumption of measures based on path distance, that local concepts in differentiated ontologies inherit. They use inheritance links to identify concepts and the definitions of both the source and target concepts.
- The matching-based functions build and evaluate (maximal) one-to-one correspondences between elements of concept definitions represented as graphs. They enable analysis of similarities and differences between the concepts.
- The probabilistic functions require domain-specific knowledge of the joint distribution of primitives. To model the joint distribution, Bayesian Networks are necessary. The identified groups cross a spectrum with respect to the degree of required knowledge specification. Filter functions do not involve role semantics. The matching-based functions use knowledge of roles considered independently, and the probabilistic functions exploit knowledge of the interactions among roles.

3.2 Similarity measure in Digital Libraries

For the integration of hyperbooks with their domain ontologies into a Digital Library, we focus on techniques that try to establish one-to-one correspondences between ontologies.
of two hyperbooks. We first carry out the computation of the semantic similarity to decide if two concepts belong to the same semantic field or not. Using string similarity measurement approaches might be the first and simplest task for this computation. However, considering only the syntax of the concepts in question is too basic. In the domain of Digital Libraries, we can first assume that there are not many words with the same spelling in the different ontologies, and second that there exists terms with the same spelling, but which differ semantically (polysemy). Figure 3 shows extracts from four sample-ontologies, each speaking about Football. As we can see, the word "Football" does not always stand for the same meaning.

Using the WordNet ontology or another available top-level ontology for word disambiguation and resolving the meanings of polysemous words might be a solution. But in these kinds of ontologies, we can't usually find specific concepts, as only more general terms are represented. Looking at the ontologies in Figure 3, we can assume that there are at least some words in the upper-class level that can be found in the WordNet ontology. This would allow introducing some links between the different ontologies. But as our experience with e-learning systems has shown, authors do not normally model the upper level part of their ontologies. Another question is also whether the time needed to calculate word disambiguation with WordNet is reasonable.

The domain ontology of a Digital Library is not just a terminological ontology where the collection of concepts are organized by a partial order. It is an axiomatized ontology whose concepts are distinguished by different kinds of relations to other concepts. We have mentioned above the importance of link typing in a hyperbook structure, and we can now take advantage of this formalized representation for the ontology integration process. Thus, we need a similarity measure approach that considers more elements than just terminological relations. For this, we propose to use an extension of the technique of [Rodriguez and Egenhofer, 2003]. The approach is based on entity classes that are groups of equivalent or very similar words. The similarity between two entity classes is the weighted sum of three measurements: similarity of the terms (set of synonyms), similarity of the semantic neighbourhood (set of concepts close to the entity class in the graph) and similarity of the attributes (characteristics and properties, so called distinguished features like set of values). The similarity function takes into account the depth of the entity classes relative to their respective ontologies. The approach considers also cognitive properties of similarity by introducing asymmetric measurement of semantic similarity. The authors argue that according to people’s judgement, the base and the target concept can have different roles. For instance, the perceived similarity from a concept to its super-concept is greater than the perceived similarity from the super-concept to the concept. Finally, comparing not only sets of synonyms, but involving also distinguished features into the similarity measures means introducing grades of similarity. The result is no longer a simple binary expression (same or different word), it allows to detect also similar words.

As we have mentioned, most of the known techniques for semantic similarity measurement need a primarily integrated ontology. As we want to invert the process (integrating ontologies by first determining the semantic similarity measurement), we profit of the above-described approach because it can process the measures in not yet related ontologies. This is done by simply establishing a relation to an imaginary and more general entity class "anything" from the two root-concepts of the ontologies in question. This allows to calculate of the distance from two entity classes to the immediate super-class even if there is no "natural" common super-class.

Figure 3. String similarity measurement with word disambiguation by WordNet
3.3 Discussion

A first problem of the algorithm of Rodríguez and Egenhofer that is to mention is the fact that the assigned weights of each specification component depend on the characteristics of the ontologies. For instance, the authors mention that, when many polysemous terms occur within the ontologies, the synonym set component might not be a good indication of similarity. In consequence, the relative weight assigned to this component should be reduced. But it seems critical when we have to analyze the occurrence of polysemny first.

If we want to decide how the weights have to be assigned, we have to look at the three components in detail.

First, comparing different synonym sets by a word matching process is a very basic level of similarity measure. When checking the number of common and different words in the synonym sets, there is a gradual similarity measure, but polysemny will not be detected.

Second, the semantic neighbourhood is determined by analyzing related super-concepts of an entity class. The links are labelled with types like "is-a" (hyponymy) or "part-whole" (meronymy). The authors use path distance (with a preliminary defined upper-bound) to define the semantic neighbourhood of an entity class. In a hyperbook, we can assume that the semantic neighbourhood is a priori of "good quality" for similarity measures. The problem is how we should determine the boundary of this distance.

But the most important problems can be found in the third component, introducing distinguished feature. Although when they provide a more formal description of a domain, Rodríguez and Egenhofer have mentioned in their evaluation section that feature matching alone is insufficient for detecting the most similar entity classes as many entity classes share common features or have a common superclass. In a hyperbook, they probably can't be used in other Semantic Web applications.

The above-mentioned approach of [Doan et al., 2002] is particularly interesting because they deal with taxonomical relations and instances to establish links between two ontologies. Contrary to Rodriguez, they don't establish an artificial top-level root concept to measure the semantic similarity, they primarily match the instances with machine-learning technique to be able to define the semantic similarity of two concepts. Then, they define distributions over the concepts to determine the final semantic similarity by a user-supported approach. Finally, they determine which of the derived relations will be considered into the ontology mapping according to given domain constraints and relaxation labelling (taking into account the neighbourhood of a concept).

3.4 Improvements

In our case of virtual documents, we make use of additional information to evaluate the similarity between concepts. We also consider the annotated fragments and we take advantage of the fact that links between fragments and concepts are typed. As we have seen above, the fragments were annotated according to a predefined list of link types. If two concepts $A$ and $B$ are bound by links of the same type $t$ to sets of fragments $t(A)$ and $t(B)$ respectively, the "documentary" similarity between $t(A)$ and $t(B)$ will be taken into account in the definition of the similarity between $A$ and $B$. To define the similarity between $t(A)$ and $t(B)$, we will use a traditional technique of information retrieval (for instance, the cosine between the $\text{tf-idf}$ vectors representing the documents in the space of terms [Salton, 1989]). Then, we define the similarity between $t(A)$ and $t(B)$ based on the similarities between documents (for example by taking the maximum similarity found between all the fragments of $t(A)$ and $t(B)$). The similarities obtained for all types of links will then be added up to the similarity measure computed at the conceptual level.

It is important to remark that link typing is crucial here. Indeed, the comparison makes sense only if the compared fragments play the same role with respect to a concept. If, for instance, fragment $a$ is an example of concept $A$ whereas $b$ is a counterexample of $B$, a strong similarity between $a$ and $b$ does not imply a strong similarity between $A$ and $B$, on the contrary.

4 Future Research Questions and Conclusion

In this article, we have presented our hyperbook model, which is based on domain ontologies and fragment reposito-
ries and an integration process into a Digital Library, which is an extended version of the approach of Rodriguez and Egenhofer. We have applied their algorithm to Domain ontologies by involved typed relations between fragments and the domain ontology. In future research, we will work on the integration process, especially on the validation of matched links between concepts of the domain ontology, but also on the integration of hypertext personalization elements like points of view. This also seems an interesting approach for validating the established relations because points of view help to describe the concept of an ontology more precisely.
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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to illustrate the beneficial role of ontologies in achieving efficient authoring support for Intelligent Educational Systems (IES). We present our ideas within an ontology-driven framework EASE offering power with respect to the functionality, generic approach for its support of instructional strategies and user-friendliness in its interaction with the author. A central function in it has an authoring task ontology that at a meta-level defines and controls the configuration and tuning of an authoring tool for a specific authoring process. In this way we achieve more control over the evolution of the intelligence in IES and reach a computational formalization of IES engineering.

1 Introduction
For many years now, various types of Intelligent Educational Systems (IES) have proven to be well accepted and have gained a prominent place in the field of courseware [Murray, 2003b]. IES also have proven [Brusilovsky, 2003; Murray, 2003a] that they are rather difficult to build and maintain, which became, and still is, a prime obstacle for their wide spread popularization. The dynamic user demands in many aspects of software production are influencing research in the field of intelligent educational software as well [Ainsworth et al, 2003]. Problems are related to keeping up with the constant requirements for flexibility and adaptability of content and for reusability and sharing of learning objects [Devedzic et al, 2000].

Thus, the IES engineering is a complex process, which could benefit from a systematic approach, based on a common models and a specification framework. This will offer a common framework, to identify general design and development phases, to modularize the system components, to separate the modeling of various types of knowledge, to define interoperability points with other applications, to reuse subject domains, tutoring and application independent knowledge structures, and finally to achieve more flexibility and consistency within the entire authoring process. Beyond the point of creation of IES, such a common engineering framework will allow for structured analysis and comparison of IES and their easy maintainability.

Currently, a lot of effort is focused on improving of IES authoring tools to simplify the process and allow time-efficient creation of IES [Murray, 2003a; Redfield, 1997; Vassileva, 1995]. Despite this massive effort, there is still no complete integrated methodology that allows to distinguish between the various stages of IES design, and also to (semi-)automate the modeling and engineering of IES components, as well as providing structured guidance and feedback to the author. There are efforts to decrease the level of complexity of ITS building by narrowing down the focus to a set of programming tasks and tools to support them [Anderson et al, 1995], and by limiting the view to only correct or incorrect ‘solutions to a set of tasks’ [Ritter et al, 2003]. As a way to overcome the complexity without decreasing the level of ‘intelligence’ in IES, [Ritter et al, 2003] proposes an approach for separation of authoring components, and [Murray, 2003a] offers a KBT-MM a reference model for authoring system of a knowledge-based tutor, which is storing the domain and tutoring knowledge in “modular components that can be combined, visualized and edited in the process of tutor creation”.

A considerable amount of the research on knowledge-based and intelligent systems moves towards concepts and ontologies [Mizoguchi et al, 2000] and focuses on knowledge sharing and reusability [Chen et al, 1998; Ikeda et al,
ontologies allow the definition of an infrastructure for integrating IES at the knowledge level, independent of particular implementations, thus enabling knowledge sharing [Breuker et al., 1999]. Ontologies can be used as a basis for development of libraries of shareable and reusable knowledge modules [Aroyo et al., 2002b] and help IES authoring tools to move towards semantics-aware environments.

In compliance with the principles given by [Murray, Redfield, 1997] the authoring tools are neither intelligent nor user-friendly. Special-purpose systems provide extensive guidance, but the disadvantage is that changing such systems is not easy, and the knowledge and content can hardly be reused for their educational purposes [Murray, 2003b]. Thus, structured guidance is needed in this complex authoring process.

Our ultimate aim is to attain seemingly conflicting goals: to define authoring support in a powerful, generic and easy to use way. The power comes from the use of ontology-based approach. The generality is achieved with the help of a meta-authoring tool, instantiated with the concrete learning context to achieve also the power of a domain specific tool. The ease of use comes from the combination of the previous two. A characteristic aspect of our approach is the use of Authoring Task Ontology (ATO) [Aroyo et al., 2002a; Aroyo et al., 2003] as part of the authoring environment, which enables us to build a meta-authoring tool [Aroyo et al., 2004] and to tailor the general architecture to the needs of each individual system.

2.1 IES Authoring

Characteristically, ITS, maintain and work with knowledge of the expert, learner, and tutoring strategies, to capture the student’s understanding of the domain and to tailor instructional strategies to the concrete student’s needs. Thus, the provision of user-oriented (adapted) instruction and adequate guidance in IES depends on:

- maintaining a model of the domain, describing the structure of the information content within IES (based on concepts and their relationships);
- maintaining a personalized portal to a large collection of well organized and structured learning/teaching material resources.
- maintaining a model of the user to reflect the user’s preferences, knowledge, goals, and other relevant instructional aspects;
- maintaining instructional design, assessment, adaptation and sequencing models;

In line with this we structure the complexity of the entire authoring process by grouping various authoring activities to:

- model the subject domain / domain knowledge;
- maintain and modify learning objects;
- define the learning goals / learning activities;
- apply instructional strategies for individual and group learning;
- apply assessment strategies for individual and group learning;
- specify a learner model / characteristics;
- specify learning sequence(s) out of learning and assessment activities.

To support these authoring tasks we employ knowledge models and capture all the processes related to those tasks in corresponding authoring modules. Our final goal is to realize an evolutionary (self-evolving) authoring system, which will be able to reason over its own behavior.
3 Authoring Task Ontology

The authoring task ontology (ATO) serves as a shared vocabulary to describe problem-solving structures of all existing tasks domain-independently [Jin et al., 1997]. It is a meta-level ontology of upper level concepts of the specific IES authoring ontologies. Its role in an authoring environment is to support the verification of the authoring activities and to allow the authoring system to be reusable. The main parts of ATO (described in details previously in [Aroyo et al., 2002a; Aroyo et al., 2003; Aroyo et al., 2004] are:

- basic ATO concepts
- primitive activities
- authoring tasks

The basic ATO concepts are used in the formulation of the authoring tasks. We build upon the authoring concepts introduced by [Mizoguchi et al., 1997]: (1) generic nouns reflecting the roles of the objects in the authoring process, (2) generic verbs representing authoring activities over the objects, (3) generic adjectives representing the modifications of the objects and (4) other authoring task specific concepts. We extend this set and make it IES domain-specialized.

The primitive activities [Aroyo et al., 2002] in ATO are defined as atomic methods over objects (e.g. domain and course concepts, topics, learning objects, user model and user profile attributes, cognitive characteristics, learning goal) within a specific structure in the authoring system, such as domain model, user model, user profile, course sequence/structure, or learning goal representation hierarchy. Those primitive activities constitute a basic functional formalism that expresses how the object changes the structure, or the structure is manipulated.

Finally, we define authoring tasks, as a hierarchy of higher-level (composite) functions to represent conceptual categories of relationships (interdependence) between primitive functions. These relationships present certain aggregation criteria (including causal and other relations among components) that are used for grouping primitive tasks into higher-level classes of authoring and system tasks. This way we can construct/identify functional groups of authoring tasks. The higher-level tasks represent a role of one base function for another base function. They are concerned not with the actual change in the objects, but with their actual function in the process of authoring IES. We define those tasks with conditions for their primitive parameters in order to be able to achieve specific authoring goals.

4 EASE Architectural Issues

We take a goal-centered approach to achieve separation of the data (content), the application (educational strategy), the instructional goals and the assessment activities.

Figure 1. EASE Reference Architecture
We follow explicitly the principles supported also by KBT-MM [Murray, 2003a] to separate ‘what to teach’ into modular units independent of ‘how to teach’ and to present learning goals separately from the instructional content. Thus, we have a clear distinction between the content and the computational knowledge, where the learning goal plays a connecting role in order to bring them together within the specific context of each IES (Fig. 1). In this way we also allow reusability of general knowledge on instructional design and strategies.

In other words, the Collaborative Learning Strategy (CLS) module provides the author with the appropriate group learning strategies and requirements for them via the Sequence Strategies Authoring (SS) module. To generate explanations and guidance about the recommended strategies CLS uses Collaborative Learning Ontology which is a system of concepts to represent collaborative learning sessions and Collaborative Learning Models inspired by learning theories [Inaba et al, 2000; Supnithi et al, 1999].

Figure 2. Assessment Module Interactions
The core of the intelligence in the EASE architecture comes from the communication or interactions between the components. There are two "central" components here, the Sequencing Strategies Authoring (SS) and the Authoring Interface (AI). The AI is the access point for the author to interact with the underlying concepts, models and content. The SS interacts with the other components in order to achieve the most appropriate learning sequence for the targeted learner (Fig. 2).

At a conceptual level the IES author interacts with the Learning Resources (LR) and with the Domain Model (DM) authoring modules, for example to handle the learning objects. While the author is working with DM, an interaction is required between DM and LR to determine available resources to link to domain concepts. At the user (learner) level the author interacts with the Simulated User Model (SUM) component in order to determine the use of UM (update rules) within the IES application. At the application level the author interacts with the A and SS modules.

The authoring rules in the Assessment knowledge base trigger interaction in order to realize various aspects of the test generation process. An authoring support rule in the CLS's knowledge base, on the other hand, produces recommendations and can be triggered by either the author or the system.

5 Conclusion

The goal of this research is to specify a general authoring framework for content and knowledge engineering for Intelligent Educational Systems (IES). The main added value of this approach is that on the one hand the ontologies in it make the authoring knowledge explicit, which improves the basis for sharing and reusing. On the other hand, it is configurable through an evolutionary approach. Finally, this knowledge is implementable, since all higher-level (meta-level) constructs are expressed with a limited class of generic primitives out of lower-level constructs.

Within the EASE framework we have identified the main intelligence components and have illustrated their interaction. Characteristic for EASE is the use of ontologies to provide common vocabulary and common understanding of the entire IES authoring processes. This allows for interoperation between different applications and authors.
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Abstract
Some of the first applications of ontologies to support elearning were to generalize adaptive interfaces. Thus ontologies were used to search and suggest among conceptually structured learning objects. More recently ontologies have been extended to describe pedagogical structures in order to base selection on ID principles, and to support course designers in their tasks. But to generalize further, another level of ontology is needed describing applications and the interaction between the user and the system, the model of the interface. This paper presents our work to generalize the ExploraGraph system, in order to offer generic adaptive support. The extraction and specification of formal ontologies for different models makes it possible to describe axioms and boolean reasoning linking task, user, ID and interactions models, in general terms and for different simultaneous applications.

1 Using Ontologies to Support Elearning
Adaptive hypermedia systems were the first types of systems to incorporate annotations to support navigation in elearning environment. This metadata annotation was part of the first ontological information added to content to organize and support learning. As suggested by authors [Brusilovsky, 1996; Dufresne, 1997] the structure of information can used to hide or highlight elements to suggest a progression or to give feedback. In the elearning environment ExploraGraph, the structure of navigation is organized around the structure of concepts, tasks or documents using composition and precedence relations. It can then be dynamically annotated by the learner himself (to change is user’s model) or the system to adapt and give feedback - open or highlight elements, propagate user models using the structures of relations. Authors have tried to generalize the principles of adaptive hypermedia by describing the meta-level ontologies of the adaptation in elearning environments. Various architectures were described using those formal classifications and adding different functions to support the learner and also the designers of elearning environments.

Other systems have tried to use ontological relations among metadata associated to learning objects to search and propose elearning content to learners [Mendes and Sacks, 2003]. Whether using manual entered metadata or textual clustering analysis, the system used a learner model and a model of the domain to order dynamically relevance of elements to be proposed to learners.

The same type of system where then proposed to designers of elearning environments. The ontology of elearning was also extended to include models of instructional design theories [Bourdeau, et al., 2004]. Formal specifications of elements of instructional design made it possible to define axioms and reasoning to support further designers of elearning content. Architecture for adaptive elearning environments were defined following this paradigm, as well as toolkits to facilitate course editing with adaptive functions [Ceri, et al., 2004; Cristea and Aroyo, 2002].

Our research stems from an ITS perspective trying to incorporate in elearning environments more interactive support to individual learners. As such, the idea of elearning as a mere collection of elearning elements appears limited for more active or complex learning like those in science. In particular in the context of distant education, activities needed to be supported further [Brusilovsky, 2001; Dufresne, 2000; Dufresne et al., 2003; Dufresne and Hudon, 2002]. It appears important to support learners along various dimensions, which have little to do with the structure of content, but that could profit from an ontological formalization, for example those related to:

- preferences and cognitive styles in the interaction with elearning environments [Dufresne and Turchotte, 1997] [Bull and McCalla, 2002];
- Competence in using the elearning application;
- Agenda support for orientation, deadlines, synchronous meeting;
- Motivational incentive and feedback; etc.

* This research was supported by NSERC, FCI and VRQ grants.
Also to support scientific activities specialized environments, like virtual labs or conceptual tools, were used for which it was necessary to extend support and feedback, using the ontology of the domain. For example in a virtual labs, the learner must specify an hypothesis with dependent, independent and control variables, etc. Specific axioms can be defined on how this should be done and how it can be supported.

Although the ExploraGraph environment [Dufresne, 2000, 2002; Dufresne and Hudon, 2002] made it possible to add dynamic adaptation, support and feedback following learner progression, these adaptations were not defined as an ontology in general terms and independent of the application. Also we had no possibility to extend the support to an external application with its own ontology.

Figure 1. Architecture of the generic and multi-applications advisor

2 Architecture of the Generic Advisor

To make the advisor more generic and independent of applications we are now using XML Schema Definition (XSD), were structure of elearning elements, content, tasks, applications and user models are described in generic terms, compatible with various metadata standards. Other XSD structures were also defined to represent external applications components (forms, control elements, objects, attributes, events, functions). For example a virtual experimentation environment (EXAO) was described, in terms of application, but also functions to be applied for diagnosis. Finally user and group models were also generalized in a XSD, so they could be easily augmented and adapted depending on the content or theoretical models. XSD made it possible to represent models of support at a generic level that could be instantiated to specific applications and tasks [Dufresne, et al. 2003].

Figure 2 gives an example of an XSD structure that represent the task of an experiment in the EXAO environment and of parameters of the user models to be considered.

Once the generic schemas are described, specific instances can be created or generated following those XSD. In the case of the EXAO environment, instances are extracted directly from the Visual Basic code (Instances for VarValues). In the case of ExploraGraph, task and concept XML structures are exported from the SQL database were they are kept (structures of concepts or tasks in a course). In both cases instances are translated as XML structures in concordance with the XSD structure.

The generic rule editor can then be used to open those XML descriptions of structures and XML instances to create decision rules to support elearning interactions. Those rules can be made at different levels of generality using boolean modifiers. Rules can be defined using representations from multiple applications thus creating in-
ter-application interactions and reasoning mechanisms. For example, information in the task structure, information in the user’s model and actions in the EXAO virtual lab environment can be combined to define support interventions, to adapt the task environment or to modify the user model. Conditions in rules are defined as internal (user model) or external conditions (events) and are associated to sequences of internal (update user models) or external actions (messages, feedback to user, control of navigation in the conceptual structures inside Explora-Graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Task</th>
<th>User model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;xs:schema targetNamespace…..&lt;xs:complexType name=&quot;ExperienceStruct&quot;&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;xs:complexType name=&quot;UserModel&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="">xs:sequence</a></td>
<td><a href="">xs:sequence</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;xs:element name=&quot;DependantVar&quot; type=&quot;VarValues&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;xs:element name=&quot;HelpLevel&quot; type=&quot;xs:int&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;xs:element name=&quot;IndependantVar&quot; type=&quot;VarValues&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;xs:element name=&quot;EffortInTask&quot; type=&quot;xs:int&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;xs:element name=&quot;Hypothese&quot; type=&quot;xs:string&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;xs:element name=&quot;IndepVarIdentif&quot; type=&quot;xs:int&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/xs:sequence&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;/xs:sequence&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/xs:complexType&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;/xs:complexType&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XML Rule produced by the generic rule editor and used by the generic advisor

```
<RULE RuleId="CerifyVariable" Type="Action Rule" AppId="ExploraGraph" Multiplicity="False">
    <CONDITION>
        <OBJECT_VARIABLE ObjectID="Form.FormHypothese.TextField.IndepVarTxt" ObjectTypeID="TextField" ObjectAttID="Text" AppID="EXAO"/>
        <OPERATION Name="Diff"/>
        <OBJECT_VARIABLE ObjectID="Task.ExperienceHypo.ExperienceSpecific" ObjectTypeID="DependantVar" ObjectAttID="Text" AppID="ExploraGraph"/>
    </CONDITION>
    <ACTION_GROUP>
        <EXTERNAL_ACTION ID="Agent-Hacker-Animation" AppID="Agent-Hacker-Animation">
            <PARAMETERS>
                <PARAMETER Name="Name">Hacker</PARAMETER>
                <PARAMETER Name="Message">You have not correctly identified the dependant variable</PARAMETER>
            </PARAMETERS>
        </EXTERNAL_ACTION>
        <INTERNAL_ACTION>
            <OBJECT_VARIABLE ObjectID="Modele.ModeleUsagere.UserSpecificModel" ObjectTypeID="UserModel" ObjectAttID="IndepVarIdentif" AppID="ExploraGraph"/>
            <FUNCTION Name="add"/><TERME Value="-10" Type="integer"/>
        </INTERNAL_ACTION>
    </ACTION_GROUP>
</RULE>
```

Figure 2. Examples of parts of XSD structures for task and user model and of a rule produced and used to adapt support in the interaction

The generic advisor is an independent application that runs on the client-side (similar to [Ceri, et al., 2004]) for performance reason. It receives from the different applications the XML description of the structure of their objects, and the decision rules created with the generic editor or from ExploraGraph. The advisor checks for the validity of the elements he receives and then opens channels to listen to activities in the various applications. The advisor reacts dynamically to the user activity and to changes in his user model. His reactions can be external actions in the one of the applications or internal operations on the user model. Thus the combination of the different ontologies and rules makes it possible to define interactions among different applications, support messages, feedback and adaptive functions in the various environments as well as reasoning on the user model.

### 3 Discussion and Conclusions

Our work with the XSD generic modeling, the generic rule editor and the generic advisor, is similar to [Ceri, et al., 2004] client-based UML-Guide system: it runs on the client-side and use tasks and conceptual structures to diagnosis and express adaptive guiding to a specific learner. As proposed by them it can integrate other personalization parameters and adaptive actions, like feedback, incentives and internal representation updating. The use of generic structures and objects and Boolean modifiers, makes it possible to describe guiding at different level of generality, independent of the specific objects.

In the process of extracting a more formal and generic model of adaptive support, and as we tried to make it in-
dependent of our authoring tool, we encountered different

tasks which are now in progress:

- Describe ontologies at a more generic level (inde- 
  pendent of instances)
- Define mechanisms to extract or export instances 
  from applications following those generic models
- Develop communication interfaces between our 
  elearning authoring tool for the description of con- 
  ceptual maps of tasks, concepts and support rules, 
  and the generic rule editor in order to add compo- 
  nents associated to external applications.
- Develop communication interfaces between applica- 
  tions and the advisor
- Develop the generic repository for XML structures 
  describing the different models, their instances and 
  the rules.
- Define or use a generic repository for the User Mod- 
  els in communication with the different applications 
  (like the MUMS system [Brooks, et al., 2004].
- Define templates of generic adaptive rules which 
  could be specialized for a specific context.

ExploraGraph first aim was to offer a user-friendly application for the description of elearning environments. Trying to integrate adaptive support and especially to develop a more generic and inter-applications system have lead us away from this simplicity. We still have to experiment how easily teachers can use the system to specify support rules. More research might be needed to improve the links between the rule editor and ExploraGraph. Finally now that some models of XSD for tasks, user models and applications have been developed it will be interesting to see how it can incorporate more theory aware models.
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Abstract
In this paper, a metadata-authoring method of exercise problems is proposed and a metadata editor with the method is described. In the metadata-authoring method, a new problem is characterized using differences from the basic problem. In the metadata editor, a user can make a new problem by changing the basic problem. The changes represent the differences between the new problem and the basic problem. The new problem is then characterized by the differences from the basic problem. We call the metadata-authoring method "Differential Indexing".

1 Introduction
Our research target of intelligent e-learning is the exercises for letting students master the use of solution methods in mathematics, arithmetic, physics, and so on. Although students are usually taught a solution method using a basic problem, the students who can solve the basic problem cannot always solve exercise problems that can be also solved by the same solution method. The origin of the difficulty of the exercise problems is the differences between the basic problem and the exercise ones. Then the students learn how to deal with the differences through the exercises. Therefore, in such exercises, differences from the basic problem are the most important characteristics of the problems. Based on this consideration, in order to realize adaptive control of the difficulty of problems in e-Learning, we propose a metadata model called “differential indexing” [Hirashima et al, 2002]. Then, we have developed a prototype of a web-based metadata editor with the differential indexing. In the editor, authors make the metadata by re-placing the elements composing the basic problem with the elements composing the exercise problems. Therefore, the authors don’t have to know the format of the meta-data. Moreover, the editor can diagnose the metadata semantically. Furthermore, it can acquire knowledge that is used to the diagnosis in the metadata authoring. In addition, “web-based” means that it is possible for a lot of people to use the editor and to share the problem data. These features of the editor will be useful in order to use it in real world.

2 Differential Indexing
The differential indexing is proposed based on MIPS that is a model of problem process of the problem structure [Hirashima et al, 1992]. When the problem structure drawn from a problem is transformed to the problem structure corresponding to the one of the base problem, the solution method applied to the base problem can be also applied to the problem. In the transformation process, the differences are detected. In other words, the differences express the problem solving process of the exercise problems. Therefore, the metadata made by the differential indexing include enough information to solve the exercise problems. By comparing the two metadata, similarities and differences between the two exercise problems are derived. Then, the similarities and differences represent semantic relation between the problems.

In the differential indexing, the following two differences from a base problem can be categorized: (1) an instance difference, and (2) a structure difference. The structure difference is divided as (2a) a structure difference that can be complemented with fact knowledge, and (2b) a structure difference that can be complemented with operational knowledge. In the following section, these differences are described concretely.

3 Metadata Editor
Figure 1 is the interface of the metadata editor. (Currently, only a Japanese version is implemented. The words in the figures were translated into English). The interface is composed of (a) Problem sentences field, (b) Problem-indexing field, and (c) Problem confirmation field. When a user selects a solution method, the base problem of the solution method is given in Problem-indexing field (in this section, a
user means a problem author). In Problem-indexing field, each line corresponds to a basic relation composed of an object, an attribute, and a numerical value. The left-hand side column is the statement of the way to give the value. The “given value” is the value that is given in the problem directly. “Not given (fact)” is the value that is not given in the problem, but can be complemented by fact knowledge. “Not given (operational)” is the value that is not given in the problem, but can be derived by operational knowledge. These basic relations correspond to the problem structure of the base problem. By changing the concepts or the statements, the problem structure of the new problem is generated. The metadata of the new problem are described as the changes.

In Figure 1, the base problem of the crane-turtle method is given in Problem-indexing field. In Problem sentence field, a user then writes sentences of a new problem that can be solved by the same solution method. The sentences are not interpreted by the system but saved as the body of the problem data. The sentences are used as they are when the problem is given to a learner.

Figure 1. The Interface of Metadata Editor

After that, the user replaces concepts in Problem-indexing field with the concepts used in the new problem. Throughout this process, the problem structure that has different instances but has the same structure with the base problem is generated. Before making a problem including structure differences, a user has to make a problem structure that has only the instance differences. Then the statements of the way to give values are changed to make the problem structure that includes structure differences. The editor then requests the user to input the way to complement the value. In the case of “not given (fact)”, the editor requests the user to input fact knowledge that has the same form with a basic relation. In the case of “not given (operational)”, the editor requests the user to input operational knowledge and additional basic relations. The operational knowledge is the form of the operational relation between the basic relations. The additional basic relations should be included in the problem sentences.

For example, Problem-1 shown in Problem sentence field can be solved by the same solution method with the base problem shown in Problem-indexing field. To make the problem structure of the Problem-1, the user has to first make the problem structure that includes only the instance
difference. Therefore, a user replaces “the total number of legs of cranes and turtles” with “the total score of pupils” in problem-indexing field. Then, the statement of the way to give the value should be changed. In the problem, there is no total score of a test of pupils, but it can be derived with the total number of pupils and their average score. Therefore, the user should state that the value is “not given (operational)”. Then, the user should input an additional basic relation (Object: pupils, Attribute: average score, Value: 69) and an operational knowledge (“average score of pupils” multiplied by “the number of pupils” is “the total score of pupils”).

After the user has finished changing the problem structure in the problem-indexing field, the editor provides a user with problem sentences that are generated from the problem structure to help them check the problem structure in the problem confirmation field. Because the editor can solve the problem by applying the solution method to the problem structure, it also provides the user with the explanation of the calculation used to derive the answer as the operation among the basic relations.
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Abstract

Today, an increasing number of universities use distance learning systems that leverage the World Wide Web. However, teachers developing the corresponding learning materials face a cost problem in that the work requires much time, practice, and devotion on their part. To solve this issue, we have developed a system -- e-Math Interaction Agent -- that automatically generates learning materials using Semantic Web technologies, such as XML and XSLT. Knowledge databases containing math formulas and basic economic knowledge form the core mechanism of the system. Given the necessary mathematical problem definition data, the system can automate the target courseware by using these knowledge bases.

1 Introduction

Today, an increasing number of universities use distance learning systems that leverage the World Wide Web. However, teachers developing the corresponding learning materials face a cost problem in that the work requires much time, practice, and devotion on their part. To solve this issue, we have developed a system -- e-Math Interaction Agent -- that automatically generates learning materials using Semantic Web technologies, such as XML and XSLT [Shirota, 2004A and B]. Knowledge databases containing mathematical formulas and basic economic knowledge form the core mechanism of the system. Given the necessary mathematical problem definition data, the system can automate the target courseware by using these knowledge bases.

The system differs from existing courseware automation systems in that it features

1. interactive dialogues with a virtual character that are pre-programmed into the XSL stylesheets,
2. a solution plan and calculations that are automated from a knowledge base of mathematical formulas and economical rules, and
3. mathematical software that generates the mathematical expressions in MathML format and image files.

My final goal is to formalize a teaching model for a wide range of mathematical problems that includes how to solve the problems and guide students. When teachers use our system, they will be released from tedious XML programming activities and thus able to devote their energies to more creative work.

This paper describes how the e-Math Interaction Agent dynamically automates Web-based materials to be presented interactively on Web browsers. In the next section, we will explain the design principles and a system model of our proposed courseware automation. In Section 3, the developed system architecture will be described. The prototype system that automates learning materials to teach optimization problems in mathematics will be shown. Discussions and conclusions are given in the last section.

2 Automatic Generation Process Model

First, we shall explain our proposed model of automatic generation processes for math problems (See Figure 1). The input data is the definition data of a math problem. Suppose that the mathematical problem is named ‘Problem A.’ We wish to automatically generate a solution plan specific to Problem A. Namely, the output of the automatic generation process is the learning material specific to Problem A.

The core parts of the process are the “general solution plan model” and “the general model of teacher interaction” that are represented by the two hexagons. The “general solution plan model” describes how to solve a problem of the same or a similar type. The “general model of teacher interaction” defines what a virtual teacher dialogues with a student and how the virtual teacher guides a student. It is also defined for the same or similar types of problems. The followings are typical type names:
1. Optimization problem of single variable functions.
3. Optimization problem of multivariable functions.
For each problem type, these two models must be defined in advance by a “system supervisor” who is both a computer expert and a math teaching specialist well-versed in solving the problems and teaching them to students.

Based on the proposed model, we have developed our e-Math Interaction Agent system to automate learning objects. The above-mentioned problem types (1) and (2) have been already developed as our prototype systems. In the next section, automation of problem type (1) courseware will be shown as an example.

3 e-Math Interaction Agent System

Architecture

In this section, we shall outline our e-Math Interaction agent system. The Interaction Agent is written using Perl script language and the agent invokes four sub-modules: (1) Inference Engine (Prolog interpreter), (2) Mathematical Software for symbolic mathematical processing, (3) Equation Server to generate a MathML file, and (4) Web-Page Generator, which infers the solution plan and generates the corresponding XML files. These, in turn, are displayed by the Interaction Agent using the XLST stylesheet. As the above-mentioned (2) mathematical software, we now use Maple which is widely used for math education.

We apply our proposed automation methods as a prototype system to solve mathematical optimization problems of single variable. Although many kinds of optimization problems exist, they share the same schema which includes the following steps:

(1) Determine the quantity to be maximized or minimized and write the equation for it—in words first, if necessary.

(2) Use the constraints of the problem to write the equation in terms of only one independent variable, and simplify the equation.

(3) Find the first derivative, set it equal to zero, and solve the equation.

(4) Test to determine whether critical points are maxima or minima.

(5) Check for inflection points.

(6) Answer the question posed in the problem.

Therefore the metadata properties of the problems, such as the given and unknown data, can be easily defined. Our defined attributes in a meta-level description file are as follows: (1) data, (2) unknown, (3) given, (4) relationship, and (5) find. The data schemas in a meta-level description file are explained in [Shirota 2004A]. As these data schemas are available to define all mathematical problems except proof problems, our proposed methods of automating mathematical learning materials have high descriptive power. Using the meta-level description file as the input information, the Web-Page Generator can automatically generate the corresponding XML files.

Figure 2, 3, and 4 show sample screens of the generated Web pages. The target problem there is a maximizing profit problem. As shown in Figure 2, the total revenue function (TR) and the total cost function (TC) are given. The variable “Q” represents a quantity. The student has to set up the profit function using an economical relationship “profit = total revenue – total cost”. The relationship is stored in a knowledge database as an economical rule and used to set up the equation.

Then, the system finds the first derivative, sets it equal to zero, and solves the equation. The generated learning materials are shown in Figure 3. The candidate critical points are...
Q=1 and Q=25. Test to determine which critical point is the maximum, the system takes the second derivative, evaluates the critical points, and checks the signs. As shown in Figure 4, the maximum point is ‘(25, 6750)’. In addition, the graph can be displayed which is drawn by the mathematical software Maple.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we have described the e-Math Interaction Agent that dynamically automates on-line Web-based materials. For such automation, Semantic Web techniques are effective. In our implementation of the e-Math Interaction Agent, we used XML and XSLT to automate learning objects.

The Interaction Agent is written using Perl script language and the agent invokes four sub-modules: (1) Inference Engine (Prolog interpreter), (2) Mathematical Software for symbolic mathematical processing, (3) Equation Server to generate a MathML file, and (4) Web-Page Generator, which infers the solution plan and generates the corresponding XML files. These, in turn, are displayed by the Interaction Agent using the XSLT stylesheet.

We apply our proposed automation methods as a prototype
Maximizing Profits

(b) Take the second derivative, evaluate the critical points, and check the signs.

Second Derivative:
\[ f''(x) = -30 + 780 - 75 \]
\[ f''(x) = -60 + 78 \]

Maximum point:
\[ f''(25) = -72 < 0 \] relative maximum profit is maximized at \( Q = 25 \) where \( f(25) = 6750 \)

In general, the human resource cost for Web-based learning material development is quite high. It takes teachers much time, practice, and devotion to design and develop learning materials from scratch. The cost is particularly high when teachers try to create learning materials to help students interactively and naturally. However, our proposed automation methods enable any teacher to generate his/her own Web-based sophisticated learning materials. I believe that we can leverage knowledge bases and Semantic Web technologies for most of this work, and thereby largely relinquish it to computers. To justify this belief, we have developed a prototype system that can automate Web-based learning materials. Our proposed automation methods can release mathematics teachers from tedious XML programming, so that they may devote their energies to more creative work.
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Abstract
We are developing an ontology-based intelligent tutoring system, in which domain, pedagogical, and tutoring knowledge is represented as ontologies. Inference rules are a key representation of pedagogical knowledge for automated evaluation. However, the use of existing rule-based languages requires programming skill. Rule editing can be made more widely accessible to non-programmers through the development of smarter tool support. Through analysis of inference rules used in an existing intelligent tutoring system, we identify common idioms within rules that are simple to express in natural language, but which vary widely in their complexity of implementation in the Jess rule language. We have developed a prototype rule editing tool in which these idioms are provided as keywords, with automatic translation to complete rules, which simplifies the rule editing process.

1 Introduction
We have previously developed a multimedia application called Visual Reasoning Tutor (VRT) [Hubbard et al., 1996], which uses the missing view problem as a mechanism to develop the visual reasoning abilities of design and engineering students, as shown in Figure 1. From 2001–2003, we have developed a successor system called Intelligent VRT (IVRT), which embeds VRT within an intelligent tutoring system framework. IVRT uses manually-encoded learning contents consisting of skills, lessons, and problems, and a simple learner model that records student skill scores and activity history.

2 Ontology-Based Intelligent Tutoring System
Ontologies support knowledge sharing and reuse, by both humans as well as computers [Gruber, 1993]. We have migrated to an ontology-based approach to intelligent tutoring systems, shown in Figure 2. Domain knowledge (learning contents), learning process knowledge, tutoring knowledge, and learner information are formalized as ontologies. Pedagogical knowledge is also represented as inference rules, which are executed at run-time by a separate inference engine. We use the Protégé ontology editor [Protégé, 2004] with OWL plugin, and Jess [Friedmann-Hill, 2003] as the rule inferencing engine, with XSLT conversion from OWL to Jess.

3 Pedagogical Rules in IVRT
IVRT’s teaching strategy is to show a subset of lessons and problems based on the learner’s current skill scores. Items that the learner has already mastered, and items for which the learner is not yet ready, are not shown. As the learner solves problems satisfactorily, the learner’s skill scores...
increase, which causes new lessons and problems to become visible, and previous ones to be hidden.

This high-level strategy is implemented using inference rules. Terms used in these rules are defined in our learning contents ontology for the IVRT domain, as follows:

- A skill has an *activity* property, which is true or false, and zero or more *required* skills, arranged in a hierarchical structure.
- A lesson or problem has one or more *associated* skills, and has a *visibility* property, which is either true (it is shown to the learner) or false (hidden).
- A global property of *skill satisfaction* is defined by a system predicate, which takes a skill and returns true or false. Each teacher can customize this test.

Selected rules are shown below. These rules are given in a quasi-formal manner using natural language, which was to ease discussion of the rules without requiring Jess expertise.

**Rules to Activate Skills**
1. For each skill: if it has no required skills, activate it.
2a. For each skill: if any required skill is not satisfied, deactivate this skill.
2b. For each skill: if all required skills are satisfied, activate this skill.

**Rules to Show and Hide Lessons**
3a (Default strategy) For each lesson: if all associated skills are active, show it.
3b (Default strategy) For each lesson: if any associated skill is inactive, hide it.
4 (Special strategy) For each lesson: if any associated skill is active, show it.

**Rules to Show and Hide Problems**
5a For each problem: if all associated skills are active, show it.
5b For each problem: if any associated skill is inactive, hide it.

3.1 Implementation 1: Rules in Jess
A full implementation of IVRT’s strategy is straightforward in a standard rule language such as Jess, totaling about 20 Jess rules. However, this requires a Jess programmer’s skill. This tends to exclude any users who are not skilled Jess programmers. We assume most teachers lack sufficient programming skill to rely entirely on this approach.

3.2 Implementation 2: SWRL Ontology using Protégé OWL Interface
We have modeled a subset of SWRL rule syntax [Horrocks et al., 2004] as an OWL ontology in Protégé, by defining SWRL terms as classes, and SWRL grammar rules as properties of these classes. Then we were able to use Protégé OWL’s user interface to construct instances of SWRL rules, i.e. as a rudimentary rule editor. We integrated this interface with Jess using XSLT conversion, so that SWRL rule instances edited in Protégé are immediately updated in the Jess run-time environment.

This approach was successful insofar as it gave us a rule editing capability. However, it faced two severe drawbacks:

1. **Verbosity.** A SWRL rule naturally has a hierarchical structure. To instantiate such a rule as an instance of an ontology required instantiating every element and subexpression separately, in a bottom-up manner. This was a tedious process, even for trivial rules.
2. **Programming skill.** To create rules that would work properly after conversion to Jess still required expertise in Jess. Hence, we judged this approach to be no simpler than programming in Jess directly.

4 A Rule Editing Tool with Support for Non-Programmers
We have identified as a desideratum within our ontology-based intelligent tutoring system environment to make rule editing accessible to non-programmers. That is, it should provide intelligent support to hide or reduce the complexity of programming.

4.1 Identification of Common Idioms
We considered the actual rules used in IVRT, and also plausible rules within a typical teaching strategy, i.e. which could reasonably be expected to be reused by many teachers across many domains. When these rules are written at a fairly abstract level, using natural language, certain idioms emerged. These idioms correspond to everyday concepts in natural language, on which most people can agree at a non-technical level.

Two common idioms used throughout IVRT’s rules are “if any” and “if all”, as highlighted in bold font in Section 3. When implemented in Jess rules, they require substantially different techniques, due to Jess’s own characteristics.

4.2 Mapping of Idioms to Rule Fragments
For each idiom, we define a mapping to a Jess rule fragment, which is a portion of a Jess rule. A rule fragment could be as simple as a single keyword\(^1\) in the language. More generally, it consists of a block structure within a rule, and it may introduce variables, or even multiple rules.

We have identified the following idiom-to-fragment mappings. For each mapping, we show the idiom in quasi-formal natural language in italics, followed by its Jess rule fragment. Unimportant details of Jess rule syntax are shown in gray text.

- **for each** \(s\) in a set \(S\)
  (defrule R1 \(S\ ?s\) = \(\ldots\))

  “for each”: This idiom expresses a simple iteration over a set \(S\) of facts. As this is a fundamental operation in any rule language, Jess performs this iteration implicitly, without

\(^1\) This correspondence reflects the fact that the design of a programming language itself involves a choice among a range of possible programming idioms, and the idioms chosen will thereafter be trivial to use within that language, by design.
requiring any language keyword. Hence, it suffices to just specify the set itself, using one pattern (S ?s), where ?s denotes a Jess variable.

- **for each** s in set S that satisfies property P
  
  (defrule R2 (S ?s) (P ?s) => …)

To restrict this iteration to a subset of S that satisfies an additional property P, we simply add a second pattern for P.

- **if any** s in set S satisfies property Q
  
  (defrule R3 (S ?s) (exists (Q ?s)) => …)

“If any”. This idiom differs from “for each” in that we don’t need to visit each element that satisfies the property. Instead, we halt the iteration as soon as any one succeeds. This idiom maps to the Jess keyword `exists`.

- **if all** s in set S satisfy property Q
  
  (defrule R4

  ; Let all other rules go first before checking the 'not'
  (declare (salience -1))

  ; Guard (to ensure volatility, and to exclude empty set)
  (and (S ?s1) (Q ?s1))

  ; All
  (not (and

  ; ~Q is the negation of property Q

  ))

  => …)

“If all”: This idiom is also an iteration over a set. However, by its nature, it must visit every element of the set. Jess does not implicitly handle this operation. We apply De Morgan’s law to convert the `all` idiom to `not any`, which Jess does provide as primitives. Hence, this idiom expands to a block structure, using the Jess `not` and `and` keywords.

Jess’s `not` keyword introduces three complications.

1. **Volatility**. The pattern immediately preceding a `not` must be volatile: the rule will be re-checked only when that pattern changes. We handle this by adding a guard clause before the `all` block.
2. **Empty set**. `not and` gives a false positive for an empty set. The guard clause also prevents this.
3. **Temporal dependency**. `not` assumes that all other rules have reached a quiescent state (i.e. are no longer changing any facts). This requires temporal ordering among rules, which maps to a Jess `salience` declaration.

### 4.3 Simplified Syntax with Idioms as Keywords

We have defined a simplified rule syntax, in which the common idioms appear as keywords. This supports a non-programmer who thinks at the level of the natural-language idioms, by hiding their implementation details. As this rule format is essentially text-based, any text editor would be sufficient in theory. For added convenience, we have developed a graphical front-end using Java Swing, shown in Figure 3, which allows selection of the idiom keywords from menus.

![Figure 3. Rule editor interface with conversion to Jess](image)

Rules written in this simplified syntax are mapped into Jess rule fragments, using a standard recursive descent parsing approach. The fragments are then merged into complete Jess rules, and are immediately evaluated, which updates Jess’s run-time environment.

### 5 Pedagogical Knowledge Editing in ITS Development

We are integrating the rule editing capability into a distributed, persistent ITS development framework. In this framework, the ontologies serve as repositories for many learning domains, tutoring strategies, and bodies of pedagogical knowledge, accumulated over time and across many individual teachers and courses. Rule editing is then a subtask of the more general operation of pedagogical knowledge editing. Each individual teacher composes her own tutoring strategy model from the tutoring ontology and a library of previously-developed inference rules, which exploits knowledge reuse. A teacher can customize her model by defining her own pedagogical knowledge as new inference rules. We support local extensions to a particular model, as well as extension of the ontologies themselves by using an ontology editor.

The ontologies and tutoring strategy models are accessible over the web, using standard web services. For distributed rule editing, we are exploring the further enhancement of the rule editing tool as an embedded Java applet, or a separate web-enabled application.

### 6 Rule Editing for Contents Presentation Design

We are developing an intelligent learning environment targeting heritage education, using ontology-based learner modeling to customize and refine the learning interaction [Kim et al., 2004]. To support this, we have developed a learner ontology based on [Chen & Mizoguchi, 1999]’s approach. A learner is modeled with profile information containing personal data, comprehensive assessment of learner’s capabilities, dynamic assessment of learner’s
current mood and knowledge, low-level activity records for every learner action and system activity, and processed data obtained from the activity records. In addition, our learner ontology incorporates multiple sets of learner preferences, including Myers-Briggs Type Indicators, Felder & Silverman’s Index of Learning Styles [Felder, 2002], and Chen & Mizoguchi’s learning preferences. Learner models are inferred from the learners’ records of interaction with the system, using data mining.

Felder & Silverman’s Index of Learning Styles classifies a learner along 4 axes, with two extremes per axis: (S)ensory–(I)n(t)uitive, (V)isual–(A)uditory, (A)c(t)ive–(R)eflective, and (S)equential–(G)lobal. We abbreviate each value to 1 letter, denoted by the parentheses. Each of the 16 combinations defines a set of learning preferences, which determines the best way in which learning contents should be presented to those students.

For a teacher, this becomes a task of contents presentation design. Specific learning content objects are annotated with properties defining the learning styles in which they are to be used. Using the rule editor, the teacher then defines the contents presentation knowledge as inference rules, which take a student’s Felder & Silverman learning style as input, and selectively enables and disables learning content objects, and also adjusts their sizes, colors, positions, etc. Examples of the customized contents presentation for two combinations NARG and SVCQ are shown in Figure 4.

A future extension of this work is to deduce these inference rules automatically from visual exemplars of the learning contents presentation, which further simplifies the teacher’s task.

7 Conclusion

Inference rules are a significant form of knowledge representation for pedagogical knowledge within an ontology-based ITS, which accurately records a teacher’s intent, while supporting automatic execution. We have identified a desideratum to make pedagogical rule editing accessible to non-technical users. To support this, we have identified common rule idioms at the natural language level, and developed a mapping technique from these idioms into complete Jess rules. This supports a simplified rule syntax in which the idioms appear as keywords, hiding the complexities of their implementation.
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